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Summary 
Skeletal muscle is a secretory organ, releasing several hundreds of proteins, the  
so-called myokines, which can work in hormone-like fashion, having endocrine and 
paracrine effects. Although the underlying molecular mechanisms are mostly unclear, 
it was proposed that exercise-regulated myokines play a major role in the  
health-promoting effects of exercise including the prevention and treatment of type 2 
diabetes. However, the knowledge on myokines and their expression and release, 
especially upon contraction-induced activation of intramuscular signaling cascades, is 
scarce to date. 
Electric pulse stimulation (EPS), an in vitro exercise model, was applied to human 
primary myotubes of phenotyped donors to investigate molecular adaptations of 
exercise in a clearly defined system.  
24 h of EPS induced a metabolic switch towards higher glucose consumption. 
Additionally, the study of the whole genome transcriptional response revealed 183 
significantly regulated transcripts with a fold change > 1.3. Changes in transcription 
reflect partially the in vivo situation in the skeletal muscle after endurance exercise, 
modulating pathways associated with chemokine and cytokine signaling, lipid 
metabolism and antioxidant defense. Targeted proteomic analysis of the supernatant 
by multiplex immunoassay, verified the enhanced secretion of EPS-induced 
cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-8, CXCL1 and LIF, as well as other myokines, e.g. 
ANGPTL4. Inhibitor studies and immunoblotting indicated the involvement of 
ERK1/2-, JNK- and NFκB-dependent pathways in the upregulation of these 
myokines.  
Secretome profiling by untargeted proteomic analysis showed several significantly 
altered proteins upon 24 h of EPS in the conditioned supernatant, namely significant 
enrichment of pathways associated with skeletal muscle development, cell 
proliferation, extracellular matrix organization and disassembly. Unbiased proteomic 
investigation of the supernatant obtained from human myotubes derived from  
insulin-sensitive (IS) and resistant (IR) donors showed also differences in secretome 
composition whereas the enhanced release of proteasomal subunits from  
IR-myotubes was most strikingly.  
Additionally, we developed our EPS protocol further including a recovery phase and 
the supplementation of physiological concentrations of fatty acids (oleic acid and 
palmitic acid) and applied it to IS- and IR-myotubes. Targeted metabolomic analysis 
of the intramyocellular acylcarnitine pattern indicated increased production of 
propionylcarnitine in IR-myotubes. 
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To conclude, the results obtained within this thesis highlight the importance of the 
muscle as a secretory organ. Moreover, we provide further evidence that EPS 
induced adaptations at least partially reflects in vivo exercise situation and thus could 
underline the importance of this in vitro exercise model for future studies. This might 
provide broader insights into contraction-induced adaptations in the skeletal muscle, 
which are of particular interest when investigating myotubes of donors with different 
phenotype, e.g. insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes or non-response to exercise 
intervention. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Der Skelettmuskel ist ein sekretorisches Organ. Es wird vermutet, dass er mehrere 
hundert Proteine, die sogenannten Myokine, sekretiert, welche hormonähnliche 
Funktionen haben können und parakrin, bzw. endokrin wirken.  
Es wird eine Beteiligung dieser Myokine an den durch Sport induzierten, 
gesundheitsförderlichen Prozessen vermutet, wie etwa bei der Prävention und 
Therapie von Typ 2 Diabetes. Die zugrundeliegenden molekulare Mechanismen sind 
jedoch weitgehend unbekannt. Ebenso ist die Regulation der Expression und 
Freisetzung dieser Myokine, speziell während der Muskelkontraktion, noch nicht im 
Detail verstanden.  
Electric pulse stimulation (EPS), ein in vitro Sportmodell, wurde auf humane primäre 
Myotuben von phänotypisierten Donoren angewandt, um die durch Sport regulierten, 
molekularen Veränderungen in einem definierten System zu untersuchen.  
24 h EP-Stimulation führte in diesem Zellkulturmodell zu einem erhöhten 
Energieverbrauch, messbar als vermehrter Glucosebedarf. Eine Gesamt-
genomtranskriptomanalyse zeigte eine signifikante Veränderung von 183 
Transkripten (Ratio > 1.3). Die erhaltenen Ergebnisse spiegelten teilweise die in vivo 
gefundenen Expressionsveränderungen nach Ausdauersport wider, da unter 
anderem Gene, der Cytokin und Chemokin Signaltransduktionswege, des 
Lipidstoffwechsels und des Antioxidationsschutzes reguliert wurden.  
Eine gerichtete Proteomanalyse des Zellkulturüberstands mit Hilfe eines Multiplex 
Immunassays verifizierte die durch EPS induzierte, vermehrte Freisetzung von 
Cytokinen, wie IL-6, IL-8, CXCL1 und LIF, als auch anderer Myokine, z.B. ANGPTL4. 
Inhibitorstudien und Western Blot Analysen ergaben, dass die MAPK ERK 1/2 und 
JNK, sowie der Transkriptionsfaktor NFκB wichtige Mediatoren bei der Regulation 
dieser Myokine sind.  
Die ungerichtete Proteomanalyse des Myotubensekretoms zeigte mehrere signifikant 
regulierte Proteine, die mit der Skelettmuskelentwicklung, Zellproliferation, 
Extrazellulärmatrixorganisation und –abbau assoziiert sind. Der Vergleich des 
Sekretoms von Myotuben, die von insulinsensitiven (IS), bzw. insulinresistenten (IR) 
Probanden gewonnen wurden, ergab auch mehrere signifikant veränderte Proteine, 
wobei die erhöhte Freisetzung von proteasomalen Untereinheiten durch IR-Myotuben 
besonders auffällig war.  
Darüber hinaus wurde das EPS Protokoll weiterentwickelt und physiologische 
Konzentrationen von Fettsäuren (Ölsäure und Palmitinsäure) dem Medium 
zugesetzt, sowie nach der Stimulation eine Erholungsphase für die Zellen 
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angeschlossen. Dieses Protokoll wurde auf IS- und IR-Myotuben angewandt und die 
intrazelluläre Acylcarnitinzusammensetzung mittels LC-MS Metabolomics Analyse 
untersucht. Hierbei zeigte sich eine erhöhte Produktion von Propionylcarnitin in  
IR-Myotuben.  
Zusammenfassend unterstreichen die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit die Signifikanz des 
Muskels als sekretorische Einheit. Wir konnten außerdem zeigen, dass die durch 
EPS induzierten Veränderungen, jedenfalls teilweise, die in vivo Situation im Muskel 
während der Kontraktion widerspiegeln und damit die Wichtigkeit dieses in vitro 
Sportmodells für zukünftige Studien hervorheben. Dies könnte wichtige Erkenntnisse 
bezüglich der durch Kontraktion induzierten Veränderungen im Muskel liefern, 
welche besonders bei der Untersuchung der Myotuben von Donoren mit 
unterschiedlichen Phänotypen, z.B. bei Insulinresistenz, Typ 2 Diabetes oder 
Nonresponse auf eine Sportintervention, von großer Relevanz sein könnten.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Skeletal muscle 
Vertebrate muscles are divided in three different types defined by functional and 
structural properties: smooth, cardiac and skeletal muscle. The first one, is an 
involuntary and unstriated muscle found in walls of organs e.g. of the gastrointestinal 
tract, in blood vessels and the eye (Newsholme and Leech, 2010). Cardiac muscle, 
which is found exclusively in the heart propelling blood, has high endurance capacity 
and is also involuntary (Newsholme and Leech, 2010). The third and most common 
form is the skeletal muscle, a voluntarily and striated muscle type, that will be further 
discussed in detail in the following part.  

1.1.1 Function and structure of the skeletal muscle 
The human body contains approximately 600 different skeletal muscles accounting 
for approximately 40 % of total body mass in non-obese people, consequently being 
the biggest tissue in humans (Newsholme and Leech, 2010). Furthermore, it 
constitutes for approximately 30 % of the total metabolic rate (Zurlo et al., 1990) and 
is the predominant site for insulin-dependent glucose uptake (DeFronzo et al., 1981).  
Skeletal muscle has several functions including movement of the body, maintaining 
posture, storage of fuel as glycogen and triglycerides and generation of heat to 
maintain body temperature (Johnson et al., 2004; Newsholme and Leech, 2010; 
Frontera and Ochala, 2014; Rowland et al., 2014). 
It is composed of muscle fibers, connective tissue, blood vessels and nerves. The 
complete muscle consists of several bundles of muscle fibers, which join into a 
tendon at each end and thus connect it to the bone (Figure 1). Each fiber has 
developed by the fusion of several myoblasts to long, cylindrical, multinucleated, 
post-mitotic myotubes and is packed with myofibrils. These consist of thousands of 
myofilaments, which are composed mainly of actin and myosin building up the 
sarcomere. This is the basic contractile unit of the skeletal muscle, whereas myosin 
is the main molecular motor (Newsholme and Leech, 2010).  
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Figure 1: The arrangements of bundles, fibers and capillaries in the skeletal muscle.  
Skeletal muscle consists of several bundles of fibers, which join in the tendon that is connected to the bone. See 
text for details. Modified from Lauritzen and Schertzer (Lauritzen and Schertzer, 2010). 
 
The force generation and the movement of the muscle are achieved by actin sliding 
over myosin myofilaments to shorten sarcomeres postulated as sliding filament 
theory (Huxley and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley and Hanson, 1954). The signal for 
contraction comes from adjacent motor neurons, passing the action potential to the 
muscle fiber, leading to its membrane depolarization and the induction of Ca2+ 
transients. The increased sarcoplasmic Ca2+ concentration activates then the 
sarcomeres, resulting in muscle contraction. All together, an electric signal is 
converted to a mechanical response called excitation-contraction coupling as recently 
reviewed by Rebbeck and colleagues (Rebbeck et al., 2014).  
Depending on the demands of the muscle, it is capable to develop different fiber 
types, having diverse properties, morphology and metabolic/substrate preferences 
(Table 1). In humans, the predominant fiber types are: slow twitch (type I),  
fast/oxidative twitch (type IIA) and fast/glycolytic twitch (type IIX) fibers (Table 1). In 
rodents a fourth and more common fiber type than IIX, type IIB, exists. The different 
fiber types in mammalian skeletal muscles were recently reviewed by Schiaffino and 
Reggiani (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 2011). 
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Table 1: Contractile, metabolic and morphological properties of human skeletal muscle fibers. 

 Type I Type IIA Type IIX 

General properties   
Myosin heavy-
chain isoform 

MHC1 MHC2A MHC2X 

Metabolism High oxidative Oxidative-glycolytic Glycolytic 
Myosin ATPase 
Activity 

Slow  Fast Fast 

Fatigue Resistance High Intermediate Low 
Force production 
(power output) 

Weak Intermediate Strong 

Endurance 
capacity 

High  Intermediate Low 

Appearance/ 
myoglobin content 

Red/high Red/intermediate White/low 

Morphological properties   
Capillary density 4.2 4.0 3.2 
Mitochondrial 
density 

High Intermediate Low 

Fiber size (cross 
sectional area) a 

5310 6110 5600 

Metabolic and substrate properties   
Oxidative potential High Intermediate-high Low 
Glycolytic potential Low Intermediate-high High 
[Phosphocreatine] b 12.6 14.5 14.8 
[Glycogen] b 77.8 83.1 89.2 
[IMTG] b 7.1 4.2  
Exercise-type 
dominance 

Prolonged low, 
intensity 

Moderate duration, high-
intensity 

Short duration, 
maximal effort 

Relationship between skeletal muscle fiber type and the indicated properties. Data obtained from vastus lateralis muscle of 
untrained men. Adapted from Egan & Zierath and Saltin & Gollnick (Saltin and Gollnick, 1983; Egan and Zierath, 2013). 
a µm2 

b mmol kg-1 wet weight 
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1.1.2 Exercise-induced adaptations 
1.1.2.1 Exercise modalities 
Skeletal muscle is a rather dynamic tissue, e.g. adapting during exercise either 
acutely as during a single bout of exercise or leading to long-term training-induced 
adaptations.  
Two modalities of exercise are distinguished: (1) During resistance exercise (strength 
training; e.g. weight lifting, bodybuilding, throwing events) the skeletal muscle 
undergoes less repeats with a high load leading to muscle hypertrophy. 
Carbohydrates are the major energy source, metabolized in the glycolytic, type II 
fibers (Egan and Zierath, 2013). (2) A high repetition number with a low load resulting 
in an increased cardiovascular fitness characterizes endurance (cardiovascular or 
aerobic) exercise training like achieved walking, running, swimming and bicycling. 
This results in a fiber type switch towards more oxidative type I fibers leading to 
muscles with higher oxidative capacity (Egan and Zierath, 2013). The adaptations 
and health-promoting effects of both types of exercise training are summarized in 
Table 2.  
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Table 2: Adaptations and health-promoting effects of endurance in comparison with resistance exercise. 

 Endurance  
exercise 

Resistance 
exercise 

Skeletal muscle morphology and exercise performance  
Muscle hypertrophy 0 + + + 
Muscle power and strength 0 - + + + 
Muscle fiber size 0 + + + + 
Anaerobic capacity + + + 
Myofibrillar protein synthesis 0 + + + + 
Mitochondrial protein synthesis + + 0 + 
Capillarity + + 0 
Mitochondrial density and oxidative 
function 

+ + + 0 + 

Endurance capacity + + + 0 + 
Whole-body and metabolic health  
Percent body fat - - - 
Lean body mass 0 + + 
Resting insulin levels - - 
Insulin response to glucose 
challenge 

- - - - 

Insulin sensitivity + + + + 
Inflammatory markers - - - 
Resting heart rate - - 0 
Cardiovascular risk profile - - - - 
Basal metabolic rate + + + 
Endurance exercise: exercise duration of several minutes to hours at various exercise intensities, consisting of many repetitions 
with low load (e.g. running, swimming and cycling); Resistance exercise: short duration exercise with high or maximal intensity 
(e.g. Olympic weightlifting, bodybuilding, throwing events); +: values increase, -: values decrease, 0: values remain unchanged; 
amount of signs: small effect (+/-), medium effect (++/--), large effect (+++/---); 0+/0-: no change or slight change. Table adapted 
of Egan & Zierath (Egan and Zierath, 2013). 
 

Moreover, two types of contraction are described: (1) Isomeric, also known as static 
contraction, generates force without bowing joints and limbs, e.g. holding a weight in 
front of the body without changing level; (2) Dynamic contraction is divided in 
concentric contraction leading to a shortening of the muscle (e.g. bowing the elbow), 
and eccentric action leading to an extension of the muscle (e.g. when a weight is 
lifted down starting with a bowed elbow) (Frontera and Ochala, 2014).  
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1.1.2.2 Energy sources during exercise 
Muscle contraction itself needs energy in form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). 
Depending on fiber type, amount of fuel stored, transport of fuel to the muscle, 
availability of oxygen, intensity and duration of exercise fuel preferences differ. The 
muscle itself has ATP and phosphocreatine stores, which are used during short 
duration and high-intensity exercise. During longer periods of exercise, muscle uses 
either intracellular glycogen, which is metabolized to lactic acid or CO2 or uses 
glucose obtained from hepatic gluconeogenesis or glycogenolysis. Moreover, muscle 
breaks down intramuscular triglycerides (IMTGs) to provide fatty acids for oxidation. 
Even more important are extramuscular long chain fatty acids obtained from lipolysis 
in adipose tissue (Newsholme and Leech, 2010; Egan and Zierath, 2013). 
 
1.1.2.3 Intramuscular signaling 
Muscle contraction leads to neuronal, metabolic and mechanical signals, which 
activate downstream sensors, modifying transcription, translation and protein 
modifications. This results in altered quantity, activity and localization of proteins as 
recently reviewed (Fluck, 2006; Hoppeler et al., 2011; Egan and Zierath, 2013). A 
simplified and not complete scheme of the most important signaling molecules 
involved in these cascades is shown in Figure 2. 
During endurance exercise, the major signals are increased Ca2+ levels and 
metabolic changes as energy depletion resulting in mitochondrial biogenesis, 
angiogenesis and slow fiber transformation.  
Elevated Ca2+ levels due to neuronal-induced Ca2+ transients activate calmodulin, 
initiating calmodulin-dependent kinases (CaMK) in an intensity-dependent fashion 
(Rose and Hargreaves, 2003; Rose et al., 2006). These serine-threonine kinases 
regulate amongst others transcription and activation of peroxisome  
proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha (PGC1α) and nuclear 
factor of activated T cells (NFAT). Additionally, protein kinase C (PKC) and  
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) are activated upon elevated Ca2+ levels 
(Nielsen et al., 2003; Hoppeler et al., 2011).  
Metabolic changes, like increased levels of free fatty acids (FFA) obtained from 
lipolysis activate peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) promoting the 
transcription of genes involved in fatty acid uptake, transport and oxidation (Fluck, 
2006; Hoppeler et al., 2011). Reduced intracellular oxygen (O2) activates  
hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF), a transcription factor involved in the regulation of 
genes involved in angiogenesis, glycolysis and energy metabolism (Ameln et al., 
2005). AMPK, a multimeric serine/threonine kinase and important energy sensor, is 
activated upon ATP depletion, resulting in the repression of anabolic processes like 
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protein- and lipid biosynthesis and the stimulation of catabolic pathways, e.g. glucose 
and lipid uptake and its oxidation, enabling a shift of ATP towards production not 
usage (Fujii et al., 2000; Wojtaszewski et al., 2000; Kahn et al., 2005).  
Exercise increases intramuscular reactive oxygen species (ROS) during oxidative 
phosphorylation in the mitochondria or by xanthine oxidase as reviewed by Sachdev 
and Davies (Sachdev and Davies, 2008). This results in an activation of nuclear 
factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFκB), a transcription factor 
inducing the transcription of cytokines and ROS protective enzymes. Furthermore, 
mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) and activator protein-1 (AP-1) have been 
shown to be redox-sensitive and involved in the regulation of the ROS protective 
system. In addition, the activation of MAPK, in particular ERK1/2, p38 MAPK and 
JNK, have been shown to be dependent on the intensity of the metabolic stress and 
the tension (Boppart et al., 1999; Widegren et al., 2000; Widegren et al., 2001; Yu et 
al., 2001). 
During resistance exercise the increased tension is the major stimulus known so far, 
activating mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), a serine/threonine kinase 
involved amongst others in the regulation of cell proliferation, cell growth, 
differentiation, and protein synthesis. The major downstream target of mTOR is 
ribosomal protein S6 kinase β-1 (p70S6K1) promoting translation initiation and 
elongation essential for muscle hypertrophy (Dreyer et al., 2006; Terzis et al., 2008).  
Overall, these signaling pathways result in exercise-induced changes including 
altered glucose and fatty acid metabolism, angiogenesis, mitochondrial biogenesis 
and muscle hypertrophy.  
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Figure 2: Exercise-induced intramuscular signaling and its impact on muscle adaptations. 
Muscle contraction leads to neuronal, metabolic and mechanical signals, which activate downstream sensors. 
This results in altered quantity, activity and localization of regulators, modifying overall transcription, translation 
and protein modifications and leading to altered glucose and fatty acid metabolism, increased capillarity, 
mitochondrial biogenesis and muscle hypertrophy. Dashed arrows indicate signaling that occurs during resistance 
exercise, while continuous arrows indicate endurance exercise-induced signaling. See text for further details. 
 
1.1.2.4 PGC1α: a major player in exercise-induced alterations 
The transcriptional coregulator peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma 
coactivator 1-alpha (PPARGC1A, also known as PGC1α) plays a major role in the 
exercise-induced alterations like fiber type switching (Lin et al., 2002), angiogenesis 
(Arany et al., 2008), improved metabolic flexibility (Michael et al., 2001) and exercise 
performance (Calvo et al., 2008). Moreover, PGC1α is the major player in 
mitochondrial biogenesis, a very complex process including the expression of genes 
encoded in the nucleus as well as in the mitochondria.  
On the one hand, PGC1α interacts with nuclear-respiratory factor-1 (NRF-1),  
nuclear-respiratory factor-2 (NRF-2) and estrogen-related receptor-α (ERR-α) (Wu et 
al., 1999; Huss et al., 2002), all transcription factors mediating the transcription of  
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nuclear-encoded genes. On the other hand, PGC1α activates mitochondrial 
transcription factor A (TFAM), which regulates mitochondrial-encoded genes.  
Exercise-increased PGC1α expression and activity is regulated by several 
mechanisms already introduced in section 1.1.2.3. AMPK phosphorylates histone 
deacetylases, leading to nuclear export and subsequent derepression of PGC1α 
(McGee et al., 2009). Furthermore, AMPK itself is capable to phosphorylate PGC1α 
(Jager et al., 2007) urgent for the SIRT1-mediated deacetylation of PGC1α and thus 
leading to the upregulation of PGC1α target genes like cytochrom C (CytC), 
cytochrom C oxidase IV (COX IV) and carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1B (CPT1B) 
(Canto et al., 2009). MAPK p38 is also activated during exercise and phosphorylates 
PGC1α (Puigserver et al., 2001) as well as myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF2) (Zhao 
et al., 1999), a transcription factor involved in the expression of PGC1α. Additionally, 
PGC1α also binds to MEF2 and thus improves its own expression by a feed forward 
regulatory loop (Handschin et al., 2003). Overall, transcriptional coactivator PGC1α 
seems to play an important role in the regulation and activation of exercise-induced 
metabolic processes and adaptations. 
 
1.1.2.5 Extramuscular adaptations 
It is well known that endurance exercise training leads to an increased oxidative 
degradation of fuels like glucose and fatty acids. This is accomplished on the one 
hand by increased mitochondrial number and density and on the other hand by an 
improved capillary system. The process in which new capillaries are formed from 
existing is called angiogenesis, which is achieved by either sprouting or splitting.  
Sprouting involves endothelial cell proliferation and basement membrane disruption 
to form entirely new vessels from sprouts. Splitting or intussusceptive angiogenesis 
divides preexisting capillaries. The differences between the two types of 
angiogenesis were recently reviewed (Mentzer and Konerding, 2014).  
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is the major proangiogenic growth factor 
involved in exercise-induced angiogenesis (Gustafsson et al., 1999; Richardson et 
al., 2000; Olfert et al., 2010). In human skeletal muscle, increased VEGF mRNA 
(Gustafsson et al., 1999; Richardson et al., 2000) and protein levels could be 
measured upon endurance exercise (Gustafsson et al., 2002). The process of this 
exercise-mediated VEGF induction is still unclear. Recently, Chinsomboon and 
colleagues proposed that β-adrenergic signaling activates expression of alternative 
promoters, inducing expression of PGC1α isoforms, which lead to the induction of 
several proangiogenic factors like VEGF, PDGF-B and ANGPT2 (Chinsomboon et 
al., 2009).  
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1.1.3 Human myotubes as cell culture model  
Over the last decades, investigation of the muscle itself and its exercise-induced 
alterations gained in importance. In humans, mechanistic in vivo studies are rather 
difficult to accomplish. Instead, a cell culture model based on human primary skeletal 
muscle cells has been established. Primary satellite cells, muscle progenitor cells, 
are isolated from human muscle biopsies, cultivated and differentiated to myotubes. 
Of note, these cells are still metabolically active showing insulin stimulated glycogen 
synthesis, glucose and fatty acid oxidation (Weigert et al., 2005; Austin et al., 2008; 
Wensaas et al., 2009; Bourlier et al., 2013; Wolf et al., 2013). Additionally, we and 
others demonstrated that myotubes reflect metabolic phenotypes of their donors 
(Weigert et al., 2005; Wensaas et al., 2009; Ordelheide et al., 2011; Bourlier et al., 
2013; Wolf et al., 2013). This in vitro model enables the mechanistic study of 
intracellular signaling pathways, e.g. by siRNA-mediated knock down of certain 
proteins or the addition of selected fatty acids, in a controlled environment and in the 
absence of external factors (Austin et al., 2008; Wensaas et al., 2009; Broholm et al., 
2011). Overall, this is a valuable tool to study muscle substrate metabolism and 
alterations.  
Human myotubes used within this thesis were obtained from donors included in the 
Tuebingen lifestyle intervention program (TULIP) and the Tuebingen Family (TÜF) 
study, both aiming the prevention of type 2 diabetes by exercise- and diet-based 
lifestyle intervention.  
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1.2 Exercise & Diabetes 

1.2.1 Diabetes mellitus type 2 
Diabetes is on the rise, 380 million adults suffer from diabetes worldwide (IDF, 2013) 
and by the year of 2030 the World health organization (WHO) expects diabetes to 
become the seventh leading cause of death in the world (WHO, 2011). Diabetes is a 
chronic metabolic disease, which is marked by hyperglycemia induced by insufficient 
insulin secretion and reduced insulin sensitivity, respectively. There are two major 
types of diabetes: Firstly, type 1 diabetes (T1D), which goes along with complete 
insulin deficiency. Secondly, type 2 diabetes (T2D), which is characterized by a 
disturbance of insulin secretion but also by increased insulin resistance leading to 
relative insulin deficiency. Being the most common form of diabetes, it concerns 90% 
of all diabetic patients worldwide (WHO, 1999).  
The importance of insulin resistance and β-cell dysfunction to the pathogenesis of 
type 2 diabetes was discussed for a long time: it was thought that insulin resistance 
occurs first and leads to the inability to secrete insulin (Reaven, 1988). Nowadays, it 
is known that it is most likely a feed back loop that ensures the maintenance of 
glucose homeostasis and preservation of glucose in a low concentration range (Kahn 
et al., 1993). This feed back loop depends on the communication between the insulin 
producing β-cells and the insulin-sensitive tissues like liver, muscle, adipose tissue 
and probably also the brain (Figure 3). In normal glucose tolerant people, the 
mechanism starts with the stimulation of the β-cells and the induction of insulin 
secretion. This leads to an improved uptake of glucose, fatty acids and amino acids 
by muscle, adipose tissue and suppression of hepatic glucose production. 
Consequently, insulin-sensitive tissues feed back information to the insulin producing 
Langerhans islets about their insulin need (Figure 3A). Beyond these peripheral 
effects of insulin, it has also a central effect on the brain modulating efferent neuronal 
outputs, which are proposed to regulate peripheral metabolism best described for 
hepatic glucose production as recently reviewed (Kleinridders et al., 2014).  
When insulin-sensitive tissues become more and more insulin-resistant, e.g. due to 
obesity, β-cells increase their insulin secretion to maintain normal glucose tolerance 
(Figure 3B). When β-cells are not able to increase insulin output any more, glucose 
concentration increases, finally leading to an impaired glucose tolerance (prediabetic 
state) or in worst case to diabetes (Figure 3C). The whole process was recently 
reviewed by Kahn and colleagues (Kahn et al., 2014).  
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Figure 3: Communication between Langerhans islets β-cells and insulin-sensitive tissue. 
(A) Insulin sensitivity is maintained through a feed back loop involving pancreatic β-cells secreting insulin, which 
impacts liver to suppress glucose production and muscle, adipose tissue and brain to stimulate uptake of glucose, 
fatty acids and amino acids. It is suggested that humoral and neuronal mechanisms feed back to the pancreas 
how much insulin has to be produced and secreted. (B) With the development of insulin resistance,  
insulin-sensitive tissues increase their feed back to the β-cells to produce more insulin and thus to maintain 
normal glucose tolerance. (C) The glucose concentration increases when the β-cells are unable to increase 
insulin output any more in the presence of insulin resistance, leading to impaired glucose tolerance. Figure is 
modified from Kahn and colleagues (Kahn et al., 2014). 
 
Genetic predisposition and the environment play an important role in the 
development of T2D. Genome-wide association studies revealed so far 90 gene loci 
associated with type 2 diabetes (Grarup et al., 2014). It is rather unlikely that the 
altered gene pool is responsible for the tremendous increase of type 2 diabetic 
patients, thus environmental factors seem to play the major role in the development 
of this disease.  
The increase in body weight due to high-fat and high-caloric intake and a sedentary 
lifestyle are the most important risk factors. Not least because of that, the WHO 
advises 30 min of moderate intensity physical activity on most days and a healthy 
diet (WHO, 2013). Nevertheless, there are also “nontraditional risk factors” like the  
in-utero environment (Guenard et al., 2013), intestinal microbiome (Diamant et al., 
2011), stress (Novak et al., 2013) and environmental chemicals (Thayer et al., 2012) 
that might be involved in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes and are increasingly 
discussed.  

1.2.2 The diseasome of physical inactivity 
It is commonly known that physical inactivity not only increases the risk for T2D 
(Tuomilehto et al., 2001; Knowler et al., 2002) but also for certain cancers (Schmid 
and Leitzmann, 2014) and cardiovascular diseases (Wei et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2001). 
Additionally, it is involved in the development of dementia (Rovio et al., 2005) and 
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depression (Lawlor and Hopker, 2001; Chalder et al., 2012). Several studies have 
shown that these diseases are also associated between each other. For example, 
people with T2D have an increased risk for cardiovascular diseases (Wei et al., 2000; 
Hu et al., 2001; Church et al., 2004) and for developing dementia and depression 
(Anderson et al., 2001; Mehlig et al., 2014). In addition, type 2 diabetes is an 
independent risk factor for cancer development as recently reviewed by Joost (Joost, 
2014). Also several other overlaps between these diseases exist, however, type 2 
diabetes seems to play the major role.  
Based on these findings, Bente K. Pedersen proposed the “diseasome of physical 
inactivity” (Figure 4), a combination of diseases, which are favored by sedentariness 
consisting of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, depression, dementia and 
certain cancers (Pedersen, 2009; Pedersen, 2011). She proposed that physical 
inactivity leads to abdominal adiposity, macrophage infiltration and subsequently to 
chronic systemic inflammation, resulting in insulin resistance, atherosclerosis, 
neurodegeneration and tumor growth. Finally, this results in the manifestation of 
diseases included in the “diseasome of physical inactivity“, diseases that are 
characterized by an increasing incidence worldwide (Pedersen, 2009). Thus, this 
model summarizes the importance of regular exercise for the overall health.  

 
Figure 4: The diseasome of physical inactivity.  
Type 2 diabetes, certain cancers, depression, dementia and cardiovascular diseases can be clustered to the 
“diseasome of physical inactivity”, diseases that are associated with sedentariness. Figure modified from 
Pedersen (Pedersen, 2009). 
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1.2.3 The myokine concept 
Even short periods of sedentary lifestyle lead to metabolic variations like decreased 
insulin sensitivity, reduction of cardiovascular fitness, loss of muscle mass and 
accumulation of visceral adipose tissue (Olsen et al., 2008; Krogh-Madsen et al., 
2010). For a long time, it was hypothesized that the exercising muscle produces and 
releases circulating factors, facilitating the communication between the  
energy-demanding muscle and the energy-supplying organs like liver and adipose 
tissue (Goldstein, 1961) and might directly or indirectly influence their function. 
Interleukin-6 (IL-6) was the first discovered “exercise factor”, secreted from the 
muscle into the blood stream upon muscle contraction (Steensberg et al., 2000; 
Pedersen et al., 2003).  
In 2003 Pedersen and colleagues defined cytokines and peptides that are produced, 
expressed and released by the muscle, acting in endocrine or paracrine fashion, as 
myokines (Pedersen et al., 2003). Henceforward, the muscle gained in importance as 
an endocrine organ. By now, the muscle is supposed to secrete several hundreds of 
proteins and peptides (Bortoluzzi et al., 2006; Yoon et al., 2009; Henningsen et al., 
2010). Numerous examples are presented in Figure 5 and will be further discussed in 
detail in the following part. 

 

Figure 5: Skeletal muscle as a secretory organ and the impact on other tissues. 
Skeletal muscle is capable to secrete proteins and peptides, the so-called myokines, that act in autocrine and paracrine fashion 
on the muscle itself and in endocrine fashion on other tissues like adipose tissue, liver, colon, bone and pancreas. Several more 
myokines are known so far, the figure shows only a selection of these. See text for more details. Figure adapted from (Pedersen 
and Febbraio, 2012) and Eckardt et al. (Eckardt et al., 2014). 
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IL-6 is the best-studied myokine. Following exhausting exercise, plasma IL-6 
concentration increases up to 100 fold, with less pronounced increases after 
moderate intense physical activity (Fischer, 2006; Pedersen and Fischer, 2007). 
Importantly, the contracting muscle per se appears to be the major source of IL-6 as 
intracellular RNA concentration as well as protein concentration increase 
(Steensberg et al., 2000; Keller et al., 2001; Steensberg et al., 2002). Plasma 
concentration increases rather in an exponential manner (Ostrowski et al., 1998; 
Steensberg et al., 2000; Fischer et al., 2004), whereas maximum is reached at the 
end or directly after end of exercise followed by a rapid decrease to basic value 
(Ostrowski et al., 1998; Fischer et al., 2004). By now, it is known that the combination 
of mode, intensity and duration of exercise influence the increase of IL-6 plasma 
concentration as reviewed by Fischer (Fischer, 2006). Additionally, low intramuscular 
glycogen leads to an increased expression and release of IL-6 (Keller et al., 2001; 
Steensberg et al., 2001), which suggests a role as an energy sensor (Hoene and 
Weigert, 2008; Pedersen, 2012). This myokine is important for tissue hypertrophy, 
satellite cell proliferation and myotube formation (Serrano et al., 2008; Hoene et al., 
2013; Zhang et al., 2013). Via autocrine and paracrine signaling, it can stimulate 
glucose uptake, lipolysis and fat oxidation in the muscle (Bruce and Dyck, 2004; 
Petersen et al., 2005; Carey et al., 2006), whereas endocrine signaling is suggested 
to increase lipolysis in adipose tissue and hepatic glucose production (Stouthard et 
al., 1995; Febbraio and Pedersen, 2002; Trujillo et al., 2004).  
Another exercise-induced myokine is interleukin-8 (IL-8), belonging to the CXC family 
of chemokines. During exhausting eccentric exercise like a marathon run increased 
plasma IL-8 levels were measured (Nieman et al., 2001; Ostrowski et al., 2001), 
whereas shorter concentric cycling sessions increased only IL-8 mRNA expression 
(Chan et al., 2004; Nieman et al., 2005). Since the muscle is an important source for 
IL-8 (Haugen et al., 2010) and only low amounts of the cytokine are secreted upon 
contraction, it seems to perform rather in a paracrine or autocrine fashion. This 
myokine induces angiogenesis and thus might support exercise-induced 
vascularization and oxygen supply (Pedersen, 2011). Further exercise-dependent 
functions of IL-8 are still unclear and have to be further investigated. 
In 2012, irisin, a myokine that affects white adipose tissue and induces browning, 
was discovered (Bostrom et al., 2012). Exercise-induced PGC1α expression was 
shown to increase FNDC5 expression in muscle, which encodes a membrane protein 
that is cleaved and secreted as irisin (Bostrom et al., 2012). The health-promoting 
effects and the exercise-induced secretion of irisin in humans are controversially 
discussed and its relevance in humans is still unclear (Timmons et al., 2012; 
Raschke et al., 2013b; Staiger et al., 2013; Huh et al., 2014).  
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Secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC) is a recently discovered 
exercise-regulated myokine, which is suggested to inhibit colon tumorigenesis by 
inducing apoptosis (Aoi et al., 2013). Aoi and colleagues showed that a single bout of 
exercise increased expression and secretion of SPARC in mice and humans (Aoi et 
al., 2013).  
Altogether, more and more exercise-induced myokines are described. Nevertheless, 
function and health-promoting effects are often unclear and have to be further 
investigated in future.  
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1.3 Electric pulse stimulation 
Over the last years many attempts have been made to gain insights into  
contraction-induced intramuscular molecular mechanisms ongoing during exercise 
and myokine secretion. Nevertheless, knowledge about this issue is still very limited. 
One major problem is the fact that other endocrine organs might also be stimulated 
upon exercise, e.g. liver and adipose tissue and thus influence exercise-induced 
signaling in the muscle. Additionally, it is very difficult to determine whether increased 
plasma myokine levels are due to the secretion of the muscle cell itself or due to the 
release of other tissues e.g. adipose tissue or liver.  
To overcome this problem an in vitro exercise model, Electric pulse stimulation 
(EPS), has been established for skeletal muscle cell culture during the last decade 
(Figure 6). Therefore, the in vivo motor nerve is simulated by electric impulses 
generated by electrodes. This leads to Ca2+ influx into the muscle cells, finally 
resulting in de novo sarcomere formation and contraction. Investigations with C2C12 
cells, a mouse muscle cell line, showed a delayed contraction start upon EPS 
because the sarcomere structure has first been built up (Fujita et al., 2007). 
Additionally, several exercise-induced properties known from the in vivo system were 
observed in murine myotubes upon EPS: upregulation of PPARGC1A and 
mitochondrial OXPHOS genes, increased energy expenditure and activation of 
AMPK, the induction of stress activated MAPK signaling, improved insulin-dependent 
and independent glucose uptake with increased conversion and glycogen synthesis 
and secretion of several exercise-induced cytokines, e.g. IL-6, CXCL-1, CXCL-5 
(Nedachi et al., 2008; Nedachi et al., 2009; Burch et al., 2010). Moreover, IL-6 
expression and secretion is influenced in C2C12 myotubes by glucose supply and 
glycogen stores (Farmawati et al., 2013). Furthermore, it was proposed that IL-6 
expression is mediated by extracellular ATP and nucleotide receptors activating  
IP3-dependent Ca2+ signaling, resulting in transcription activation (Bustamante et al., 
2014).  
In summary, EPS is a suitable model for studying exercise-induced molecular 
mechanisms and myokine secretion in muscle cells in vitro.  
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Figure 6: Electric pulse stimulation: an in vitro exercise model. 
Electric pulse stimulation (EPS) is applied to differentiated myotubes. In this in vitro exercise model the in vivo 
motor nerve activation is replaced by electric impulses, leading to (A) Ca2+ transients that result in (B) de novo 
sarcomere formation and (C) contraction. (D) To meet the energy demand, myotubes increase their glucose 
uptake and oxidation leading to release of lactate. (E) Metabolic and mechanical stimuli lead to the regulation and 
modification of several signaling cascades, resulting (E) in altered gene expression, (F) protein translation and (G) 
myokine release.  
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1.4 Aims of this thesis 
Several studies proposed that the skeletal muscle is a secretory organ, releasing 
several hundreds of proteins, called myokines, which work in a hormone-like fashion, 
having paracrine and endocrine effects. Although molecular mechanisms are mostly 
unclear, it was suggested that exercise-regulated myokines play a major role in the 
health-promoting effects of exercise including the treatment and prevention of type 2 
diabetes. Nevertheless, the knowledge on myokines and their expression and 
release, especially upon contraction-induced activation of intramuscular signaling 
cascades, is scarce.  
Electric pulse stimulation, an in vitro exercise model, enables the investigation of 
contraction-induced intramuscular alterations in differentiated myotubes in a  
well-defined system without any disturbing factors.  
One aim of this thesis was the optimization and validation of EPS for human primary 
myotubes. The EPS protocol was then used to gain further insights into  
contraction-induced metabolic alterations, gene regulation and signaling pathways 
and compare these findings to the in vivo exercise response. Moreover, we aimed to 
identify novel exercise-induced myokines either by targeted or untargeted proteomic 
analysis of the supernatant.  
In a second approach human primary myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive and 
resistant donors were EP-stimulated with an extended EPS protocol covering also a 
recovery phase. We aimed to find novel markers of insulin sensitivity and resistance, 
respectively. Furthermore, we intended to identify pathomechanistic alterations, e.g. 
changes in lipid metabolism and myokine release, due to insulin resistance during 
basal and exercise conditions.  
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 Chemicals, consumables and laboratory equipment 
Standard chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany), Merck 
(Darmstadt, Germany), Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany) or AppliChem (Darmstadt, 
Germany) unless stated otherwise. Cell culture media and supplements were from 
Lonza (Basel, Switzerland), chicken embryo extract was from Seralab (West Sussex, 
UK) and FBS was obtained from Biochrom (Berlin, Germany). All chemicals were p.a. 
or higher quality. 
 
Table 3: Consumables and kits. 

Consumables/ kits Company 

6-well cell culture dish Greiner Bio One, Kremsmünster, Austria 
Cell culture dish 15 cm TPP, Trusadingen, Switzerland 
Protein concentrator 4 mL and 15 mL 
(3 kDa cutoff) 

Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany 

MACS LS columns Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany 

QIAshredder Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 
MinElute PCR Purification Kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 
RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 
First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany 
QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR Kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 
XTT cell proliferation Kit AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany 
Trans AM NFκB p65 Kit Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA 
20S/26S Proteasome ELISA Kit Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY 
Bio-Plex Pro multiplex bead-based 
immunoassay 

Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA 

ANGPTL4 ELISA BioVendor, Heidelberg, Germany 
Bradford Protein Assay Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA 
Ambion WT Expression Kit Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA 
WT Terminal Labeling Kit Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA 
Human Gene 1.0 ST Array Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA 
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Table 4: Laboratory equipment. 

Laboratory equipment Company 

C-Dish electrodes IonOptix, Dublin, Ireland 
C-Pace EP Culture Pacer  IonOptix, Dublin, Ireland 
Quadro MACS Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, 

Germany 
LightCycler 480 Instrument II Roche, Mannheim, Germany 
Bio-Plex 200 suspension array system Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA 
2100 Bioanalyzer Instrument Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA 
Maxigel Biometra, Goettingen, Germany 
Fastblot B43/B44 Biometra, Goettingen, Germany 

 

2.1.2 Primers 
For qRT-PCR commercially available QuantiTect Primer Assays (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany) were used. 

Table 5: QuantiTect Primer Assays used for qRT-PCR. 

Gene symbol Assay name (Catalogue Number) 

ANGPTL4 Hs_ANGPTL4_1_SG (QT00003661) 
IL-6 Hs_IL6_1_SG (QT00083720) 
IL-8 Hs_IL8_1_SG (QT00000322) 
MYOD1 Hs_MYOD_1_SG (QT00209713) 
NAMPT Hs_NAMPT_1_SG (QT00087920) 
PPARGC1A Hs_PPARGC1A_1_SG (QT00095578) 
TBP Hs_TBP_1_SG (QT00000721) 
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2.1.3 Antibodies 
Table 6: Primary antibodies for western blot. 

Antibody Dilution Donor Manufacturer 

Akt 1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

ERK1/2 1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

ERK5 1:500 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

JNK 1:500 mouse BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA 
p38 MAPK 1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 

Frankfurt, Germany 
P70S6 kinase 1:500 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 

Frankfurt, Germany 
p-Ser473 Akt 1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 

Frankfurt, Germany 
p-Thr202/p-Tyr204 
ERK1/2 

1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

p-Thr218/p-Tyr220 
ERK5 

1:500 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

p-Thr183/p-Tyr185 
JNK 

1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

p-Thr180/Tyr182 p38 
MAPK 

1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

p-p70S6 kinase 1:1000 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology, 
Frankfurt, Germany 

 

Table 7: Secondary antibodies for western blot. 

Antibody Dilution Donor  Manufacturer 

anti-rabbit IgG-HRP 1:500-1:3000 goat Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, 
Tx 

anti-mouse IgG-HRP 1:2500 goat Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, 
Tx 
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Table 8: Antibodies for flow cytometry. 

Antibody Dilution Manufacturer 

5.1H11 (CD56 Antibody) 1:10 Developmental Studies Hybridoma 
Bank, Iowa City, IA 

Purified Mouse IgG1, κ Isotype Ctrl 
(CD56 Isotype) 

1:10 BioLegend, San Diego, CA 

FITC RAT Anti-Mouse IgG1 1:500 BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA 

 
Table 9: Antibodies for immunostaining. 

Antibody Dilution Manufacturer 

MyHCII 1:100 Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany 
TO-PRO3 1:1000 Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany 
Alexa Fluor 488 Goat Anti-Mouse 
IgG 

1:200 Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany 

 

2.1.4 Inhibitors 
Table 10: Inhibitors used in cell culture. 

Name Solvent Manufacturer 

Bay 11-7082 DMSO InvivoGen, San Diego, CA 
JNK Inhibitor VIII DMSO Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany 
U0126 DMSO Cell Signaling Technology, Frankfurt, 

Germany 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Cell culture methods 
2.2.1.1 Primary muscle cell culture 
Primary skeletal muscle cells were obtained from percutaneous needle biopsies 
performed on the lateral portion of quadriceps fermoris (vastus lateralis) muscle of 
subjects participating in the Tuebingen lifestyle intervention program (TULIP) and the 
Tuebingen family (TÜF) study. The donors gave informed written consent to the 
study, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of 
Tuebingen. 
Experiments were performed on the first and second passages of subcultured cells, 
since more passages decreased proliferation and differentiation behavior (lab intern 
observation, data not shown). Cells were proliferated in Cloning medium, a 1:1 
mixture of Ham´s F12 (No. F0815, Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) and α-MEM (No. 
BE12-169F, Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 20 % FBS (No. 0615, 
Biochrom, Berlin, Germany), 1 % chicken embryo extract, 100 U/mL penicillin, 
100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin B until 80 % confluence in an 
incubator at 37 °C with 5 % CO2. Fusion and differentiation of myoblasts to myotubes 
was achieved by Fusion medium consisting of α-MEM containing 5.5 mM glucose 
supplemented with 2 % FBS, 2 mM glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL 
streptomycin, and 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin B within 6-7 days.  
Usually uncoated cell culture dishes were used. Nevertheless, for some experiments, 
Matrigel (Corning, Tewksbury, MA) coated dishes were used. Therefore, Matrigel 
was thawed on ice, diluted 1:100 in α-MEM and 750 µL added to each well. Matrigel 
was polymerized for 3 h at 37 °C and remaining liquid removed afterwards. 
Myoblasts were then proliferated and differentiated to myotubes as described above.  
 
2.2.1.2 Magnetic activated cell sorting  
Magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS; Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany) was included for cell separation and enrichment of the myoblast fraction 
for some experiments. The method uses 50 nm superparamagnetic beads, which are 
conjugated to a highly specific antibody directed against an antigen on the cell 
surface. The beads bind specifically to the cells. Suspension is then loaded on a 
column containing a matrix comprised of ferromagnetic spheres. The column is 
attached to a strong magnet, and MicroBead bound cells are retained in the column 
during washing. Cells are eluted by removal of the column from the magnet and a 
further washing step. For human primary myoblasts human CD56 MicroBeads 
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(Myltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) were used (de Luna et al., 2006; 
Stadler et al., 2011).  
In detail myoblasts were seeded on six 15 cm cell culture dishes and proliferated as 
described in section 2.2.1.1. When 80 % confluence was reached, myoblasts were 
washed with PBS and trypsinated of the culture dish (Trypsin-EDTA, 10 min, 37 °C). 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation (8 min, 800 g, 4 °C) and the pellet properly 
resuspended in 1 mL Cloning media (1:1 mixture of Ham´s F12 and α-MEM,  
20 % FBS, 1 % chicken embryo extract, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL 
streptomycin, 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin B). The single cell suspension was transferred 
to an 1.5 mL Eppendorf cup and spun down with 300 g for 10 min at 4 °C. After 
removal of the supernatant, cell pellet was resuspended in 70 µL MACS buffer (PBS 
pH 7.2, 0.5 % BSA, 2 mM EDTA; degassed and cold) and 30 µL CD56 MicroBeads 
were added. After proper mixing, the Eppendorf cup was stored for 15 min at 4-8 °C. 
Subsequently, 1.3 mL of MACS buffer were added and MicroBead-bound cells spun 
down (300 g, 10 min, 4 °C). Supernatant was removed and pellet resuspended in 
1 mL MACS buffer. The magnetic cell separation was performed in LS columns 
attached to a magnet (QuadroMACS; Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany). The columns are suitable for positive separation and can be used with up 
to 108 magnetically labeled cells. The column was equilibrated with 5 mL MACS 
buffer and the cell suspension applied. During 3 washing steps with 3 mL MACS 
buffer each, unlabeled cells passed through the column. The column was removed 
off the magnetic adapter and CD56 containing myoblasts were eluted within 5 mL 
MACS buffer by applying the plunger supplied with the columns and flushing them 
out. Purified myoblasts were then seeded in 6-well dishes and proliferated and 
differentiated as described in section 2.2.1.1. Additionally, samples of myoblasts 
before magnetic labeling and after MACS were frozen in cryo media (90 % FBS, 
10 % DMSO) in liquid nitrogen to determine enrichment efficiency of the different 
myoblasts via flow cytometry. 
 
2.2.1.3 Flow cytometry 
Myoblast cell culture purity was determined by fluorescence based flow cytometry 
(FC), which was performed with the help and under supervision of Heike Runge at 
the University hospital in Tuebingen (group: Pathobiochemistry of insulin signaling 
and energy metabolism; head: Prof. Cora Weigert).  
In detail, myoblasts were proliferated on a 15 cm cell culture dish until 80 % 
confluence, washed with PBS and trypsinated (10 min, 37 °C with Trypsin-EDTA) of 
the culture dish. Cell number was determined with a C-Chip Neubauer improved 
haemocytometer (CarlRoth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and suspension adjusted to 1x105 
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cells/mL with FC buffer (PBS supplemented with 2 % FBS). 1x105 cells were 
transferred to FC vials (BD 352052, BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ). After two 
washings with 500 µL FC buffer and centrifugation with 800 g at 4 °C for 3 min in 
between, cells were incubated with 100 µL FC buffer containing 1st antibody (1:10 
diluted) for 30 min at 4 °C in the dark. Cells were washed again (3 times) and treated 
with 100 µL 2nd antibody (1:500 diluted in FC buffer) for 30 min at 4 °C in the dark. 
Subsequent washing (3 times), labeled cells were resuspended in 300 µL FC buffer 
and analyzed on a flow cytometer (FACSCalibur, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, 
NJ). Simultaneously, an isotype control and an unstained control was prepared. 
Analysis of the raw data was done with FCS-Express software (Denovo, Glendale, 
CA).  
 
2.2.1.4 Immunostaining 
For immunostaining, myoblasts were seeded on a 12-well plate on cover slips and 
differentiated to myotubes as described in section 2.2.1.1.  
Myotubes were washed twice with PBS and fixed in PBS containing  
4 % paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4) for 20 min. After two further washings with PBS, 
fixation was quenched with 150 mM glycine in PBS for 10 min and myotubes washed 
twice with PBS. In the next step, the nucleus was permeabilized with  
0.1 % Triton-X100 in PBS for 10 min. After further washing (2x with PBS) unspecific 
antibody binding was blocked with blocking solution (5 % normal goat serum,  
0.05 % Tween-20 in PBS) for 30 min. Cover slips were incubated with an antibody 
recognizing fast-type skeletal myosin MyHC II diluted 1:100 in blocking solution for 
1 h, washed 3 times with PBS and subsequently incubated with the Alexa  
488-labeled secondary antibody (1:200 dilution in blocking solution) for 2 h and 
washed again (3 times with PBS). Nuclei were stained using TO-PRO3 diluted 
1:1000 in PBS for 1 h before being mounted with PermaFluor. Pictures were taken 
with a Leica TCS confocal microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Simultaneously, 
unstained controls were performed.  
 
2.2.1.5 Electric pulse stimulation 
Electric pulse stimulation, an in vitro exercise model, was applied to differentiated 
myotubes in 6-well dishes using C-Pace EP system (IonOptix, Dublin, Ireland). 
Directly before starting the electric stimulation, medium was changed (2 mL/well). 
Usually Fusion medium (α-MEM containing 5.5 mM glucose, 2 % FBS, 2 mM 
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin B) 
was used.  
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In case of the inhibitor studies, 10 µM U0126 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA), 10 µM 
JNK inhibitor VIII (Calbiochem, Darmstadt, Germany) or 5µM Bay 11-7082  
(Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis, MO) was added. For untargeted proteomic profiling of the 
supernatant, Fusion medium without phenol red and FBS was used. In other studies 
respective amounts of fatty acids and L-carnitine were supplemented as indicated in 
the figure legends.  
Myotubes were stimulated for a given time with 14 V, 5 Hz and 2 ms in the basic 
mode unless otherwise stated. Finally, electrodes were removed of the dishes, 
soaked in double distilled water to remove any electrophoretic byproducts that might 
have formed on the carbon electrode and heat sterilized before reuse.  

2.2.2 Gene expression analysis 
2.2.2.1 RNA preparation 
Total RNA was isolated with RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). First cells 
were washed once with PBS and lysed with 350 µL RLT buffer including proper 
amount of β-mercaptoethanol per well. Cell lysate was homogenized by QIAshredder 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and stored at -80 °C until RNA isolation. This was done 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions including digestion of remaining genomic 
DNA. RNA concentration and quality was evaluated by measuring the absorption at 
260 nm and 280 nm with a NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific, Idstein, Germany). RNA 
was stored at -80 °C until usage. 
 
2.2.2.2 Reverse transcription 
For reverse transcription Transcriptor First Strand cDNA synthesis kit was used 
(Roche, Mannheim, Germany). To dissolve any secondary structure, 500 ng-1 µg 
RNA was filled up to 11 µL with H2O and was incubated for 10 min at 65 °C.  
Afterwards, a mastermix containing random hexamer primer, the reverse 
transcriptase and dNTPs was added to the preincubation mix and reverse 
transcription started as follows:  
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Reverse Transcription  

Preincubation mix 11 µL 
5 x Buffer 4 µL 
Random Hexamer Primer 2 µL 
dNTPs 2 µL 
Reverse Transcriptase 0.05 µL 
RNase Inhibitor 0.05 µL 

Activation 10 min, 25 °C 
Reverse Transcription 30 min, 55 °C 
Inactivation Step 5 min, 85 °C 
 
The cDNA samples were aliquoted and stored at -20 °C until use.  
 
2.2.2.3 Quantitative realtime polymerase chain reaction 
Quantitative realtime polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) allows the quantification 
of cDNA. The method uses a standard PCR for amplification and simultaneously 
enables to follow the increase of cDNA by a fluorescence signal after each 
amplification cycle. Therefore, SYBR green, a fluorescent dye that emits a signal of a 
defined wavelength upon intercalation into double stranded DNA fragments, is added 
to each PCR mix. The fluorescence signal, which is detected by the LightCycler, 
increases proportional to the amount of PCR product. After the run has been 
completed, the cycle number is determined at which the amplification curve crosses a 
defined threshold in a log-linear ratio (Cp value), which is used to calculate the 
quantitative value of cDNA. Two types of quantification are commonly used: relative 
quantification based on the relative expression of a target mRNA to a reference 
mRNA and absolute quantification, which uses a standard curve for quantification 
and was used in the experiments of this thesis.  
Firstly, standard stocks were prepared by purification of amplified cDNA fragments 
obtained in a previous run with the Mini Elute PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany) as described in the manufacturer’s manual. cDNA concentration were 
determined and concentration adjusted to 5 ng/µL. Aliquots of this stock were stored 
at -20 °C.  
For qRT-PCR standard dilutions were prepared for each pair of primers. The stock 
solution (5 ng/µL) was nine times serially diluted 1:10 (0.5 ng/µL, 0.05 ng/µL,  
5x10-3 ng/µL,…, 5x10-9 ng/µL). Only dilutions 4 to 9 (5x10-3 ng/µL to 5x10-9 ng/µL) 
were used in the LightCycler run.  
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For the qRT-PCR QuantiTect primer assays, consisting of forward and reverse 
primer, in combination with QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany), including HotStarTaq Plus DNA Polymerase, QuantiFast SYBR Green 
PCR Buffer, dNTP mix, SYBR Green and ROX passive reference dye, was used.   
For each sample the following mix was prepared: 
Component Amount 

cDNA 1 µL 
H2O 3 µL 
QuantiTect primer assay Mix 1 µL 
QuantiFAST SYBR Green Mix 5 µL 

 
Amplification of the cDNA and detection of the SYBR Green fluorescent signal was 
done with a LightCycler 480 II (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). The following table 
summarizes the amplification conditions: 
Step Time Temperature   

Initial activation step 5 min 95 °C   
Amplification     
Denaturation 10 s 95 °C  
Combined annealing/extension 30 s 60 °C  

40 cycles 

Melting     
Denaturation 10 s 95 °C   
Start Melting 5 s 62 °C   
Gradually increase  continuous    

 
Resulting cDNA amounts were then normalized to the housekeeping gene TBP.  
 
2.2.2.4 Whole genome transcriptome analysis 
Microarray analysis and data analysis was performed by Dr. Martin Irmler of the 
Institute of Experimental Genetics at the Helmholtz Center Munich (head of the group 
“Gene Regulation”: Prof. Johannes Beckers). After RNA quality was analyzed by 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), only high-quality 
RNA (RIN > 8) was used for microarray analysis. Total RNA (150 ng) was amplified 
using the Ambion WT Expression Kit and the WT Terminal Labeling Kit (Affymetrix, 
Santa Clara, CA). Amplified cDNA was hybridized on Affymetrix Human Gene 1.0 ST 
arrays containing approximately 28000 probe sets. Details about the protocol were 
recently published (Scheler et al., 2013).  
Statistical analysis of the raw data was done with the statistical programming 
environment R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) included in 
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CARMAweb (Rainer et al., 2006). The paired limma t-test in combination with the 
Benjamini Hochberg multiple testing correction (false discovery rate (FDR) < 10%) 
was used for the genewise testing for differential expression. Heatmaps were 
generated with CARMAweb and gene ontology (GO) term and pathway enrichment 
analyses (p < 0.01; adj. p < 0.05) were done with GePS (Genomatix) or Inguinity 
software (p < 0.05).  
Array data was submitted to Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the accession 
number GSE44051. 

2.2.3 Protein analysis 
2.2.3.1 Protein lysate 
Protein lysates were generated for subsequent SDS-PAGE and western blot 
analysis.  
Immediately after end of stimulation, myotubes were washed once with cold PBS and 
incubated with 100 µL cold Protein lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 
1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 1 % (v/v) Triton-X100, pH 7.5) 
including freshly added 1x phosphatase inhibitor (10x: 100 mM NaF, 50 mM 
Na4P2O7, 100 mM Na3VO4, 100 mM β-glycerolphosphat) per well on a rocker at 4 °C 
for 15 min. Afterwards, lysates were scrapped off the cell culture dish and transferred 
to an Eppendorf cup which was incubated on ice for further 10 min. Remaining cell 
debris were spun down with 13000 rpm for 4 min at 4 °C and supernatant was 
aliquoted and stored at -80 °C until use.  
 
2.2.3.2 Bradford Protein Assay 
Protein concentration of cell lysates was determined by Bradford Protein Assay (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA) (Bradford, 1976).  
Therefore, Bradford reagent concentrate was mixed 1:5 with deionized water and 
filtered through a Whatman filter paper. Additionally, protein lysates were diluted 1:5 
with deionized water to be in the standard range of this assay. A mixture of 10 µL of 
diluted samples with 200 µL diluted Bradford reagent was prepared and extinction 
measured at 595 nm against a blank. BSA solutions ranging from 500 ng/µL to 
31.3 ng/µL were used as protein concentration standards and enabled thus the 
calculation of the concentration of the samples.  
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2.2.3.3 SDS-PAGE 
Proteins can be separated according to their molecular weight using discontinuous 
sodiumdodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Therefore, 
first a separating gel was cast and covered with a layer of isopropanol. After 
complete polymerization, isopropanol was decanted and stacking gel was cast.  
 
Table 11: Composition of stacking and separating gel for SDS-PAGE. 

 Stacking gel Separating gel (7.5 %) 

SDS Stacking gel buffer 3.4 mL - 
SDS Separating gel buffer - 10 mL 
H2O 9.4 mL 20 mL 
Acrylamide 30% 1.8 mL 9.9 mL 
10% APS 150 µL 270 µL 
TEMED 20 µL 66 µL 
10 % APS: 10% (w/v) ammonium persulfate; SDS separating gel buffer: 1.5 M Tris, 2 % (w/v) SDS, pH 8.8; SDS 
Stacking gel buffer: 0.5 M Tris, 2 % (w/v) SDS, pH 6.8. 
 
For the separation the Maxigel equipment (Biometra, Goettingen, Germany) was 
used. Respective amounts of 5x sample loading buffer (1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 50 % 
(v/v) glycerol, 10 % (w/v) SDS, 0.5 % β-mercaptoethanol, 1 % (w/v) bromophenol 
blue) were added to 50-100 µg protein lysate and the mixtures were heated for 3 min 
at 95 °C to denature the proteins. The gel chamber was filled with 1x SDS running 
buffer (2.5 mM Tris, 20 mM glycine, 0.1 % (w/v) SDS) and samples loaded onto the 
gels next to 15 μL of protein standard (Precision Plus Protein Standards Dual Color; 
Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). 
The electrophoretic separation was carried out with 100 V until the dye front reached 
separating gel. Voltage was then either raised to 200 V when running the gel during 
the day or turned down to 40 V when running over night. In either case the separation 
was stopped when the bromophenol blue dye front ran out of the gel.  
 
2.2.3.4 Western Blot 
For western blot analysis, proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were transferred to a 
nitrocellulose membrane by semidry blotting using Fastblot B43/B44 (Biometra, 
Goettingen, Germany). First, nitrocellulose membrane and whatman papers were 
incubated in 1x Blotting buffer (48 mM Tris, 39 mM glycine, 0.4 % (w/v) SDS,  
20 % (v/v) MeOH). Afterwards a sandwich composed of 2 whatman paper, 
nitrocellulose membrane, polyacrylamide gel and further 2 whatman paper was 
assembled on the anode. The transfer occurred within 45 min with the appropriate 
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current at 4 °C. The current was calculated based on the size of the gel (length x 
width x 4 mA). 
The protein transfer was checked by reversible Ponceau S (0.1 % (w/v) Ponceau S, 
1% (v/v) glacial acetic acid) staining. Next, the membrane was washed 3 times for 
20 min with NET-G (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris,  
0.05 % (v/v) Triton-X100, 2.5 % (w/v) gelatine, pH 7.4). Upon blocking, the 
membrane was incubated with the first antibody, diluted in NET-G, overnight at 4 °C 
on a rocker. After three further washing steps with NET-G the HRP-conjugated 
second antibody, diluted in NET-G, was incubated for 45 min at room temperature. 
The membrane was washed as before and antibody detected protein bands were 
visualized by using the HRPO luminescent substrate included in the Western 
Lightning Plus-ECL Kit (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) and subsequent exposure of a 
X-ray film for an appropriate time. Usually, first phospho-antibodies were incubated 
with the membranes and signal visualized. To determine signal of the corresponding 
protein, phospho-antibodies were stripped of the membrane before further incubation 
as follows: membranes were washed twice for 20 min with NET-G, incubated with 
Stripping buffer (66 mM Tris pH 6.8, 0.5 % (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol, 2 % (w/v) SDS, 
pH 6.8) for exactly 30 min at 56 °C and again washed three times for 20 min with 
NET-G. Afterwards, membrane was reprobed with an antibody directed against the 
corresponding protein as described above.  
Densiometric analysis of western blots was performed with Image Studio Lite  
(LI-COR, Lincoln, NE). The resulting values are shown as arbitrary units. 
Phosphorylation intensities were related to the amount of the corresponding protein. 
 
2.2.3.5 Targeted proteomic analysis of the supernatant 
The targeted proteomic profiling of the supernatant was performed by Bio-Plex 
Multiplex Immunoassay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) in cooperation with the Proteome 
Analysis Unit at the German Diabetes Center (DDZ) in Duesseldorf (head: Dr. Stefan 
Lehr). The assay was performed with the help and under supervision of the 
technician Waltraud Passlack and Dr. Sonja Hartwig.  
Conditioned medium was collected after end of stimulation and put on ice until further 
processing. The supernatant was then spun down with 2700 g for 4 min at 4 °C to 
remove detached cells, transferred to a new tube and frozen at -80 °C until analysis 
in Duesseldorf. There, it was thawed on ice and secreted proteins were analyzed 
using a Bioplex 200 suspension array system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) as described 
in the manufacturer’s instructions. Since antibodies might cross-react with proteins of 
FBS it is important to analyze a sample of unconditioned reference medium. For the 
analytes measured in this thesis neat samples were used and results obtained were 
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in the assay working range. Protein concentrations of the analytes were calculated 
from the appropriate optimized standard curve by Bio-Plex Data Pro Software and 
then normalized to total protein amount per well.  
The amount of ANGPTL4 in the supernatant was determined by ELISA (from 
BioVendor, Heidelberg, Germany) according to the instructions in the manual.  
 
2.2.3.6 Untargeted proteomic analysis of the supernatant  
For untargeted proteomic analysis of the cell supernatant, a gel-based (two 
dimensional difference gel electrophoresis; 2D-DIGE) and gel-free separation (liquid 
chromatography; LC) was used. Subsequent protein analysis was MS-based. For 
both techniques, the sample preparation was equal and will be described in the 
nascent part.  
During stimulation, Fusion medium (α-MEM containing 5.5 mM glucose, 2 mM 
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin 
B) without phenolred and FBS was used. To decrease any serum carryovers cells 
were washed twice with PBS containing Ca2+/Mg2+ and once with standard PBS 
before medium was changed. Stimulation was performed according to section 
2.2.1.5. Directly after stimulation end, supernatant was removed and spun down with 
800 g for 5 min at 4°C to remove any cell debris. During subsequent high speed 
centrifugation (45000 g, 5 min, 4 °C in SS34 rotor) insoluble material was removed. 
Supernatant was frozen at -80 °C until further proceeding. To obtain a protein 
concentration sufficient for analysis (1-3 mg/mL), supernatant was spin-concentrated 
at 4 °C (concentrator with 3 kDa cutoff). Afterwards, it was aliquoted, stored at -80 °C 
and sent to Duesseldorf for further analysis.  
 
2.2.3.6.1 Untargeted proteomic analysis via 2D-DIGE and MALDI-MS 
Analysis of myotube secretome using 2D-DIGE and subsequent protein identification 
was performed by Dr. Sonja Hartwig of the Proteome Analysis Unit at the German 
Diabetes Center (DDZ) in Duesseldorf (head: Dr. Stefan Lehr).  
Concentrated supernatant, produced as described in section 2.2.3.6, was diluted in 
lysis buffer (25 mM Tris, 4 % CHAPS (w/v), 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea). Samples were 
labeled with cyanine-dyes (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK) using the minimal 
dye labeling method according to the description by Lehr and colleagues (Lehr et al., 
2005). Briefly, 50 µg of proteins per gel of either sample, which was supposed to be 
compared, was labeled with 400 pmol of Cy3 or Cy5. Additionally, a pool of all 12 
samples (25 µg each) was labeled with Cy2, functioning as internal standard on each 
gel. To exclude any dye-specific alterations, dye-swap protocol was used for EPS 
and control samples. For each gel, the labeled samples (Cy3 and Cy5) and internal 
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standard (Cy2) were separated in first dimension by isoelectric focusing (IEF) using 
pH 4-7 and pH 6-9 linear IPG strips (MultiPhor II electrophoresis unit, GE Healthcare, 
Freiburg, Germany). In the second dimension proteins were separated according to 
their molecular weight by SDS-PAGE (12% gels; Ettan DaltTwelve Electrophoresis 
system, GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK).  
Subsequent electrophoretic separation, protein patterns were visualized by laser 
scanning on a Typhoon 9400 (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK). Detection of 
protein spots and calculation of relative spots was carried out automatically using 
Proteomweaver 4.0 image analysis software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Regulated 
spots with a fold change > 1.5 fold and a p-value < 0.05 in any comparison were 
selected for protein identification by MALDI-MS. Spot picking, in gel digestion, 
MALDI-MS and prediction/annotation of proteins was performed as recently 
described (Lehr et al., 2012).  
To determine secretory properties of the identified proteins, sequences were 
analyzed by SignalP 4.1 (Petersen et al., 2011) and SecretomeP 2.0 (Bendtsen et 
al., 2004). Statistical analysis of the identified protein spots was performed by 
student’s t’test.  
 
2.2.3.6.2 Untargeted proteomic analysis via LC-MS/MS 
Analysis of the myotube secretome using liquid chromatography-electrospray 
ionization (LC-ESI) mass spectrometry and data analysis including statistics was 
done by Dr. Gereon Poschmann at the Molecular Proteomics Laboratory (head: Prof. 
Kai Stühler) at the Heinrich-Heine-University in Duesseldorf.  
Concentrated supernatant, produced as described in section 2.2.3.6, was analyzed 
via LC-MS/MS as recently described (Hartwig et al., 2014a). In detail, 5 µg of sample 
was focused on a 4-12 % polyacrylamide bis-tris gel (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, 
Germany) and the gel subjected to silver staining. Protein bands were cut out, 
destained (15 mM Na2S2O3, 50 mM K3[FE(CN)6]), reduced (10 mM DTT, 50 mM 
(NH4)HCO3), alkylated (50 mM C2H4INO, 50 mM NH4HCO3) and proteins were 
digested overnight (0.1 µg trypsin, 50 mM NH4HCO3). For LC-MS/MS analysis, 
peptides were extracted from the gel with 1:1 (v/v) 0.1 % TFA/acetonitrile and 
subsequently the acetonitrile was removed by vacuum concentration. 500 ng 
peptides were separated by liquid chromatography (UltiMate 3000 Rapid Separation 
LC System, Dionex/Thermo Scientific, Idstein, Germany). Mass spectrometry was 
carried out with an Orbitrap Elite high resolution instrument (Thermo Scientific, 
Bremen, Germany) operated in positive mode and equipped with a nano ESI-source.  
Raw data were analyzed with MaxQuant (version 1.4.1.2, Max Planck Institute for 
Biochemistry, Munich, Germany) for protein and peptide identification and 
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quantification with preset parameters. For peptide and protein acceptance, the false 
discovery rate was set to 1 %, only proteins with at least two identified peptides were 
used for protein assembly. The label free quantification algorithm implemented in 
MaxQuant was used for quantification. A two way ANOVA was calculated on 
logarithmic transformed normalized intensity values for proteins with at least two 
quantitative values in each group and p values adjusted for multiple testing by the 
method of Benjamini Hochberg. Statistical analysis was done using the R 
environment (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).  
To determine secretory properties of the identified proteins, sequences were 
analyzed by SignalP 4.1 (Petersen et al., 2011) and SecretomeP 2.0 (Bendtsen et 
al., 2004). Pathway enrichment analyses (p < 0.05) were done with InCroMAP 
(Wrzodek et al., 2012). 

2.2.4 Acylcarnitine analysis 
MS-based metabolome analysis was used for the investigation of intracellular 
acylcarnitines.  
Therefore, Fusion media (α-MEM containing 5.5 mM glucose, 2 % FBS, 2 mM 
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 0.5 µg/mL amphotericin B) 
was supplemented with 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM oleate and 125 µM 13C labeled 
palmitate (13C16, 99 atom % 13C; all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, 
Germany) during stimulation. Directly, after end of stimulation, medium was removed, 
and cells washed twice with cold saline (9 g/L NaCl) and subsequently lysed in 
300 µL cold 80 % MeOH (MeOH LC-MS Chromasolv and H2O for HPLC,  
Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany). Lysed cells were scraped off the cell culture dish, 
lysates of 6 wells pooled and frozen at -20 °C until further usage.  
Samples were thawed and a combination of standards was added (Table 12). For 
acylcarnitine determination only carnitine standards are relevant. Nevertheless, a 
standard mixture including carnitines, acylcarnitines (AC), free fatty acids (FFA), 
amino acids and lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) was added to each sample since 
they were used also for further lipidome analyses. 
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Table 12: Internal standards added to samples for metabolomic analysis. 

Internal standard ng/sample Stock solution 
(mg/mL) 

Solvent/diluent 

d3-carnitine 50 1 MeOH/MeOH 
d3-C2 carnitine 50 1 MeOH/MeOH 
d3-C4 carnitine 10 0.1 MeOH/MeOH 
d3-C10-carnitine 0.5 0.01 MeOH/MeOH 
d3-C16-carnitine 1 0.01 MeOH/MeOH 
d4-C16:0-FFA 200 1 MeOH/MeOH 
d4-C22:0-FFA 10 0.1 CHCl3:MeOH (2:1)/MeOH 
d3-leucine 500 1 H2O/MeOH 
d5-phenylalanine 25 0.1 H2O/MeOH 
LPC (19:0) 300 1 CHCl3:MeOH (2:1)/MeOH 
 
For further lysis, cells were then sonicated in a cooled ultrasonic bath (twice for 5 min 
each). Myotube lysates were then vortexed for 2 min with 2500 rpm in the pulse 
modus and spun down for 20 min with 13000 rpm at 4 °C. Supernatant was divided in 
4 aliquots (350 µL each) and lyophilized in a speed-vac.  
Analysis of the acylcarnitines was performed by Xinjie Zhao at the Dalian Institute of 
Chemical Physics (Dalian, China; head: Prof. Guowang Xu). There, samples were 
reconstituted in 60 µL acetonitril/water (2:8) and analyzed by Acquity ultra 
performance lipid chromatography system (UPLC; Waters, Milford; MA) coupled with 
a linear ion-trap quadrupole (LTQ) orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer (Thermo 
Fisher, Waltham, MA). The peaks were extracted by Thermo Xcalibur Quan Browser 
2.2 (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA). The concentrations of the carnitines were 
calibrated with one of the internal standards (Table 13).  
 
Table 13:  Internal standards used for calibration of the different determined carnitines 

Internal standard Measured acylcarnitine (AC) 

d3-carnitine L-carnitine 
d3-C2 carnitine C2-AC, [13C2] C2-AC, C3-AC 
d3-C4 carnitine C4-AC, [13C4] C4-AC, C5-AC 
d3-C10-carnitine C6-AC, [13C6] C6-AC, C8-AC, [13C8] C8-AC, C10-AC,  

[13C10] C10-AC, C12-AC, [13C12] C12-AC, C14:1-AC, C14-AC, 
[13C14] C14-AC 

d3-C16-carnitine C16:1-AC, [13C16] C16:1-AC, C16-AC, [13C16] C16-AC 
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2.2.5 ELISA and commercial Assays 
2.2.5.1 TransAM NFκB p65 Transcription factor assay kit 
The TransAM NFκB p65 Transcription factor assay kit (Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA) 
was used to determine NFκB transcription factor activity. The Rel homology domain 
of NFκB, a conserved 300 amino acid sequence, which is located in the N-terminal 
region of NFκB, is responsible for DNA binding, protein dimerization and nuclear 
localization of this transcription factor. For the assay an oligonucleotide that contains 
an NFκB consensus binding site (5´-GGGACTTTCC-3´) is immobilized on a 96-well 
plate. The active, dimeric form of NFκB binds specifically to this oligomer. Afterwards 
the primary antibody recognizes an epitope of p65, a subunit of NFκB, which is only 
accessible when the protein is in its active conformation. The HRP-conjugated 
second antibody enables a sensitive colorimetric readout by spectrometry.  
First, nuclear extracts were prepared. Therefore, medium was removed and 6-well 
plates washed with 1 mL cold PBS. The cells were scraped off the plastic and 
transferred to a cold Eppendorf cup. 3 wells were pooled to achieve proper amount of 
starting material. The remaining cells were rinsed with 400 µL PBS supplemented 
with 20 µL Phosphatase inhibitor buffer (125 mM NaF, 250 mM β-glycerophosphate, 
250 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 25 mM NaVO3) out of the wells and transferred to 
the Eppendorf cup. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (1 min, 13000 rpm, 
4 °C) and supernatant discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 mL cold 
Hypotonic buffer (HB buffer: 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 5 mM NaF, 10 µM Na2MoO4, 
0.1 mM EDTA, adjusted to pH 7.5 with NaOH) and incubated for 15 min on ice. After 
25 µL 10 % NP-40 (diluted in HB buffer) was added, lysed cell suspension was mixed 
and spun down for 30 s with 13000 rpm at 4 °C. After discarding the supernatant, the 
pellet was resuspended in 25 µL Complete lysis buffer (included in the kit) and 
incubated on ice for 30 min. Cell debris were spun down (5 min, 13000 rpm, 4 °C) 
and aliquots of the supernatant containing the nuclear extract frozen at -80 °C. 
For the assay, which was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions, 2 µg of 
nuclear extract were applied. The absorbance at 450 nm and the reference 
wavelength of 655 nm was measured at a spectrophotometer and the relative 
amount of NFκB, reflecting the relative activity, in the samples calculated through the 
absorption of the positive control.  
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2.2.5.2 20S/26S Proteasome ELISA 
The quantity of 20S core proteasome in cell lysates and in cell culture supernatant 
was analyzed by 20S/26S Proteasome ELISA Kit (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, 
NY) as described in the manufacturer’s instructions. 
For the analysis of the intracellular proteasome amount, the protein concentrations of 
the cell lysates were determined by Bradford assay (see section 2.2.3.2) and 
adjusted to 1 mg/mL. For the assay this stock was diluted 1:400 to give results within 
the detection limit of the proteasome ELISA kit (upper limit: 1.6 µg/mL).  
Since the Fusion medium of the analyzed samples contained phenol red, which 
disturbs Bradford assay, no protein determination could be performed and 
supernatant was diluted 1:2 for the assay. For analysis of these raw data, values 
were normalized to protein amount per well.  
 
2.2.5.3 Cell proliferation assay 
A XTT cell proliferation kit (AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany) was used to check the 
cell viability of the EP-stimulated myotubes. This assay uses  
2,3-Bis-(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide salt (XTT), 
which can be only reduced in mitochondria of living cells by succinate 
dehydrogenase system. In the end orange colored formazan is generated whose 
concentration is proportional to the amount of metabolically active cells. 
For this assay, human myotubes were grown in the 6-well format. Right before start 
of EP-stimulation Fusion medium (α-MEM containing 5.5 mM glucose, 2 % FBS, 
2 mM glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 0.5 µg/mL 
amphotericin B) was changed (2 mL per well). After 24 h of EPS XTT assay was 
started. Therefore, 10 µL of Activation solution was diluted with 1 mL XTT reagent 
and 1 mL of this mix was added to the 2 mL media in the well. The cell culture dish 
was incubated for 1.5-2 h in the incubator until color has changed noticeable. The 
dish was agitated gently before 150 µL of the supernatant were transferred to a  
24-well dish for measurement of the absorbance against a blank with a 
spectrophotometer at 450 nm and background control at 650 nm. For this assay it is 
essential to have a similar treated medium control since albumin in the serum leads 
to an increased signal.  
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2.2.5.4 Triglyceride-determination 
For intracellular triglyceride determination, cells were washed once with PBS and 
lysed with 50 µL of 1 % Triton-X100 diluted in PBS per well for 30 min at 4 °C on a 
rocker. After lysates were scraped off the dishes and transferred into Eppendorf 
cups, they were frozen at -80 °C until further analysis in Tuebingen.  
The quantification of total-triglyceride content including mono- and diglycerides as 
well as glycerol was performed with buffers included in the ADVIA 1800 chemistry 
system (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Fernwals, Germany). Shortly, samples 
were thawed, vortexed and 10 µL transferred to a microtiter plate. 100 µL of a 1:1 
mixture of buffer Reagent1 and buffer R1-Mix were added, incubated for 5 min and 
absorption measured at 490 nm. As reference wavelength 655 nm was used.  
 
2.2.5.5 Determination of glucose, lactate, CK and LDH 
Glucose and lactate concentrations as well as creatine kinase (CK) and lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH) enzyme activities were measured in the cell supernatant. 
Medium was removed of the cells and spun down for 4 min with 13000 rpm at 4 °C to 
remove any detached cells. In case of glucose and lactate, aliquots could be stored 
at -20 °C. For CK and LDH measurement, enzyme activity was inactivated while 
freezing at -20 °C thus aliquots were stored at 4 °C until measurement. Concentration 
and enzyme activity were analyzed with the ADVIA 1800 clinical chemical analyzer 
(Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Fernwald, Germany) in Tuebingen, respectively. 

2.2.6 Statistical analysis 
Unless otherwise noted, values are shown as means ± SEM and groups of data were 
compared using two-sided Student’s t-test. The statistical significance was set at 
p < 0.05.  
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3. Results 

3.1 EPS: an in vitro exercise model 
In the beginning of this thesis, Electric pulse stimulation was only reported for murine 
myotube cell culture systems (Fujita et al., 2007; Nedachi et al., 2008; Nedachi et al., 
2009; Burch et al., 2010). Thus, an EPS protocol suitable for human primary 
myotubes had to be established, which induces a metabolic shift towards higher 
energy consumption and shows activation of intracellular signaling pathways and 
gene expression patterns comparable with the response in the contracting skeletal 
muscle in vivo.  
Parts of the data shown in this section have been already published (Scheler et al., 
2013; Scheler et al., 2015).  

3.1.1 EPS for 24 h induced glucose consumption and lactate production 
In the beginning an EPS protocol that shifts myotubes metabolism to higher glucose 
consumption and higher lactate production, a state that simulates physiological 
endurance exercise, had to be established. A time-dependent stimulation of human 
myotubes showed that glucose consumption was strongly induced after 24 h of EPS, 
which was in concordance with increased lactate production at this time point 
(Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7: Electric pulse stimulation for 24 h increases glucose consumption and lactate production. 
Human myotubes were EP-stimulated for 2, 4, 8, 24 h with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms. Glucose (A) and lactate 
concentration (B) were measured in the supernatant and are shown as difference from EPS to control. Values are 
shown as mmol/g protein (means ± SEM; n =  8). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 

3.1.2 EPS does not influence cell viability 
Next, EP-stimulated myotubes were analyzed for cell damage and cell viability. 
Myotubes integrity was verified by quantification of secreted cytosolic or 
mitochondrial localized proteins. Therefore, creatine kinase (CK) and lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH), both markers for muscle fiber damage (Fernandez-Gonzalo et 
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al., 2014), were analyzed in the supernatant and in total cell lysate by measurement 
of their enzymatic activities (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: EPS does not increase creatine kinase (CK) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity. 
(A) CK and (B) LDH activity was measured in the supernatant of EP-stimulated myotubes after 2, 4, 8, 24 h of 
EPS with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms (filled bars) and in Triton-X100 lysates of the cells after 24 h EPS (striped bars). 
Values are shown as difference of EPS to control (means ± SEM; n = 5-8). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 
 
Activity of CK was not increased in the supernatant after 24 h of EPS (Figure 8A, 
filled bars) while activity of LDH was slightly increased after 24 h treatment (Figure 
8B, filled bars). Since the enzymatic activity of total LDH in the cell lysate was also 
elevated (striped bar) this might explain the increased LDH activity determined in the 
supernatant of cells treated for 24 h with EPS.  
To exclude any effect on cell viability, XTT proliferation assay was performed. This 
assay measures the reduction of tetrazolium salts into colored formazan compounds 
accomplished by mitochondrial enzymes in living cells. These enzymes are 
inactivated shortly after cell death, thus the assay enables the determination of cell 
viability. The absorbance of the orange formazan compounds was determined by 
spectrophotometer at 450 nm, showing similar results between con-myotubes and 
EPS-myotubes after 24 h of EPS (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 9: EPS does not influence cell viability.  
Cell viability was measured by XTT cell viability assay. Human myotubes were stimulated for 24 h with 14 V, 5 Hz, 
2 ms and XTT assay performed subsequent. Measured absorbencies at 450 nm are shown as fold change of 
EPS vs. control (con) supernatants (means ± SEM; n = 5). Figure from (Scheler et al., 2015). 
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Summing up, EPS conditions of 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms do not induce cytotoxicity but 
increase glucose consumption and lactate production and thus provide conditions 
that are indeed suitable to mimic exercise in vitro.  

3.1.3 EPS with different intensities  
The EPS device offers different setting possibilities. Amongst voltage and pulse 
duration also intensity can be adjusted. Higher voltages and longer pulse durations 
than 14 V and 2 ms over 24 h of EPS led to cell lesion and cell death (Mika Scheler, 
unpublished observation). When applying a higher frequency to the myotubes (30 Hz 
instead of 5 Hz) for 4 h, an increased phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 kinase 
β-1 (p70S6K1) could be observed (Figure 10A). Additionally, mRNA expression of 
MYOD, a myogenic regulator, was increased during higher intensity (Figure 10B). 
The data indicate that high-intensity EPS mimics resistance exercise training shown 
as the activation of signal transduction pathways leading to the muscle protein 
synthesis and muscle hypertrophy.  

 
Figure 10: High frequency EPS simulates resistance exercise.  
Human myotubes were either stimulated with 5 Hz or 30 Hz for 4 h (14 V, 2 ms). (A) Phosphorylation of p70S6K1 
was detected by immunoblotting of myotube cell lysate obtained after different EPS conditions. Membrane was 
reprobed for p70S6K1 protein. Histogram shows the result of the densitometric quantification (means ± SEM;  
n  = 3-5; * p < 0.05 vs. EPS with 5 Hz). (B) Relative expression levels of myogenic differentiation 1 (MYOD) were 
measured in human myotubes that were EP-stimulated with either 5 Hz or 30Hz for 4 h. RNA was isolated after 
EPS and qRT-PCR was performed. Values are normalized to housekeeping gene TBP and shown as fold change 
to control cells (means ± SEM; n = 4). Statistical analysis was performed between mRNA expression levels of the 
myotubes stimulated with different intensities (*p < 0.05). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013).  
 
For further experiments the low frequency protocol with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms was applied 
to human myotubes, since the focus of the project was rather on endurance exercise 
than resistance exercise.  
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3.1.4 EPS-induced changes in gene expression 
Next, the transcriptional changes induced by EPS were investigated in human 
primary myotubes. Therefore, mRNA expression of the known myokines IL-6 and  
IL-8 and of an exercise-regulated transcriptional coactivator, peroxisome  
proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha (PPARGC1A), was 
measured in RNA lysates of human myotubes obtained after different EPS durations. 
Significantly increased RNA expression of IL-6 and IL-8 was already apparent after 
2 h and 4 h (Figure 11A, B), respectively. Longer duration led to an accumulation of 
the mRNA. PPARGC1A showed only a significantly increased expression after 24 h 
of EPS (Figure 11C).  

 
Figure 11: Electric pulse stimulation for 24 h leads to an increased expression of IL-6, IL-8 and 
PPARGC1A. 
(A) IL-6, (B) IL-8 and (C) peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha (PPARGC1A) 
mRNA expression was measured in myotubes that were EP-stimulated for 2, 4, 8, 24 h with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms. 
After EPS, RNA was isolated and mRNA level determined by qRT-PCR. Values are normalized to levels of 
housekeeping gene TBP and are shown as fold increase to control cells (means ± SEM; n = 8). Statistical 
analysis was performed between levels in control and EPS cells (*p < 0.05 significant increase). Figures from 
(Scheler et al., 2013). 
 
In summary, 24 h of EPS with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms induced most significant 
transcriptional changes in the studied genes. In concordance with a metabolic shift of 
glucose consumption and lactate production after 24 h of EPS (see section 3.1.1) for 
the following genome-wide transcriptome analysis 24 h of EPS were applied to 
human myotubes. 

3.1.5 Genome-wide transcriptional response to EPS  
For further characterization of the model, we used genome-wide transcriptome 
analysis to gain an overall view over EPS-induced gene regulation and to identify 
novel contraction-induced targeted genes.  
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Therefore, human primary myotubes of 12 different donors were stimulated for 24 h 
and gene regulation was analyzed by microarray analysis on Affymetrix Gene 1.0 ST 
arrays. Donors were young, lean and insulin-sensitive (Table 14). 
 
Table 14: Characteristics of the myotubes donors used for genome-wide transcriptome analysis. 

Characteristics Values  
Gender (m/f) 9/3 
Age (y) 25.6 ± 4.4 
BMI 22.7 ± 2.1 
Fasting glucose (mM) 4.8  ± 0.4 
2 h glucose (mM) 5.3 ± 1.1 
Fasting insulin (pM) 32.2 ± 9.7 
2 h insulin (pM) 175.5 ± 62.1 
ISI-MATS 25.0 ± 7.1 
M: male; f: female; BMI: body mass index; ISI-MATS: ISI Matsuda index indicating insulin sensitivity; Values are 
shown as means ± SEM.  
 
The expression data clustered samples mainly according to the donors and not 
according to the treatment (data not shown). Thus, for statistical analysis a paired 
approach was used. In total 2,200 significantly regulated probe sets (FDR < 10 %), 
according to approximately 2,118 genes, were observed. The majority of the 2,200 
probe sets showed only small expression changes between EPS and control. Genes 
were down- as well as upregulated by EPS (961 up, 1,259 down). A fold change 
 > 1.2 times was observed in 368 probe sets (268 up, 100 down) and only 183 probe 
sets remained with a factor  > 1.3 fold (153 up, 30 down). A heatmap showing the 
gene regulation upon the 183 probe sets is in the appendix (Supplementary Figure I). 
The top 20 upregulated genes of this subset are listed in Table 15. Amongst these, 
increased genes were IL-8 (13.5 times), CXCL1 (6.7 times), and IL-6 (2.7 times). 
Further EPS-induced chemokines and cytokines were IL-1B (5.5 times) and CXCL6 
(5.6 times). Of note, several metallothioneins and matrix metallopeptidases were also 
upregulated by EPS. The expression of PPARG coactivators was either elevated at 
expression level (PPARGC1A, 1.3 times) or was predicted to be activated by 
Ingenuity software (PPARGC1B, data not shown).  
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Table 15: 20 most significantly upregulated genes upon EPS.  

Gene ID Gene description Ratio > 1.3 (183),  
FDR < 10 % 

IL-8 Interleukin-8 13.54 
CXCL1 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1 6.70 
CXCL6 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 6 5.56 
IL-1B Interleukin-1, beta 5.49 
MT1F Metallothionein 1F 5.37 
MMP1 Matrix metallopeptidase 1 5.18 
MT1M Metallothionein 1M 4.60 
CLDN1 Claudin 1 4.53 
TFPI2 Tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2 4.46 
MMP3 Matrix metallopeptidase 3 4.12 
MT1G Metallothionein 1G 3.92 
MT1X Metallothionein 1X 3.64 
SLC7A11 Solute carrier family 7 3.36 
TRPA1 Transient receptor potential cation 

channel, subfamily A, member 1 
3.28 

CXCL10 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10 3.04 
ICAM1 Intercellular adhesion molecule 1 2.90 
SOD2 Superoxide dismutase 2, 

mitochondrial 
2.69 

IL-6 Interleukin-6 2.67 
CXCL2 C-X-C motif chemokine 2 2.65 
MT1P3 Metallothionein 1 Pseudogene 3 2.58 
Human myotubes obtained from 12 different donors were EP-stimulated for 24 h (14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms). Afterwards, 
RNA was isolated and a whole genome transcriptome analysis (Affymetrix Gene 1.0 ST Array) performed. The 
table shows the 20 most upregulated genes that have a fold change  > 1.3 times (total 183 significantly regulated 
probe sets) and a false discovery rate (FDR) < 10 %.  
 
To assess the biological function of the regulated transcripts it was sought for 
enriched GO terms and enriched pathways connected with the observed 
transcriptional changes. The 183 probe sets with highest ratios were analyzed and a 
significant enrichment (p < 0.01; adj. p > 0.05) of terms and pathways related to 
inflammation, leukocyte migration, lipid metabolism, adaption of smooth muscle cell 
proliferation and signaling by NFκB, interleukins, chemokines, PPARG and 
metalloproteinases was found (Table 16). 
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Table 16: GO term and pathway analysis of the whole genome transcriptome analysis. 

GO term or pathway 
association 

GO term ID p-value Genes 
observed 

Gene symbols of observed genes 

Inflammatory response GO:0006954 4.66E-10 20 CCL2, CCL5, C3, CXCL6, IL8, VCAM1, 
NFKBIZ, TNFAIP6, IRAK2, CCL11, IL1B, 
HMOX1, CXCL10, CXCL1, CXCL2, 
BDKRB1, TNFAIP3, CEBPB, AGTR1, 
IL6 

Leukocyte migration GO:0050900 6.16E-10 15 CCL2, CCL5, IL8, VCAM1, ANGPT1, 
SLC7A11, EDNRB, CCL11, IL1B, 
HMOX1, CMKLR1, MMP1, ICAM1, 
BDKRB1, IL6 

Lipid metabolic process GO:0006629 3.20E-06 26 LDLR, LPIN1, AKR1C2, ME1, CYP7B1, 
INSIG1, ABCC3, ELOVL2, SCD, FADS1, 
FADS2, FASN, ANGPTL4, DHCR7, 
IL1B, NPC1, PLIN2, LRP8, ABCA1, 
CRABP2, HSD11B1, TXNRD1, 
AKR1B10, AKR1C3, AGTR1, PTGES 

Regulation of smooth 
muscle cell proliferation 
 

GO:0048660 1.19E-04 5 CCL5, IGF1, HMOX1, TNFAIP3, IL6 

Negative regulation of 
muscle cell apoptosis 
 

GO:0010656 2.62E-03 2 IGF1, NRG1 

NF KAPPA B  1.40E-11 27 CCL2, CCL5, CXCL6, IL8, VCAM1, 
NFKBIZ, NAMPT, SPP1, IRAK2, 
NFKBIA, CCL11, ID1, SOD2, IL1B, 
HMOX1, IER3, NFKB2, BIRC3, MMP1, 
CXCL10, CXCL1, CXCL2, ICAM1, 
TNFAIP3, CEBPB, IKBKE, IL6 

INTERLEUKIN 1  1.52E-10 17 CCL2, LIF, MMP3, IL8, VCAM1, IRAK3, 
IRAK2, NFKBIA, SOD2, IL1B, MMP1, 
ZC3H12A, CXCL10, ICAM1, BDKRB1, 
IL6, PTGES 

CHEMOKINE (C C 
MOTIF) LIGAND 2 

 2.98E-09 12 CCL2, CCL5, IL8, VCAM1, NAMPT, 
IL1B, ZC3H12A, CXCL10, CXCL1, 
CXCL2, ICAM1, IL6 

PEROXISOME 
PROLIFERATOR 
ACTIVATED 
RECEPTOR GAMMA 
 

 1.64E-08 12 LPIN1, SCD, NAMPT, FADS2, FASN, 
NFKBIA, PLIN2, CXCL10, ABCA1, 
CEBPB, AGTR1, PTGES 

MATRIX METALLO-
PROTEINASE 

 5.58E-06 12 CCL2, CCL5, MMP3, IL8, TIMP4, 
NAMPT, SPP1, SOD2, IL1B, MMP1, 
CXCL10, PTGES 

Shown are selected significantly (p < 0.01; adj. p < 0.05) enriched gene ontology (GO) terms and pathways 
associated with the subset of 183 significantly regulated probe sets, which were changed > 1.3 fold upon EPS vs. 
con. Genes that were down regulated are shown in italics, while all other genes were upregulated. Adapted from 
(Scheler et al., 2013). 
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3.1.6 EPS-induced secretion of cytokines 
The whole genome transcriptome analysis showed among the 183 significantly 
regulated probe sets 35 that were supposed to be secreted as protein and among the 
top 10 regulated genes even 7. The translation of this transcriptional response into 
changes in the myotube secretome was investigated by targeted proteomic profiling 
of the supernatant. 
A multiplex immunoassay was used to measure the secretion of selected proteins in 
supernatants of human primary myotubes obtained from the 12 different donors after 
24 h of EPS (Table 17). Candidate proteins were selected based on the results of the 
array (see section 3.1.5). The secretion with highest fold increase compared to 
control was observed for IL-8 (44 ± 9 vs. 2 ± 0.3 pg/µg total protein). CXCL1 
secretion was also remarkable increased upon 24 h of EPS (43 ± 9 vs. 5 ± 1 pg/µg 
total protein), same for IL-6 (72 ± 19 vs. 19 ± 3 pg/µg total protein). Increased protein 
secretion, which correlated to elevated RNA expression in the array, was also found 
for LIF, IL-1B and CCL2. Interleukins IL-2, IL-4, IL-13, IL-17A, TNF-α and CSF3 
showed an increased protein secretion that was not in concordance with an 
increased RNA expression. The secretion of IL-5, IL-7, IL-10, IL-12, interferon-γ 
(INFG) and VEGF was not induced by EPS. Other proteins were below the detection 
limit of the multiplex immunoassay as IL1-RA, IL-15, IL-33 and CCL4. CSF2 secretion 
was below the concentration found in the control medium.  
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Table 17: Overview of secreted proteins detected by multiplex immunoassays in cell culture supernatant 
of myotubes after 24 h of EPS and their corresponding microarray expression data. 

Protein amount  
(pg analyte/μg protein) 

Analyte con EPS p-value 

Fold 
change 
protein 
(EPS 

vs. con) 

Linear 
ratio RNA 
(EPS vs. 

con) 
IL-8 1.93 ± 0.29 43.9 ± 11.9 0.0019 * 20.8 ± 3.5 13.5 
CXCL1 4.73 ± 1.21 42.7 ± 8.57 0.0002 * 10.4 ± 1.7 6.7 
IL-6 18.9 ± 3.47 72.2 ± 19.3 0.0126 * 3.8 ± 0.6 2.7 
LIF 0.15 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.05 0.0019 * 3.8 ± 1.1 2.2 
IL-4 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.0350 * 1.7 ± 0.1 ns 
IL-13 0.02 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.0025 * 1.7 ± 0.2 ns 
IL-17A 0.11 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.03 0.0138 * 2.3 ± 0.3 ns 
IL-1B 0.008 ± 0.001 0.015 ± 0.002 0.0256 * 1.8 ± 0.1 5.5 
CSF3 0.25 ± 0.04 1.19 ± 0.42 0.0389 * 4.8 ± 1.2 ns 
TNF 0.17 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.04 0.0294 * 1.8 ± 0.1 ns 
CCL2 19.5 ± 2.28 25.3 ± 1.28 0.0369 * 1.5 ± 0.1 1.6 
IL-2 # 0.04 ± 0.01 # # ns 
IL-5 0.009 ± 0.001 0.012 ± 0.002 0.1907 ns ns 
IL-7 0.027 ± 0.004 0.033 ± 0.004 0.3290 ns ns 
IL-12  0.11 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.02 0.4519 ns ns 
IFNG 0.96 ± 0.13 1.27 ± 0.13 0.0989 ns ns 
IL-10 0.018 ± 0.003 0.021 ± 0.002 0.3480 ns ns 
VEGFA 7.83 ± 0.82 9.35 ± 0.86 0.2128 ns ns 
IL-1RA nd nd   ns 
IL-15 nd nd   ns 
IL-33 nd nd   ns 
CCL4 nd nd   ns 
NAMPT nd nd   1.8 
CSF2 ## ##   ns 
Table shows absolute protein amount in the supernatant of EPS and control (con) cells normalized to total cell 
protein amount (means ± SEM) with corresponding p value (* p < 0.05). The fold change of the protein secreted 
by EPS cells to control cells is shown as means ± SEM. Significantly regulated RNA expression is shown as linear 
ratio (results of array analysis, ratio > 1.3 times, false discovery rate < 10 %). # IL-2 could not be detected in the 
supernatant of control cells but in 9 of 12 EPS-supernatants. ## CSF2 concentration in the reference medium was 
higher as in samples. nd: not detectable, below limit of detection; ns: not significant; Table adapted from (Scheler 
et al., 2013).  
 

Interestingly, the myotubes of the 12 different donors showed a wide range of 
cytokine release. This is exemplarily demonstrated for IL-8, CXCL-1 and IL-6, the 
three secreted proteins that are reaching the highest concentration in the supernatant 
(Figure 12 A-C). The fold change of their secretion reveals a strong correlation with 
the ratio of their gene transcripts after 24 h of EPS (Figure 12 D-F).  
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Figure 12: Myotubes of different donors reveal a wide range of cytokine secretion.  
(A-C) Supernatants of 12 human myotubes were analyzed for IL-8, CXCL-1 and IL-6 secretion after 24 h of EPS. 
The dots show the individual secretion value of the myotubes as pg analyte/µg protein, the mean value is 
indicated by the black line (means ± SEM as depicted in Table 17). Statistical analysis was done between 
supernatant of EPS and control cells (*p < 0.05). (D-F) Correlation of the secreted protein (SN as fold change to 
control cells) with mRNA level (RNA level as fold change to control cells) for IL-8, CXCL-1 and IL-6 after 24 h of 
EPS (n = 12). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 
 
To ensure that this finding is not influenced by the individual myotube formation and 
differentiation, the fusion index, a measure for myotube differentiation, was 
calculated. Therefore, the human myotubes were divided in two groups: myotubes 
with a high IL-8 expression and IL-8 secretion after 24 h of EPS and myotubes with 
lower expression and secretion (further called high and low IL-8 responder, Figure 
13A, B). The fusion index showed no difference between these two groups, which 
implies similar myotube formation (Figure 13C). Additionally, the RNA expression of 
several differentiation markers, CKM, MYH2 and MYH7, did not correlate with the 
upregulated IL-8 RNA expression (Figure 13 D-F). In summary, data indicate that the 
altered secretion pattern between myotubes obtained from different donors is not 
caused by variable myotube formation and differentiation. 
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Figure 13: Cytokine secretion of myotubes obtained from different donors is independent of myotube 
formation and differentiation. 
(A-C) Immunostaining of MyHCII protein (C, 10x magnification, in green) in human myotubes showing a low or 
high IL-8 RNA expression (A) or IL-8 protein secretion (B) upon 24 h of EPS (values are shown as means ± SEM, 
n = 3 per group). Nuclei are shown in red. Fusion index was calculated by dividing nuclei of MyHCII positive 
myotubes by the total number of nuclei counted. (D-F) Correlation of RNA levels in control cells (basal 
expression) of CKM, MYH2 or MYH7 with EPS-induced IL8 RNA expression (RNA level as fold change to control 
cells) after 24 h of EPS (n = 12). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 
 
Since the individual IL-8 mRNA expression and secretion could not be clarified by the 
fusion index, we searched for further candidates and signaling pathways that might 
induce the individual response. Therefore, the data obtained from the genome-wide 
transcriptome analysis were investigated for significantly regulated probe sets 
(p < 0.01) that had a different basal expression when grouping myotubes with a low 
IL-8 / IL-6 response to EPS and comparing them to myotubes with high response. 
This revealed 443 significantly regulated probe sets. A heatmap showing the top 45 
regulated genes is shown in the appendix (Supplementary Figure II).  
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3.1.7 Different expression kinetics of cytokines, PPARGC1A, NAMPT and 
ANGPTL4 
The genome-wide transcriptome analysis demonstrated a significant increase in  
angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL4; 1.6 fold) and nicotinamide phophoribosyltransferase 
(NAMPT; 1.8 fold) mRNA expression. The study of the kinetic of these new EPS 
targets showed that NAMPT behaves similar to IL-6 expression (Figure 11). It is 
significantly enriched after 8 h of EPS and further accumulates when stimulating for 
24 h (Figure 14A). ANGPTL4 mRNA expression peaks the maximum after 4 h of EPS 
(Figure 14B). This is in accordance with an increased secretion of ANGPTL4 after 8 h 
of EPS (1.8 ± 0.3 ng/mL vs. 1.1 ± 0.2 ng/mL) from myotubes into the supernatant 
while NAMPT protein could not be detected because the level was under the limit of 
detection. The different RNA expression kinetics of IL-6, IL-8, PPARGC1A (Figure 
11), NAMPT and ANGPTL4 (Figure 14) in EP-stimulated myotubes suggests that 
different signal transduction pathways are activated during EPS that mediate 
transcriptional responses of different sets of genes.   

 
Figure 14: EPS increases the RNA expression of nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT) and 
angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL4). 
(A) NAMPT and (B) ANGPTL4 mRNA expression were measured in myotubes that were EP-stimulated for 2, 4, 8, 
24 h with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms. After EPS, RNA was isolated and mRNA level determined by qRT-PCR. Values are 
normalized to levels of housekeeping gene TBP and are shown as fold increase to control cells (means ± SEM; 
n = 8). Statistical analysis was performed between levels in control and EPS cells (* p < 0.05 significant increase). 
Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 

3.1.8 Cytokine secretion and its effect on insulin sensitivity of myotubes 
To investigate whether cytokine secretion during EPS has any impact on insulin 
sensitivity of the human myotubes and thus influences insulin signaling, conditioned 
medium of myotubes EP-stimulated for 24 h was incubated on so far untreated cells 
for 4 h. Afterwards cells were stimulated with insulin for 10 min and Akt 
phosphorylation (Ser473) was analyzed by immunoblotting (Figure 15). Medium 
without FBS was included to expose any putative effects of FBS components on 
insulin signal transduction. Insulin stimulation showed a dose-dependent increase in 
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Akt phosphorylation with no further effect of the conditioned medium with or without 
FBS. It seems, that the EPS-induced secretion of several cytokines does not 
influence insulin sensitivity of human myotubes treated with the conditioned medium. 

 
Figure 15: EPS-induced secretion of cytokines does not influence insulin sensitivity of human myotubes. 
Myotubes were EP-stimulated for 24 h with 14 V, 5 Hz and 2 ms in fusion medium with or without FBS. 
Conditioned medium was transferred to untreated myotubes. After 4 h, medium was changed to α-MEM and cells 
stimulated with 0, 10 or 100 nM insulin for 10 min. Ser473 phosphorylation of Akt was detected by immunoblotting 
of myotube cell lysates. Membrane was reprobed for Akt protein. Histogram shows the result of the densitometric 
quantification as means ± SEM (n = 3-4). 

3.1.9 EPS activates MAPK signaling and NFκB 
Former studies showed that EPS leads to increased phosphorylation and activation 
of the MAPK, ERK1/2 and JNK (Nedachi et al., 2008; Lambernd et al., 2012). Here, 
we wanted to verify that these findings can be further confirmed with our EPS model.  
Human myotubes EP-stimulated with 14 V, 5 Hz and 2 ms revealed an increased 
ERK1/2 and JNK phosphorylation after 2 and 4 h, respectively (Figure 16A, B), which 
decreased with longer stimulation. MAP-kinases ERK5 and p38 showed no  
EPS-induced phosphorylation at any time point (Figure 16C, D).  
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Figure 16: Activation of MAPK signaling in response to EPS in human myotubes. 
(A) Phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and (B) JNK was detected by immunoblotting of cell lysates from EP-stimulated 
myotubes (2, 4, 8 or 24 h of EPS). Membrane was reprobed for ERK1/2 or JNK protein, respectively. Histogram 
shows the densiometric quantification (means ± SEM, n = 3; * p < 0.05 vs. control cells). (C) Phosphorylation of 
p38 MAPK and (D) ERK5 was detected by immunoblotting of cell lysates obtained after a certain time of EPS. 
Membranes were reprobed for p38 MAPK protein or ERK5 protein, respectively. Figures from (Scheler et al., 
2013). 
 
The analysis of the genome-wide transcriptome analysis resulted in a significant 
enrichment of genes associated with NFκB (Table 16). Subsequently, the connection 
between MAPK signaling or NFκB, respectively, and its influence on gene expression 
was analyzed. Therefore, myotubes were treated with inhibitors directed against 
MEK1/2 (U0126), JNK (JNK VIII) or NFκB (BAY11-7082) during either 4 h or 24 h of 
EP-stimulation. Exemplarily, gene expression of IL-8, PPARGC1A and ANGPTL4 
was studied, all transcripts that are increased by EPS but are supposed to be 
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regulated by different pathways due to their different kinetics of expression (Figure 17 
A-C). Inhibition of MEK1/2 regulated IL-8, PPARGC1A expression (after 4 h and 
24 h) and early induction of ANGPTL4 (after 4 h). Inhibition of JNK resulted in 
decreased IL-8 (after 4 h) and PPARGC1A expression (after 24 h) and had no effect 
on ANGPTL4 expression. Inhibition of NFκB affected only IL-8 upregulation after 24 h 
of EPS. Interestingly, MEK1/2 inhibitor U0126 also inhibited EPS-induced NFκB 
activation, proposing a role for ERK1/2 in the EPS-induced activation of NFκB (Figure 
17 D). 
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Figure 17: ERK1/2, JNK an NFκB signaling influence EPS-induced expression of IL-8, PPARGC1A und 
ANGPTL4.  
(A) IL-8, (B) PPARGC1A and (C) ANGPTL4 mRNA levels were measured in human myotubes that were  
EP-stimulated for either 4 h or 24 h and simultaneously treated without inhibitor, MEK1/2 inhibitor (U0126; 10 µM), 
JNK inhibitor (JNK VIII; 10 µM) or NFκB inhibitor (BAY11-7082; 5 µM). Values are normalized to levels of 
housekeeping gene TBP and shown as fold change to control mRNA level without inhibitor (means ± SEM,  
n = 8-12). Statistical analysis was performed between RNA levels of EP-stimulated and control cells without 
inhibitor (* p < 0.05 significant increase) and between EP-stimulated cells with and without inhibitor of respective 
EPS duration (# p < 0.05 significant decrease). (D) NFκB activity was measured by TransAM NFκB p65 assay in 
nuclear extracts of human myotubes that had been EP-stimulated for 24 h in the absence or presence of 10 µM 
ERK1/2 inhibitor (U0126). EPS-treated samples were set as 1. Values are shown as means ± SEM (n = 6; 
*p < 0.05 vs. EPS treated cells without inhibitor). Figures from (Scheler et al., 2013). 
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3.1.10 EPS-induced IMTG storage 
Intramuscular triglycerides (IMTG) are important energy sources for the muscle 
during exercise training and recovery phase (Phillips et al., 1996; Kiens and Richter, 
1998). Prolonged exercise training leads to an increase in IMTGs (Pruchnic et al., 
2004; Shaw et al., 2012). Here, we aimed to investigate IMTG storage in human 
myotubes and its regulation by repetitive EP-stimulating exercise training. Therefore, 
over 4 days myotubes were either incubated with oleic acid alone, with a mixture of 
oleic acid and insulin to induce triglyceride storage or were EP-stimulated for 4 h per 
day and simultaneously incubated with oleic acid. Since oleic acid was linked to BSA, 
myotubes treated with BSA were used as control. Intracellular triglycerides were 
elevated with the addition of oleic acid and further tended to increase with the 
supplementation of insulin or the application of EPS (Figure 18). Thus, EPS over 
several days can mimic the effect of prolonged exercise training on IMTG storage in 
human myotubes.  

 
Figure 18: EPS-induced intramuscular triglyceride storage. 
Myotubes were treated for 4 days either with BSA, 250 mM oleate, 250 mM oleate/ 100 nm insulin (Ins) or with 
250 mM oleate and EPS for 4 h per day (14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms). Medium including supplements was changed daily. 
24 h after last stimulation, cells were harvested and triglyceride content determined by an enzyme coupled assay 
measuring glycerol. Absolute values are shown in µg Triglyceride/ mg protein (means ± SEM; n = 4; *p < 0.05 to 
BSA; #p-value to oleate). 
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3.2 EPS of myotubes obtained from different donors 
In the first part of this thesis, it was shown that myotubes obtained from different 
donors show an individual response to EPS. In the second part, myotubes from 
insulin-sensitive (IS-myotubes) and insulin-resistant donors (IR-myotubes) were 
investigated to find novel markers for insulin sensitivity and resistance, respectively. 
Furthermore, we intended to identify pathomechanistic alterations, e.g. changes in 
lipid metabolism during basal and exercise conditions.  

3.2.1 Further improvement of the EPS protocol  
For this study, the EPS protocol was further optimized. On the one hand, Magnetic 
activated cell sorting (MACS) was included enabling the enrichment of myoblasts by 
the purification via magnetically labeled beads detecting CD56 cell surface marker 
(de Luna et al., 2006; Stadler et al., 2011).  
On the other hand, Matrigel (gelatinous protein mixture containing structural proteins, 
as laminin, entactin, collagens and heparan sulfate, and growth factors) coating was 
implemented to provide the myoblasts and myotubes, which are surrounded by 
extracellular matrix in vivo, a more physiological surrounding (Funanage et al., 1992).  
Moreover, the stimulation time was shortened to 8 h and a recovery phase of 16 h 
was included afterwards since it is suggested that many exercise-induced 
transcriptional adaptations, e.g. PPARGC1A, in the skeletal muscle occur during 
recovery phase (Mahoney et al., 2005; Leick et al., 2010; Neubauer et al., 2014).  
It is known that during acute exercise adipose tissue lipolysis is increased, resulting 
in elevated levels of free fatty acids (FFA) in plasma (Catoire et al., 2014). To 
establish a more physiological environment, FFA (125 µM palmitic acid and 125 µM 
oleic acid) and 100 µM L-carnitine, required for the transport of fatty acids into 
mitochondria, was supplemented to the medium during stimulation. Pre-experiments 
showed an increased IL-6 mRNA expression directly after end of 8 h stimulation, 
which decreased during recovery time (Figure 19A). In contrast, PPARGC1A showed 
a clear trend towards an elevated mRNA level upon EPS after recovery phase 
(Figure 19B).  
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Figure 19: Recovery phase affects PPARGC1A mRNA expression but not IL-6 mRNA expression. 
Magnetic activated cell sorted myoblasts were seeded on Matrigel coated cell culture dishes and differentiated to 
myotubes. (A) IL-6 and (B) PPARGC1A mRNA expression was measured in myotubes that were EP-stimulated 
for 8 h with 14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms and either harvested directly after end of stimulation or after 16 h of recovery phase. 
During stimulation medium was supplemented with 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM palmitate, 125 µM oleate. RNA 
was isolated and mRNA level determined by qRT-PCR. Values are normalized to levels of housekeeping gene 
TBP and are shown as fold change to con, 8 h (means ± SEM; n = 3). Statistical analysis was performed between 
levels in control and EPS cells of the respective time point (* p  < 0.05). 

3.2.2 Acylcarnitine profiling 
Fatty acids are an important energy source during prolonged exercise and once 
inside the cell are activated by esterification to CoA. The breakdown of fatty acids, 
called β-oxidation, occurs in the mitochondria. To pass the mitochondria membrane, 
acyl-CoAs are converted to acylcarnitines by carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 (CPT1). 
However, breakdown might occur only partially and intermediates might be shuttled 
out of the mitochondria as acylcarnitines.  
Earlier studies revealed that exercise leads to increased plasma acylcarnitine levels, 
which might influence muscle metabolism (Lehmann et al., 2010). Additionally, 
plasma acylcarnitines are elevated in obese and T2D patients (Newgard et al., 2009; 
Mihalik et al., 2010). Less is known about the acylcarnitine production in the skeletal 
muscle. Here, we investigated intracellular acylcarnitine production in human 
myotubes obtained from donors that differed in ISI Matsuda index (ISI-MATS) and 
thus in insulin sensitivity (Table 18) and searched for acylcarnitines that were 
changed between the two groups upon EPS or after recovery phase.  
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Table 18: Characteristics of the myotube donors used in this study. 

Characteristics Insulin-sensitive 
IS 

Insulin-resistant 
IR 

p-val 

Gender (m/f) 6 (5/1) 6 (5/1)  
Age (y) 31.8 ± 7.0 34.8 ± 7.0 0.474 
BMI 24.3 ± 4.1 27.8 ± 4.2 0.177 
Fasting glucose (mM) 4.8 ± 0.2 5.4 ± 0.5 0.015* 
2 h glucose (mM) 5.4 ± 0.7 6.5 ± 1.2 0.080 
Fasting insulin (pM) 25.0 ± 12.3 69.3 ± 33.0 0.012* 
2 h insulin (pM) 126.7 ± 60.5 421.5 ± 121.1  < 0.001* 
ISI-MATS 30.5 ± 8.5 8.9 ± 2.7  < 0.001* 
M: male; f: female; BMI: body mass index; ISI-MATS: ISI Matsuda index indicating insulin sensitivity; *p  <  0.05 
significant difference between insulin-sensitive donors and insulin-resistant donors. 
 
Differentiated myotubes were EP-stimulated for 8 h and harvested directly afterwards 
or after 16 h of recovery. During EPS 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM 13C-palmitate and 
125 µM oleate were supplemented to the medium. Cell lysates were analyzed by 
stable isotope dilution-based metabolomic analysis using ultra performance lipid 
chromatography system coupled with linear ion-trap quadrupole orbitrap hybrid mass 
spectrometer to investigate the production of acylcarnitines. In total, 12 unlabeled 
and 9 13C-labeled acylcarnitines were detected among them acetylcarnitine (C2),  
short-chain (C3-C5), medium-chain (C6-C12) and long-chain acylcarnitines (> C12) 
(Figure 20). Three unsaturated acylcarnitines were identified but no hydroxylated or 
branched-chain acylcarnitines. Figure 20 depicts that myotubes obtained from donors 
with different insulin sensitivity reveal no significant changes in intracellular 
acylcarnitine production. Nevertheless, in both groups intracellular acylcarnitine 
levels increased with recovery phase.  
Additionally, myotubes from insulin-sensitive donors show a trend towards decreased 
acetylcarnitine to free carnitine ratio (C2-AC/C0), demonstrating a lower β-oxidation 
rate after 8 h of EPS (Figure 21A, B). The propionylcarnitine to carnitine (C3-AC/C0) 
ratio was increased in all myotubes obtained from insulin-resistant donors during all 
four conditions (Figure 21C, D). Propionylcarnitine emerge from breakdown of amino 
acids and odd-numbered long-chain fatty acids.  
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Figure 20: Intracellular acylcarnitine and L-carnitine content is not different in myotubes obtained from 
donors with different insulin sensitivity.  
(A-F) Intracellular acylcarnitines (AC) and free L-carnitine contents were investigated in myotubes of insulin-
resistant (IR; light columns) and sensitive donors (IS; dark columns), which were EP-stimulated for 8 h and 
harvested directly at the end of stimulation or after 16 h of recovery. Control cells (con) were treated equally. 
During stimulation, medium was supplemented with 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM 13C-palmitic acid and 125 µM 
oleic acid and cell lysates analyzed by ultra performance lipid chromatography system coupled with linear ion-trap 
quadrupole orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer. The sum of the 12C and 13C acylcarnitines is shown as plain 
column, whereas 13C-labeled species are shown as hatched columns. Values are shown as pmol/mg dry weight 
(mean ± SEM; n = 5-6). C2-AC: acetylcarnitine; SC AC: short-chain acylcarnitines (C3-C5); MC AC:  
medium-chain acylcarnitines (C6-C12); LC AC: long-chain acylcarnitines ( > C12). 
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Figure 21: Myotubes obtained from donors with different insulin sensitivity show different C3-AC/C0 
ratio. 
(A-B) Ratio of intracellular unlabeled or 13C-labeled acetylcarnitine (C2-AC) to free L-carnitine and (C-D) 
propionylcarnitine (C3-AC) level and ratio to free L-carnitine (C3-AC/C0) investigated in myotubes of insulin-
resistant (IR; white columns) and sensitive donors (IS; grey columns), which were EP-stimulated for 8 h and 
harvested directly at the end of stimulation or after 16 h of recovery. Control cells (con) were treated equally. 
During stimulation, medium was supplemented with 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM 13C-palmitic acid and 125 µM 
oleic acid and cell lysates analyzed by ultra performance lipid chromatography system coupled with linear ion-trap 
quadrupole orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer for acylcarnitines. Values are shown as means ± SEM (n = 5-6). 
C3-AC level is indicated as pmol/mg dry weight.  
 
There are no significant differences between the IR-myotubes and IS-myotubes in 
C16 acylcarnitine to carnitine ratio (Figure 22), indicating no difference in carnitine 
palmitoyltransferase 1 activity (Fingerhut et al., 2001).  
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Figure 22: Myotubes obtained from donors with different insulin sensitivity show no difference in 
carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 activity. 
(A) Ratio of intracellular unlabeled or (B) 13C-labeled palmitoylcarnitine (C16-AC) to free L-carnitine investigated in 
myotubes of insulin-resistant (IR; white columns) and sensitive donors (IS; grey columns), which were EP-
stimulated for 8 h and harvested directly at the end of stimulation or after 16 h of recovery. Control cells (con) 
were treated equally. During stimulation, medium was supplemented with 100 µM L-carnitine, 125 µM 13C-palmitic 
acid and 125 µM oleic acid and cell lysates analyzed by ultra performance lipid chromatography system coupled 
with linear ion-trap quadrupole orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer for acylcarnitines. Values are shown as 
mean ± SEM (n = 5-6).  
 
In summary, thus far intramyocellular propionylcarnitine levels seems to be a major 
difference in acylcarnitine metabolism between IS-myotubes and IR-myotubes.  
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3.3 Search for new myokines 
Proteins produced and secreted by the muscle are supposed to play a major role in 
the health-promoting effects of exercise. We used an untargeted proteomic profiling 
approach to discover new contraction-induced myokines and myokines that are 
differently regulated in human myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive and resistant 
donors. 
The protein profile of the supernatant of EP-stimulated human primary myotubes was 
analyzed by a gel-based (2D-DIGE and spot identification via MALDI-MS) and  
gel-free separation technique (LC-MS/MS). The myotubes originated of six different 
donors and were separated according to their ISI Matsuda index (ISI-MATS) and their 
body mass index (BMI) in two groups (Table 19): a rather insulin-sensitive and lean 
group (IS) and a rather insulin-resistant and moderately obese group (IR). Medium 
without FBS was used in this study because serum is one of the most complex 
proteomes, spanning a concentration range of at least 10 magnitudes (Issaq et al., 
2007) and thus disturbs untargeted proteomic analysis.  
 
Table 19: Characteristics of the myotube donors used for the search of new myokines. 

Characteristics Total Insulin-
sensitive (IS) 

Insulin- 
resistant (IR) 

p-val 

Gender (m/f) 5/1 2/1 3/0 - 
Age (y) 28.3 ± 2.0 24.0 ± 1.7 32.7 ± 0.3 0.001* 
BMI 26.3 ± 2.0 22.2 ± 1.4 30.4 ± 0.8 0.007* 
ISI-MATS 20.0 ± 5.7 31.4 ± 5.3 8.7 ± 2.0 0.016* 
Fasting glucose (mM) 5.3 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.2 5.7 ± 0.3 0.070 
2 h glucose (mM) 6.1 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 0.3 6.9 ± 0.7 0.112 
Fasting insulin (pM) 47.8 ± 16.9 22.7 ± 4.1 73.0 ± 28.0 0.150 
2 h insulin (pM) 306.0 ± 87.2 134 ± 55.6 478.0 ± 73.2 0.020* 
M: male; F: female; BMI: body mass index; ISI-MATS: Matsuda-Index; IS: myotubes obtained from 3 insulin-
sensitive and lean donors; IR: myotubes obtained from 3 insulin-resistant, moderately obese donors. *p < 0.05 
significant difference between insulin-sensitive donors and insulin-resistant donors. 
 

3.3.1 Proteomic profile of the muscle secretome by LC-MS/MS 
In a first approach 5 µg protein of the concentrated supernatants obtained from the 
human myotubes was analyzed by LC-MS/MS and data investigated for differences 
upon EPS and insulin sensitivity of myotubes donor (basal secretion). Additionally, 
we wanted to find differences between myotubes of insulin-sensitive and resistant 
donors upon EP-stimulation.  
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3.3.1.1 Differences induced by Electric pulse stimulation 
To find novel EPS-induced myokines the control and EPS-supernatant of human 
myotubes was analyzed by LC-MS/MS. In total, 170 proteins that revealed altered 
extracellular levels upon EPS were found (p < 0.05; increased in EPS-supernatant: 
85, decreased in EPS-supernatant: 85). A complete list of these proteins is shown in 
the appendix (Supplementary Table I). Of note, EPS-myotubes show a decreased 
extracellular level of seven identified collagens: COL4A1 (0.63 fold), COL5A3  
(0.60 fold), COL5A2 (0.56 fold), COL1A1 (0.53 fold), COL1A2 (0.51 fold), COL3A1 
(0.46 fold) and COL8A1 (0.46 fold).  
To gain a general idea about the biological function of all significantly changed 
proteins upon EPS a GO term pathway analysis was performed. Several interesting 
pathways associated with extracellular matrix organization and disassembly, cell 
matrix adhesion, collagen catabolic process and cell proliferation were enriched 
(Table 20). 
 
Table 20: GO term analysis EPS vs. con of the LC MS/MS results. 

Name ID P-value Proteins 
observed Protein symbols of observed proteins 

extracellular matrix 
organization 

GO:0030198 3.97E-36 23 MFAP5, PXDN, COL3A1, CTSL1, LAMA1, 
PPIB, LGALS3, CTSB, COL5A3, POSTN, 
COL1A2, NCAM1, COL8A1, COL1A1, COL5A2, 
OLFML2A, COL4A1, ABI3BP, BMP1, CCDC80, 
ELN, LAMA2, ITGB1 

 
extracellular matrix 
disassembly 

 
GO:0022617 

 
1.19E-17 

 
11 

 
COL1A2, COL8A1, COL1A1, COL5A2, 
COL4A1, COL3A1, CTSL1, BMP1, ELN, CTSB, 
COL5A3 

 
collagen catabolic 
process 

 
GO:0030574 

 
8.73E-18 

 
9 

 
COL1A2, COL8A1, COL1A1, COL5A2, 
COL4A1, COL3A1, CTSL1, CTSB, COL5A3 

 
skeletal muscle 
development 

 
GO:0001501 

 

 
7.66E-11 

 

 
8 

 
COL1A2, COL1A1, COL5A2, COL3A1, BMP1, 
IGFBP4, LGALS3, POSTN 

 
cell proliferation 

 
GO:0008283 

 
2.12E-07 

 
8 

 
LRP1, UCHL1, BCAT1, RAC1, IGFBP4, 
UBE2V2, ELN, TXN 

 
cell-matrix 
adhesion 

 
GO:0007160 

 
3.01E-08 

 
6 

 
COL3A1, RAC1, THBS3, BCAM, ITGB1, 
COL5A3 

 
inflammatory 
response 

 
GO:0006954 

 
1.01E-04 

 
6 

 
ANXA1, PRDX5, LTA4 h, RAC1, IGFBP4, 
RARRES2 

Shown are selected enriched gene ontology (GO) terms associated with the 170 proteins that had an altered 
secretion upon EPS (p < 0.05; only proteins that are predicted to be secreted via classical or non-classical 
pathway). Proteins that were less secreted upon EPS are shown in italics, all others are higher secreted upon 
EPS.  
 
When including proteins that were declared as non-secreted (NP) by SignalP and 
SecretomeP database (Bendtsen et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011) the number of 
proteins increased to 228 (p < 0.05; increased in EPS-supernatant: 125; decreased 
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in EPS-supernatant in EPS: 103). In general, EPS seems to have highest impact on 
proteins involved in extracellular matrix remodeling. 
 
3.3.1.2 Differences among insulin sensitivity 
Next, the basal protein release of myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive  
and resistant donors was investigated by LC-MS/MS analysis. Comparing the protein 
profile of the control supernatant obtained from IR-myotubes with IS-myotubes, 115 
proteins were significantly different (p < 0.05), whereas 62 proteins were increased in 
IR supernatant and 53 decreased (appendix, Supplementary Table II). GO term 
analysis revealed a significant enrichment of terms associated with extracellular 
matrix organization, disassembly and structural constituent, as well as cell matrix 
adhesion (Table 21). Interestingly, several terms associated with the 20S core 
proteasome complex emerged, amongst others RNA metabolic process, proteasome 
core complex and protein polyubiquitination.  
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Table 21: GO term analysis of proteins significantly regulated between IR-myotubes and IS-myotubes in 
the control supernatants by LC-MS/MS analysis. 

Name ID P-value Proteins 
observed Protein symbols of observed proteins 

extracellular matrix 
organization 

GO:0030198 1.02E-36 20 COL12A1, OLFML2B, COL18A1, LAMA1, 
FBLN1, EFEMP1, SERPINH1, COL5A3, 
VCAN, NCAM1, COL15A1, COL8A1, 
COL5A2, OLFML2A, PLOD1, LOX, 
LAMA2, FBN1, FMOD, MMP1 

 
extracellular matrix 
disassembly 

 
GO:0022617 

 
1.13E-12 

 
8 

 
COL12A1, COL8A1, COL5A2, COL18A1, 
COL5A3, FBN1, MMP1 

 
RNA metabolic 
process 

 
GO:0016070 

 
5.53E-10 

 
8 

 
PSMA2, RPS12, PSMB4, HSPA8, RPL12, 
PSMA6, PSMB5, PSMB6 

 
extracellular matrix 
structural constituent 

 
GO:0005201 

 
2.27E-10 

 
6 

 
COL15A1, COL5A2, LAMA1, FBLN1, 
COL5A3, FBN1 

 
proteasome core 
complex 

 
GO:0005839 

 
3.43E-10 

 
5 

 
PSMA2, PSMB4, PSMA6, PSMB5, 
PSMB6 

 
protein 
polyubiquitination 

 
GO:0000209 

 
3.54E-06 

 
5 

 
PSMA2, PSMB4, PSMA6, PSMB5, 
PSMB6 

 
cell-matrix adhesion 

 
GO:0007160 

 
6.70E-05 

 
4 

 
RAC1, THBS3, EPDR1, COL5A3 

Shown are selected enriched gene ontology (GO) terms associated with the 115 proteins that were significantly 
altered in the control supernatant of IR- and IS-myotubes (p < 0.05; only proteins that are secreted by classical or 
non-classical secretion pathway). Proteins that were less secreted in the supernatant of IR-myotubes are shown 
in italics, all others are higher secreted in the supernatant of IR-myotubes.  
 
Six proteins belonging to the standard core proteasome were significantly enriched in 
the supernatant of IR-myotubes: PSMA2 (2.13 fold), PSMA4 (1.83 fold), PSMA6 
(1.77 fold), PSMB4 (2.45 fold), PSMB5 (1.73 fold) and PSMB6 (1.76 fold). All these 
proteasomal subunits are predicted to be secreted by the non-classical, i.e. not signal 
peptide triggered, pathway (SP-)(Bendtsen et al., 2004).  
Including the proteins predicted as not-secreted by SignalP and SecretomeP 
database (NP) (Bendtsen et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011), the number of 
significantly changed proteins increased to 142 (86 proteins increased in  
IR-supernatant, 56 proteins decreased in IR-supernatant). This subset included five 
additional proteasomal subunit proteins: PSMA1 (1.86 fold), PSMA7 (1.81 fold), 
PSMA3 (2.24 fold), PSMB1 (1.86 fold) and PSMB2 (1.57 fold). Thus, including NPs, 
there are 11 of the 14 proteins of the 20S proteasome core complex significantly 
increased in the supernatant of IR-myotubes. A table revealing all significantly 
secreted proteins that differ in the supernatant of IR-myotubes vs. IS-myotubes is in 
the appendix (Supplementary Table II). 
The overall increased extracellular level of proteasomal subunits of myotubes 
obtained from insulin-resistant donors leads to the suggestion that IR-myotubes have 
in general more intracellular proteasomes and thus are capable to release more 
proteasome or proteasomal subunits. Therefore, a proteasome ELISA was used for 
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the quantification of the 20S proteasome core-complex level in cell lysates and 
supernatant of IS- and IR-myotubes. The myotubes were incubated for 24 h either 
with medium containing FBS or not since the medium analyzed by LC-MS/MS did not 
contain FBS and we wanted to exclude that findings are due to FBS removal. It 
seems that myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive donors have less 20S  
core-proteasome. The decrease is more pronounced in cells incubated without FBS 
(Figure 23A) but it is still only a trend (p = 0.07 IS vs. IR). Investigating the quantity of 
the 20S proteasome in the supernatant of these cells, no significant difference could 
be detected (Figure 23B). 

 
Figure 23: Myotubes of insulin-sensitive donors have reduced intracellular 20S core proteasome quantity 
and secrete less core proteasome compared to myotubes obtained from insulin-resistant donors. 
Myotubes obtained from insulin-resistant (IR) or insulin-sensitive (IS) donors were either incubated with Fusion 
medium containing FBS (w) or without FBS (w/o) for 24 h. (A) 20S Proteasome ELISA was performed with a 
defined amount of cell lysates (105 ng, 1:400 diluted). The amount of 20S proteasome was determined by reading 
the absorption at 450 nm and calculating the proper amount by interpolation. Values are shown as means ± SEM 
in µg/mL (n = 4). (B) The amount of 20S proteasome was determined in the supernatant (SN; diluted 1:2) by 
reading the absorption at 450 nm and calculating the proper amount by interpolation. The values were then 
normalized to protein content per well. Values are shown in means ± SEM in µg proteasome/ µg total protein 
(n = 3).  
 
3.3.1.3 Differences in protein profile induced by EPS and insulin sensitivity 
Analysis of released proteins with regard to the influence of EPS and insulin 
sensitivity revealed 38 proteins that were significantly different between IR-myotubes 
and IS-myotubes upon EPS (17 proteins higher in IR-myotubes, 21 higher in  
IS-myotubes). Protein number increased when including proteins that were predicted 
as not-secreted by SignalP and SecretomeP (NP) (Bendtsen et al., 2004; Petersen et 
al., 2011) to 49, whereas 17 were higher in the supernatant of EP-stimulated  
IR-myotubes and 32 lower. A table including all proteins that were secreted differently 
(p < 0.05) is shown in the appendix (Supplementary Table III). 
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3.3.2 Proteomic profile of the muscle secretome by 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS 
In a second approach the secretome of the human myotubes obtained from different 
donors was analyzed by 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS and data investigated for differences 
upon EPS and upon insulin sensitivity of myotubes donor (basal secretion). 
Additionally, we wanted to find differences between myotubes of insulin-sensitive and 
resistant donors upon EP-stimulation. For the first dimension separation via 
isoelectric focusing (IEF), strips with two different pH scales were used (pH 4-7 and 
pH 6-9) to unravel as many proteins as possible. 
 
3.3.2.1 Differences induced by Electric pulse stimulation 
Comparing EPS with control supernatant, in total 165 protein spots with a ratio > 1.5 
fold were significantly changed (p < 0.05). Therefrom, 52 were increased and 113 
were decreased in the EPS-supernatant. Up to now, only 76 spots are identified by 
MALDI-MS. A table showing all so far annotated proteins is in the appendix 
(Supplementary Table IV).  
In concordance with the LC-MS secretome analysis, two type I collagens, COL1A1 
(0.44 fold) and COL1A2 (0.52 fold) were significantly altered by EPS. Additionally, 
IGF-binding protein IGFBP4 was significantly decreased in EPS-supernatant  
(0.56 fold), as well as the myokines SPARC (0.60 fold), FSTL1 (0.53 fold) and 
RARRES2 (0.49 fold). Expectedly, some proteins were identified by several individual 
spots, e.g. as COL1A1 (13 individual spots) and COL1A2 (10 individual spots), 
revealing posttranslational modifications. Additionally, some proteins showed spots 
regulated in different directions, e.g. POSTN. 
Figure 24 shows exemplarily the scan of two gels demonstrating protein spots that 
are significantly different in EPS-supernatant and control-supernatant. 
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Figure 24: Scan of 2D-gels demonstrating significantly regulated proteins upon EPS. 
The supernatant of EP-stimulated and control myotubes was separated by 2D-DIGE and altered protein spots 
identified by MALDI-MS and subsequent database search. For first dimension separation via isoelectric focusing 
either (A-B) pH 4-7 or (C-D) pH 6-9 strips were used. Red dots in A and C indicate proteins that were decreased, 
whereas green dots show proteins that are increased in the EPS-supernatant compared to control supernatant 
(FC > 1.5; p < 0.05). The colored dots in figure B and D indicate the annotated proteins as shown below that were 
significantly different in A and C. Figure A/B and C/D are scans of the same gel.  

 
3.3.2.2 Differences among insulin sensitivity  
The comparison of the basal secretion of myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive 
and resistant donors revealed 53 protein spots, which were different (ratio > 1.5; 30 
spots increased and 34 spots decreased in the control supernatant of IR-myotubes). 
By now, only 21 spot are identified, which are shown in the appendix (Supplementary 
Table V). 
Of note, two proteasomal subunits were increased in the supernatant of the  
IR-myotubes, PSMA2 (1.67 fold) and PSMA7 (1.56 fold). Since only two gels (pH 6-9) 
were available with samples of IS-myotubes no significance could be calculated here. 
In the 2D-gels obtained with pH 4-7, COL1A1 (0.67 fold) just as intermediate filament 
VIM (1.55 fold) were significantly (p < 0.05) regulated.  
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3.3.2.3 Differences in protein profile induced by EPS and insulin sensitivity 
By comparing secreted proteins that were influenced by EPS and insulin sensitivity, 
in total 12 proteins were significantly regulated (p < 0.05, 8 increased in  
IR-supernatant upon EPS, 4 decreased in IR-supernatant upon EPS). So far, only 
two proteins are annotated: transitional endoplasmatic reticulum ATPase (TERA; 
0.66 fold) and collagen COL1A2 (2.19 fold) but only latter one is predicted to be 
secreted (classical secretion, SP+) by SignalP and SecretomeP database (Bendtsen 
et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011). 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Validation of EPS as in vitro exercise model 
Physical exercise has been shown to have several health-promoting effects in 
humans (Pedersen, 2009). However, the knowledge on metabolic adaptations and 
different molecular signaling pathways occurring in the working muscle is limited. 
During the last decade, EPS, an in vitro exercise model, has been accomplished to 
study the molecular changes in the contracting muscle cell in vitro.  
In the beginning of this thesis, the model was only established for murine myotubes 
(Silveira et al., 2006; Park et al., 2008; Nedachi et al., 2009; Burch et al., 2010), 
whereas two studies using human myotubes (Lambernd et al., 2012; Nikolic et al., 
2012) were published during our own study.  

4.1.1 EPS-induced alterations in glucose and fatty acid metabolism 
It is well accepted that the contracting muscle is dependent on the breakdown of 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Since the intramyocellular ATP stores are rather 
small, ATP is resynthesized by creatine kinase, glycolysis and mitochondrial 
oxidation (Baker et al., 2010). Based on the intensity and duration of the exercise 
bout, all three energy sources contribute to different degrees to the refilling of ATP 
(Baker et al., 2010). 
In the present study, we aimed to establish an EPS protocol that induces a metabolic 
shift in human myotubes towards higher energy consumption. After 24 h of EPS 
(14 V, 5 Hz and 2 ms) glucose consumption of human myotubes was increased, well 
in concordance with observations in other studies predicting enhanced glucose 
uptake and glucose oxidation in human myotubes upon EPS (Lambernd et al., 2012; 
Nikolic et al., 2012). However, the two predominant glucose transporters in skeletal 
muscle, GLUT1 and GLUT4 (Ebeling et al., 1998) were not induced upon EPS in 
human myotubes (present study and (Lambernd et al., 2012; Nikolic et al., 2012)), 
suggesting that EPS rather affects glucose transporter localization than enhances 
expression of the glucose transporter.  
Of note, in response to 24 h of EPS, we and others observed an increase in MYHI 
mRNA expression, predicting a fiber switch towards oxidative type I fibers (Lambernd 
et al., 2012; Nikolic et al., 2012). However, we detected no increased expression of 
genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation or encoding key enzymes in fatty acid 
import and oxidation, as carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1B (CPT1B) and medium 
chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) after 24 h of EPS. Mitochondrial content was 
not determined in EPS-treated myotubes in our study. Well in accordance, no  
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EPS-induced increase in fatty acid uptake or oxidation in the human myotubes was 
observed after 24 h of EPS (Lambernd et al., 2012; Nikolic et al., 2012). It is known 
that human myotubes have a rather glycolytic metabolism (Aas et al., 2011), which 
might explain the minor adaptations of the mitochondrial metabolism upon EPS. 
However, Nikolic and colleagues were able to show an increased oxidation of 
glucose and oleic acid in response to 48 h of EPS in human myotubes indicating that 
these cells are capable to adopt their metabolism towards oxidative respiration in this 
in vitro exercise model (Nikolic et al., 2012).  
The increased lactate release after 24 h of EPS indicates that glucose is only partially 
broken down or oxidized as known from in vivo high-intensity exercise studies 
(Balsom et al., 1994). In this case, glucose is catabolized to pyruvate at rates that 
exceed mitochondrial uptake capacity. To prevent product inhibition of glycolysis and 
reduced ATP resynthesis, most of the pyruvate in the cytosol is then converted to 
lactate via lactate dehydrogenase. Additionally, NAD+ is regenerated from NADH/H+ 
(Baker et al., 2010). Altogether, this further proposes that during in vitro exercise 
human myotubes mostly metabolize glucose for ATP generation under the respective 
conditions.  
One possible limitation of our study is that we have not performed functional test of 
oxidative capacity e.g. determination of substrate oxidation. Future studies should 
address a switch towards more oxidative metabolism in human myotubes during 
EPS, since this is especially in long-duration endurance exercise the in vivo situation 
(Turcotte et al., 1992; Coggan et al., 2000).  
In vivo, exercise training leads to the accumulation of intramuscular triglycerides 
(IMTGs), which are a major energy source during contraction (Hurley et al., 1986; 
Krssak et al., 2000; Goodpaster et al., 2001). Additionally, an exercise-mimicking 
approach induced by pharmacological treatment (combination of forskolin and 
ionomycin) in human myotubes over 3 days revealed increased triacylglycerol (TAG) 
storage and oxidative capacity (Sparks et al., 2011). Similar results were obtained in 
our study by applying a long-term EPS protocol consisting of stimulation on 4 
consecutive days for 4 h per day with a simultaneous addition of oleate, which 
significantly increased IMTG storage in EPS-myotubes compared to muscle cells that 
were only treated with oleate. However, we have not checked whether these  
EPS-myotubes have an increased oxidative capacity or fuel preference. Additionally, 
other training-induced effects, e.g. mitochondrial content, known from in vivo studies 
should be addressed.  
In summary, an EPS protocol for human primary myotubes could be established, 
which induces a metabolic shift towards higher glucose consumption and thus mimics 
exercise in vivo.  
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4.1.2 EPS-induced gene expression  
Muscle contraction leads to rapidly induced changes in skeletal muscle activity of key 
enzymes and transporters involved in glucose and fatty acid metabolism to overcome 
the increasing demand for ATP, oxygen and fuels. This is on the one hand enabled 
by allosteric regulation and phosphorylation of rate-limiting enzymes and on the other 
hand by transcriptional regulation. One aim of this project was to get an overview of 
EPS-induced gene regulation in human primary myotubes. Therefore, a whole 
genome transcriptome analysis was used, which has been shown to be a valuable 
tool for the investigation of endurance exercise-induced alterations in the skeletal 
muscle in vivo (Mahoney et al., 2005; Schmutz et al., 2006; Catoire et al., 2012; 
Neubauer et al., 2014). Since our first EPS experiments revealed a significant 
increase of the mRNA level of the myokines IL-6 and IL-8, as well as the 
transcriptional coregulator PPARGC1A after 24 h of EPS, this duration was used for 
the microarray analysis.  
Similar to the findings obtained from the in vivo microarray analysis (Mahoney et al., 
2005; Catoire et al., 2012; Neubauer et al., 2014), most of the significantly regulated 
genes (FDR < 10%; fold change > 1.3) were upregulated upon EPS (153), whereas 
less genes (30) were repressed by EPS, suggesting that transcription is rather 
induced than inhibited by contraction.  
Of note, among the top 20 upregulated genes, 4 metallothioneins (MT; in particular 
MT1F, MT1M, MT1G and MT1X), enzymes with antioxidant activity, were 
significantly upregulated. The other 5 metallothioneins of the isoform 1, as well as 
MT2A were also significantly enriched upon EPS. This is largely in concordance with 
results obtained after a high-intensity cycling exercise for 75 min in vivo (Mahoney et 
al., 2005) and proposes that the rapid and coordinate upregulation of MTs represents 
an important antioxidant response to the oxygen free radicals that are generated 
during exercise. It is so far not clear how MTs act as antioxidants. However, they 
might capture harmful oxidative radicals (Thornalley and Vasak, 1985) or upregulate 
mitochondrial superoxide dismutase (SOD2) (Mahoney et al., 2005), another 
important antioxidant enzyme. Concordantly, SOD2 was also significantly induced by 
our EPS protocol. Another enzyme involved in anti-oxidant defense is heme 
oxygenase 1 (HMOX1), which was also induced by 24 h of EPS as well as after  
60-90 min exhaustive one-legged knee extensor exercise (Pilegaard et al., 2000) or 
2 h of endurance exercise in vivo (Neubauer et al., 2014).  
Additionally, we found several chemokines and cytokines induced by EPS, e.g. IL-6, 
IL-8 and CXCL1 which are also known to be increased in an exercise-dependent 
fashion in vivo (Pedersen and Febbraio, 2012) and will be discussed in detail in 
section 4.1.3.  
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A comparison of in vivo muscle transcriptome analysis either of mice that underwent 
one hour of treadmill exercise (Hoene et al., 2009) or of humans who cycled for 1 
hour (J. Hansen, P. Plomgaard, M. Irmler, M. Scheler, J. Beckers, M. Hrabé de 
Angelis, C. Weigert, unpublished data) with the in vitro gene regulation partly 
overlapped (Table 22).  
This proposes, also including the similarities discussed above, that EPS is indeed 
capable to induce alterations in gene regulation that mimic the in vivo response. 
However, transcriptional activation of several genes induced in humans have not 
been changed significantly in the microarray analysis of the human myotubes upon 
24 h of EPS, e.g. encoding key enzymes involved in metabolism (PDK4, FOXO1) 
(Mahoney et al., 2005; Catoire et al., 2012), which can have various reasons. First of 
all, most of the in vivo exercise studies used several post-exercise time points for 
muscle biopsies and included recovery phase in their investigations. We analyzed by 
transcriptomics only the gene expression directly after the end of 24 h of  
EP-stimulation and thus missed further transcriptional alterations occurring during 
earlier time points and recovery phase. Therefore, future experiments should also 
analyze alterations occurring in the recovery phase. Additionally, Catoire and 
colleagues showed that endurance exercise also changes gene expression in  
non-exercising muscle through plasma FFA (Catoire et al., 2014). In this in vitro 
exercise model no changes in gene regulation initiated through systemic factors, 
including FFA or hormones, can be investigated. Moreover, muscle fibers are 
surrounded by connective tissue and extracellular matrix (ECM), which can further 
influence the transcriptional response. Hence, it might be useful to supplement media 
with respective systemic factors during EPS and/or use ECM-coated cell culture 
dishes and analyze the impact on the transcriptional response, as has been done in 
the developed EPS protocol, which will be further discussed in section 4.1.5.  
Summing up, the transcriptional changes induced through EPS reflect at least 
partially transcriptional response during exercise in vivo.  
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Table 22: Comparison of exercise-induced changes in muscle gene expression of in vivo exercise 
studies to in vitro EPS. 

Human muscle biopsy  Mice Human MT Human MT 
Symbol 
or ID 

1 h exercise 3 h recovery 1 h treadmill 24 h EPS Verification by 
qRT-PCR 

C8orf4 3.42 - - 1.14 - 
PPP1R15A 1.35 - - 1.21 - 
KLF4 3.09 - 5.36 - - 
EGR1 2.89 - 2.11 - 2 h 
ADAMTS1 2.73 - 2.08 0.90 - 
NR4A3 2.47 2.21 5.08 - 8 h, 24 h 
CXCL2 2.30 - - 2.65 - 
ACTA2 2.12 2.37 - - - 
ID1 1.94 - - 0.76 - 
HSPH1 1.89 - - 1.09 - 
HES1 1.74 -1.40 - 0.88 - 
DNAJB1 1.72 - 4.42 - - 
CCL2 1.62 - - 1.58 - 
HMOX1 1.61 2.00 - 2.40 - 
ARRDC3 1.50 - - 0.93 - 
JUNB 1.48 - 3.15 - - 
JUN 1.44 - 2.10 - - 
ID2 1.42 - - 1.24 - 
SLC2A3 1.40 - - 1.18 - 
SPRY4 1.39 - 2.19 - - 
SLC25A25 1.38 - 5.79 - - 
KLF2 1.34 - 2.40 - - 
TMEM140 1.34 1.51 - 1.30 - 
BCL2L1 1.27 - - 1.10 - 
CLDN12 1.27 - - 1.15 - 
NFIL3 - 2.00 2.24 - - 
NR1D2 - -1.40 2.09 - - 
NRBF2 - 1.37 3.80 - - 
PER1 - -1.36 2.15 - - 
PPARGC1A - 2.39 - 1.30 24 h 
Values are shown as fold increase to basal expression obtained with whole genome transcriptome analysis. For 
the human exercise study (Human muscle biopsy), subjects completed 60 min of bicycle ergometer exercise at 
approx. 50 % of their individual VO2max. Muscle biopsies were taken from the vastus lateralis immediately prior 
exercise bout, immediately post-exercise and after 3 h of recovery (n = 16). The mRNA was isolated and gene 
expression determined by microarray analysis. For the mice exercise study, 12-week-old-mice ran 60 min at 5 m 
min-1 (n = 8) and mRNA isolated afterwards from soleus muscle for analysis. In vitro, activation of genes was 
investigated after 24 h of EPS (14 V, 5 Hz, 2 ms; n = 12) in human primary myotubes (human MT). Here, some 
genes were verified by qRT-PCR, whereas EPS duration that induced significant changes is indicated (p < 0.05; 
n = 8).  

4.1.3 EPS-induced cytokine pattern 
One aim of this study was the investigation of the transcriptional response of human 
primary myotubes upon EPS with a special focus on potentially secreted peptides 
and proteins and to determine the release of these myokines. Of note, among the 
153 significantly upregulated genes (fold change > 1.3) are 35 encoding secreted 
proteins. Additionally, 7 of the 10 genes with the highest fold increase upon EPS are 
supposed to be secreted as protein, in detail IL-8, CXCL1, CXCL6, IL-1B, tissue 
factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI2), matrix metallopeptidase 1 (MMP1) and MMP3. In a 
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targeted proteomic analysis of the supernatant we could verify the functional 
importance of the changed transcriptome as significant increase of chemokines and 
cytokines in the supernatant of EP-stimulated myotubes. In particular, interleukins  
IL-1B, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-13, IL-17A and CXCL1, LIF, CSF3, TNF and CCL2 
were identified as EPS-induced human myokines. In accordance, Raschke and 
colleagues determined an enhanced release of IL-6, IL-8, CXCL1 and CCL2 of 
human myotubes upon 24 h of EPS by using cytokine antibody arrays (Raschke et 
al., 2013a). Whereas some factors have been already described as exercise-induced 
myokines, as IL-6, IL-8 and TNF (Steensberg et al., 2002; Pedersen and Febbraio, 
2008) others were only described to be elevated in the plasma after a single bout of 
exercise in humans (CSF3 and CCL2) (Hirose et al., 2004; Paulsen et al., 2005). For 
other proteins no increase in plasma level could be determined but muscle protein 
levels are increased after exercise (CCL2 and IL-1B) (Malm et al., 2000; Hubal et al., 
2008). Thus, based on our microrarray analysis data and the determined levels of 
secreted peptides and proteins, we suggest EPS is capable to induce the expression 
and secretion of several cytokines and chemokines in human myotubes, which to 
some extent reflects in vivo situation.  
However, the results revealed that myotubes obtained from different donors have an 
individual IL-6 and IL-8 response (mRNA expression and protein release) to EPS. 
Since we could exclude any differences in differentiation and fusion of the individual 
myotubes, one aim was to determine potential regulators affecting the individual 
exercise-induced interleukin-6 and 8 response. Therefore, the 12 myotubes obtained 
from different donors that were used in the microarray analysis were divided in a high 
IL-6/ IL-8 responder and a low responder group, and the differences in basal 
transcription investigated (Supplementary Figure II). Phospholipase PLA2GA, which 
is crucial for the hydrolysis of glycerophospholipids to free fatty acids and 
lysophospholipids (Murakami et al., 2011), might be such a candidate, with an 
enhanced basal expression in the high IL-6/IL-8 responder group. During EPS 
intracellular Ca2+ levels elevate, which is an important cofactor for this phospholipase 
(Murakami et al., 2011). Thus, it might be speculated that myotubes with higher 
PLA2GA expression, exhibit increased activity of this phospholipase upon EPS, 
resulting in higher levels of free fatty acids, which in the end lead to enhanced IL-6 
expression and release (Weigert et al., 2004; Murakami et al., 2011; Sanchez et al., 
2013). However, knockdown of the respective gene could clarify these speculations.  
The physiological role of the exercise-induced cytokine response is only partially 
understood. The present knowledge was recently reviewed (Pedersen, 2011; 
Paulsen et al., 2012; Pillon et al., 2013). However, IL-6 is the best-studied myokine, 
involved in muscle tissue hypertrophy, satellite cell proliferation and myotube 
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formation (Serrano et al., 2008; Hoene et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). LIF, member 
of the IL-6 cytokine family, functions in autocrine and/or paracrine fashion and 
induces satellite cell proliferation (Pedersen and Febbraio, 2012). IL-8 is an 
angiogenic-factor and thus might be involved in the training-induced muscle 
adaptations (Pedersen, 2011). CCL2 is described as a myokine involved in immune 
cell attraction and maintenance of the inflammatory phase in injured muscles (Sun et 
al., 2009).  
Since the importance of myokines in the beneficial effects of exercise increased, 
during the last years several new myokines were described, in particular NAMPT 
(Costford et al., 2010), SPARC (Aoi et al., 2013), IL-15 (Tamura et al., 2011), 
myonectin (Seldin et al., 2012) and irisin (Bostrom et al., 2012). However, transcripts 
of SPARC, IL-15, CTRP15/FAM132B (myonectin) and FNDC5 (irisin) were detected 
in the whole genome transcriptome analysis but not induced by 24 h of EPS. On the 
one hand, this might be due to the fact that other factors, e.g. hormones and fatty 
acids are necessary for the transcription activation or that repeated bouts of exercise 
are needed for the induction as described for irisin (Bostrom et al., 2012). On the 
other hand, it might be that not the muscle cell per se is the source for the elevated 
protein levels found in plasma after exercise. Additionally, genes with a fast and 
transient activation might be missed due to 24 h of EP-stimulation. Furthermore, not 
the expression of a respective gene but the translation or cleavage could occur 
during EPS. For example, during mechanical stretching of C2C12 myotubes, SPARC 
secretion was not paralleled by enhanced transcription but enhanced translation (Aoi 
et al., 2013). However, we observed an increased NAMPT gene expression in  
EP-stimulated human myotubes but no increased protein release. This proposes that 
NAMPT has an intracellular regulatory function during exercise, well in accordance 
with an in vivo study that showed increased NAMPT expression in skeletal muscle 
upon exercise (Costford et al., 2010). 
In vivo, the muscle cytokine response is dependent on the mode and intensity of the 
exercise bout. Low-intensity exercise protocols induce a rather local protein 
expression of cytokines as IL-6, without any systemic alterations (Rosendal et al., 
2005), whereas exercise protocols including downhill running, eccentric action of the 
leg or arm muscles and resistance training result in a solid cytokine response in the 
exercising muscle and also a higher systemic levels (Paulsen et al., 2012). In 
general, latter finding is explained by the fact that exercise-induced muscle damage 
is accompanied by activated infiltration of immune cells leading to a solid cytokine 
expression and release from muscle fibers and immune cells. Furthermore, muscle 
damage induces the release of creatine kinase into the plasma. Here, we provide 
evidence that EP-stimulated human myotubes are indeed capable to express and 
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secrete a variety of chemokines and cytokines without the simultaneous release of 
creatine kinase indicating no severe muscle cell damage. This indicates that the 
skeletal muscle cell per se is able to secrete cytokines without immune cells and thus 
may contribute to the local and systemic cytokine response more than generally 
assumed. Nevertheless, one limitation of the experiments performed in this study is 
that the presence of other cells than myotubes could not be completely excluded, but 
the cell culture conditions make the proliferation and survival of immune cells 
unlikely.  

4.1.4 EPS-induced signaling pathways  
Endurance exercise, e.g. cycling or running, leads to an increased activation of the 
mitogen activated protein kinases ERK1/2, p38 MAPK and JNK in the skeletal 
muscle of humans (Aronson et al., 1997; Aronson et al., 1998; Widegren et al., 1998; 
Yu et al., 2001). However, upon EPS these activations were only partially overlapping 
since no increased phosphorylation of p38 MAPK was detected, neither by our own 
nor by other EPS studies (Nedachi et al., 2008; Nedachi et al., 2009; Lambernd et al., 
2012; Whitham et al., 2012). During one-leg cycling p38 is also activated in the 
resting leg, suggesting that contraction is not the exclusive stimulus for p38 activation 
(Widegren et al., 1998). In contrast, ERK1/2 and JNK phosphorylation was only 
induced in the exercising leg (Aronson et al., 1997; Aronson et al., 1998). Thus, it 
might be speculated that either EPS conditions (intensity and duration) are not 
sufficient for the activation of p38 MAPK or that other systemic factors, which activate  
p38 MAPK, are missing in this cell culture model.  
In humans, activation of NFκB in skeletal muscle was shown as increased DNA 
binding activity and decreased IkBα protein levels or nuclear localization of NFκB 
after cycling (Tantiwong et al., 2010), resistance (Vella et al., 2012) or eccentric 
exercise (Hyldahl et al., 2011). Here, we provide evidence that 24 h of EPS is 
capable to enhance NFκB activity, which is blunted with the addition of the ERK1/2 
inhibitor U0126. Additionally, this inhibitor decreased EPS-induced expression of 
NFκB–target gene IL-8 after both 4 h and 24 h of EPS. This was also in accordance 
with a previous report, where U0126 inhibitor was applied to Electric pulse-stimulated 
isolated rat muscle (Ho et al., 2005), proposing a role for ERK1/2 in the  
contraction-induced NFκB activation.  
Altogether, the EPS conditions used in this study activate several signaling pathways 
also known from in vivo exercise studies.  
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4.1.5 Advantages of the improved EPS protocol 
Based on the previous discussion, the EPS protocol was further developed for a 
second project with myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive and resistant donors.  
It is known that the preparation of satellite cells from muscle biopsy obtained with 
percutaneous needle biopsy results in a cell mixture including minor amounts of other 
cell types as nerve cells, adipocytes and fibroblasts (Blau and Webster, 1981). 
However, it is not clear if cultivation of the myoblasts and myotubes leads to the loss 
of these additional cells. Nevertheless, the presence of these cells might influence 
the experimental outcome. Thus, in the second project, magnetic activated cell 
sorting (MACS) was included, resulting in an average enrichment of the myoblasts 
fraction for 20 %, which is in accordance with literature (Park et al., 2006).  
The coating of the cell culture dishes with Matrigel resulted in a better and faster 
proliferation and differentiation (lab intern observation), which might be explained 
through the inclusion of growth factors, as TGF-β or EGF. Additionally, Matrigel 
provides an ECM-like and thus a more physiological surrounding, which might also 
influence proliferation and differentiation positively. However, a disadvantage is that 
the composition of Matrigel varies from batch to batch, which should be taken into 
account for future experiment.  
The addition of fatty acids and L-carnitine enables the investigation of fatty acid 
induced molecular mechanisms and fatty acids intracellular fate, which will be 
discussed in section 4.2.1. In vivo, acute exercise increases lipolysis in adipose 
tissue resulting in increased plasma free fatty acids (Catoire et al., 2014), which are 
suggested to play a potential role in contraction-induced changes in skeletal muscle 
and thus were integrated in this developed EPS protocol. 
Moreover, the EPS protocol was shortened to 8 h and a recovery phase of 16 h was 
included, since in vivo studies have been shown that the transcriptional response to 
an acute bout of exercise in skeletal muscle partially occurs during recovery phase 
(Mahoney et al., 2005; Neubauer et al., 2014).  
We investigated IL-6 and PPARGC1A mRNA expression in human myotubes 
stimulated with this improved EPS protocol, whereas IL-6 showed highest expression 
directly after end of stimulation, while PPARGC1A further increased during recovery 
phase, which mimics in vivo situation. On the one hand, during knee-extensor 
exercise intramuscular IL-6 mRNA levels peaked directly after end of exercise and 
decreased rapidly during recovery phase (Fischer et al., 2004). On the other hand, 
PPARGC1A reached maximal expression in the recovery phase in the human muscle 
after a single bout of exercise (Pilegaard et al., 2003) indicating that PGC1α is 
involved in long-term adaptations to exercise, e.g. mitochondrial biogenesis.  
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In summary, this improved EPS protocol provides new insights into intramuscular 
changes occurring post-exercise and might thus promote further understanding of 
exercise-induced long-term adaptations in the muscle.  

4.1.6 Conclusion and future perspectives 
In the beginning Electric pulse stimulation was only established for murine myotubes. 
However, we and others established EPS protocols for human primary myotubes 
(Lambernd et al., 2012; Nikolic et al., 2012; Scheler et al., 2013). These myotubes 
displayed altered metabolic properties, transcriptional response and myokine 
releases, which are all exercise-induced changes that are also observed in vivo. This 
confirms that EPS is a valuable tool for mimicking exercise in vitro. However, it has to 
be taken into account that in this model changes in systemic factors as hormones 
and metabolites induced by exercise in vivo could not be covered.  
So far, this was the first EPS study using a whole genome transcriptome analysis for 
the investigation of EPS-induced changes in gene expression. Additionally, we were 
able to show that this in vitro exercise model is suitable to identify exercise-regulated 
myokines and that myotubes obtained from different muscle biopsy donors show an 
individual response to EPS. Thus in future studies, EPS may be applied to myotubes 
obtained from donors with different phenotypes (e.g. insulin sensitivity) to investigate 
altered molecular mechanisms in these groups.  
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4.2 EPS of myotubes obtained from donors with different insulin 
sensitivity 
In this part of this thesis myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive and resistant 
donors were investigated. In general we aimed to identify novel markers for insulin 
sensitivity and resistance and aspired to find pathomechanistic alterations including 
changes in lipid metabolism during basal and exercise conditions. For this study the 
improved EPS protocol including MACS, Matrigel coated dishes, altered EPS 
duration including recovery phase and the addition of fatty acids was used to 
accomplish a more physiological exercise situation. In a first targeted metabolomic 
analysis of the human myotube cell lysates acylcarnitine levels were determined. 

4.2.1 Influence of EPS and insulin sensitivity on intracellular acylcarnitine 
pattern 
Metabolic analysis of plasma and tissue reveals important metabolite patterns that 
indicate specific disease states and thus enable the investigation of chronic 
metabolic diseases, as type 2 diabetes or obesity (Bain et al., 2009). Especially, the 
investigation of acylcarnitines (AC), the esters of fatty acids obtained from incomplete 
β-oxidation, are frequently used for the detection of errors in fatty acid oxidation and 
other inborn defects of metabolism during newborn screening (Chace et al., 2003; 
Rinaldo et al., 2008).  
Here, the intramyocellular acylcarnitine pattern of EP-stimulated human myotubes 
was investigated by targeted metabolomic profiling. Mainly even-chain acylcarnitine 
species ranging from C6 to C16 were detected that are obtained from incomplete  
β-oxidation. Two odd-chain species, in particular C3-AC and C5-AC, were detected, 
which are derived from amino acid breakdown. C4-AC can be produced either from 
fatty acid or amino acid catabolism. Acetylcarnitine (C2-AC) can be obtained from 
acetyl-CoA being the central product of the degradation of fatty acids, amino acids 
and glucose.  
The results obtained in this study show that EPS does not increase β-oxidation since 
no enhanced ratio of acetylcarnitine to free carnitine (C2-AC/C0) was detected. 
CPT1, the enzyme mediating the rate-limiting step during β-oxidation by esterification 
of long-chain acyl-CoAs to acylcarnitines at the outer mitochondrial membrane and 
thus facilitating the uptake of fatty acids into mitochondria, showed also no increased 
activity (C16-AC/C0) upon 8 h of EPS. One explanation might be that increased 
acylcarnitines are shuttled out of the cells into the medium and thus no enhanced  
β-oxidation rate and CPT1-activtiy is determined, respectively. Additionally, human 
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myotubes have a rather glycolytic metabolism, thus fatty acid oxidation might only 
play a subordinated role in the energy production during EPS-induced contraction.  
Of note, so far most studies concentrated on the measurement of acylcarnitines in 
the plasma; less is known about the changes occurring in skeletal muscle itself 
(Schooneman et al., 2014). Additionally, it could be shown that plasma acylcarnitine 
levels do not correlate with tissue levels (Hiatt et al., 1989; Burger et al., 2014). 
Lehmann and colleagues proposed that medium chain acylcarnitines are the 
predominant species elevated in plasma during moderate-intensity exercise 
(Lehmann et al., 2010). However, intramyocellular medium chain acylcarnitines were 
not elevated upon 8 h of EPS suggesting that the EPS protocol does not reflect 
moderate-intensity exercise or that intramuscular acylcarnitine patterns differ from 
plasma levels. In a recent study we could show that acylcarnitines accumulate in the 
supernatant of human myotubes resulting in a different pattern compared with the 
intracellular concentrations (Wolf et al., 2013). Moreover, a former study proposed 
that only high-intensity exercise increases intramuscular acylcarnitine levels, 
whereas low-intensity exercise induces no changes in carnitine metabolism (Hiatt et 
al., 1989). In future analysis the supernatant of EP-stimulated myotubes should be 
analyzed and the release of acylcarnitines investigated.  
During recovery phase, the acylcarnitine levels of long, medium but especially  
short-chain AC increased during recovery phase, without any difference respective 
previous treatment (EPS or control). This can be explained by the fact that theses 
myotubes were longer exposed to the fatty acids in the medium and thus were able 
to take up more FA, which are then converted to acylcarnitines intracellular.  
Many theories for the development of insulin resistance have been highlighted during 
the last years. One of these mechanisms is lipotoxicity: the increased fatty acid 
supply and simultaneous accumulation of lipids but especially lipid intermediates as 
diacylglycerol, ceramides, gangliosides in insulin-sensitive tissues, like skeletal 
muscle, results in decreased insulin response (Goodpaster and Kelley, 2002; Morino 
et al., 2006; Holland and Summers, 2008; Erion and Shulman, 2010). In another 
theory it was proposed that fatty acid oxidation rate overtakes tricarboxylic acid cycle 
(TCA), which causes increased levels of intermediate metabolites,  
e.g. acylcarnitines that may interfere with insulin sensitivity (Muoio and Koves, 2007; 
Koves et al., 2008; Muoio and Neufer, 2012). Our study proposed only a significant 
difference between IR-myotubes and IS-myotubes after acute EP-stimulation (8 h) in 
the acetylcarnitine to free carnitine ratio. Strikingly, the propionylcarnitine to carnitine 
ratio (C3-AC/C0) was increased in IR-myotubes at every condition, indicating a 
higher breakdown of branched-chain amino acids and odd-numbered LC-FA. 
However, C5-carnitine was also slightly decreased upon acute EP-stimulation in  
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IS-myotubes, indicating that propionylcarnitine might indeed be formed through  
C5-AC. Future analysis will show whether myotubes derived from insulin-resistant 
donors also have increased levels of branched-chain amino acids. Several studies 
proposed that branched-chain and aromatic amino acids correlate with present or 
future diabetes (Newgard et al., 2009; Fiehn et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011). In 
concordance, enhanced levels of branched-chain amino acid derived C3-AC and  
C5-AC were found in the plasma of type 2 diabetic patients (Newgard et al., 2009; 
Mihalik et al., 2010).  
Propionic aciduria (PA) and methylmalonic aciduria (MMA) are known defects in the 
breakdown of branched-chain amino acids as wells as odd-numbered fatty acids. 
Patients suffering from PA have a mutation in the gene encoding propionyl-CoA 
carboxylase, which converts propionyl-CoA to methylmalonyl-CoA, a precursor of 
succinyl-CoA, resulting in decreased uptake of propionyl-CoA into the TCA (Siliprandi 
et al., 1991). Often this disease comes along with respiratory chain deficiencies in 
various tissues including liver and skeletal muscle (de Keyzer et al., 2009) and 
reduced fatty acid oxidation (Siliprandi et al., 1991), which might in the end lead to 
hepatic steatosis (Siliprandi et al., 1991). Future examinations have to clarify the 
detailed mechanism how increased propionlycarnitines might influence β-oxidation 
and its impact on insulin resistance. 

4.2.2 Conclusion and future perspectives 
In summary, the EPS protocol used within this study induced no alterations in 
acylcarnitine composition in human primary myotubes. However, the investigation of 
IS- and IR-myotubes revealed a difference in propionylcarnitine to carnitine ratio. 
Further investigations, either by targeted or untargeted metabolomics, which are 
planed for future, aim to determine intramyocellular levels of fatty acids, 
lysophosphatidylcholines and amino acids and thus provide further information about 
the altered lipid metabolism due to decreased insulin sensitivity. However, the 
supernatant of these myotubes should also be analyzed for metabolites to obtain an 
overall picture.  
So far, this is the first EPS study using human myotubes obtained from donors with 
different phenotypes, which investigates exercise-induced metabolomic changes and 
thus will hopefully provide a further example that EPS is a valuable tool for studying 
exercise-related mechanisms in vitro.  
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4.3 The muscle secretome 
To identify novel exercise-induced myokines and myokines that are regulated 
differently between myotubes obtained from insulin-sensitive and insulin-resistant 
donors, the muscle cells secretome was analyzed by untargeted proteomic profiling 
via gel-free LC-MS/MS and gel-based 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS analysis.  
The gel-free analysis method (Domon and Aebersold, 2006) allows the investigation 
of proteins on peptide level, having a high sensitivity, a large dynamic range for 
measurement and being independent of protein size, pI or hydrophobicity. A 
disadvantage of this method is that protein isoforms can hardly be distinguished.  
2D gel based separation enables the analysis of intact proteins of up to 10000 protein 
spots on one gel (Zabel and Klose, 2009). It is the method of choice for checking 
sample quality by visualization and facilitates the investigation of protein isoforms 
and posttranslational modifications. However, this method has also several 
limitations concerning protein characteristics: (1) poor acquisition of very hydrophobic 
proteins and proteins with a molecular weight < 5 or > 200 kDa or pI < 3 or > 11; (2) 
limited sensitivity (Rabilloud et al., 2009). Thus it is beneficial to use a combination of 
both technologies to overcome the limitations of each method and hence facilitate an 
increased coverage of secreted proteins (Wohlbrand et al., 2013; Weigert et al., 
2014).  
In this study, myotubes from 6 different donors were EP-stimulated for 24 h (14 V, 
5 Hz, 2 ms), which were grouped in an insulin-sensitive, lean group (ISI-MATS:  
31.4 ± 5.3; BMI: 22.2 ± 1.4) and an insulin-resistant, moderately obese group  
(ISI-MATS: 8.7 ± 2.0; BMI: 30.4 ± 0.8). During stimulation, Fusion medium without 
FBS was used, since serum due to its complexity does interfere with secretome 
profiling. However, serum deprivation might induce cell lysis or membrane leakage 
(Villarreal et al., 2013).  
The amount of proteins predicted as non-secreted by SignalP or SecretomeP 
database (Bendtsen et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011) and known as cytoplasmic 
proteins detected by both methods is rather high. On the one hand, it cannot be 
completely guaranteed that no cells were lysed upon EPS or serum deprivation. On 
the other hand, cytoplasmic proteins might be shuttled out of the cells via 
extracellular vesicles, like exosomes, containing miRNA, mRNA and also proteins 
and might thus contribute to the myotube secretome (Gyorgy et al., 2011; Le Bihan et 
al., 2012).  
In the next part, data obtained by unbiased proteomic profiling will be discussed 
concerning the exercise-inducible effect and dependence on insulin sensitivity.  
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4.3.1 EPS-induced differences in myokine secretion 
The data evaluation of the results obtained with LC-MS/MS analysis determined 170 
significantly altered proteins in the supernatant of EP-stimulated myotubes of the six 
donors. With 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS/MS 165 significantly regulated spots were 
determined, whereof 76 spots are identified so far.  
Of note, LC-MS/MS analysis revealed 7 collagens, in particular COL4A1, COL5A3, 
COL5A2, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL3A1 and COL8A1, which were decreased in the  
EPS-supernatant. In accordance, gel-based separation technique also identified two 
type I collagens (COL1A1, COL1A2) that were less abundant upon EPS. Strikingly, 
several spots were identified as COL1A1 (13 individual spots) and COL1A2 (10 
individual spots) reflecting the variety of posttranslational modifications of collagens 
(Yamauchi and Sricholpech, 2012). Additionally, COL1A2 and POSTN were identified 
by several spots but one spot each was regulated in the reciprocal direction. One 
explanation might be that these spots reveal a special posttranslational modification, 
which is enhanced under the applied conditions.  
Collagens are the major structural proteins in skeletal muscle extracellular matrix 
(ECM) building up a triple helix consisting of three polypeptide α-chains (Ricard-Blum 
and Ruggiero, 2005). Collagens of type I, III and V are clustered as fibrillar collagens, 
whereas type IV and VIII belong to the basement membrane associated collagens 
(Ricard-Blum and Ruggiero, 2005). The relative composition and amount of the 
different collagen types that build up the fibers influence the structure and 
organization of the matrix network and thus biomechanical properties of the tissue 
(Ricard-Blum and Ruggiero, 2005). Consequently, it is not surprising that during 
exercise collagens and other structural proteins are degraded and again regenerated, 
which results in ECM remodeling.  
Despite that EP-stimulated myotubes revealed decreased extracellular collagen 
levels, transcription of these collagens was not altered in the previous performed 
microarray analysis. Therefore, it might be speculated that collagens are decreased 
through posttranslational mechanisms, in particular through degradation by matrix 
metallopeptidases (MMP). In concordance, the expression of MMP-1 and MMP-3 
were significantly increased upon 24 h of EPS as determined in the microarray 
analysis. MMP-1 belongs to the family of collagenases, degrading whole collagen 
molecules, including type I, III and VIII collagens (Bramono et al., 2004). In contrast 
to that, MMP-3 belongs to the family of stromelysins, breaking down amongst others 
type III, IV and V collagens (Bramono et al., 2004). Thus, all collagens significantly 
altered in the supernatant upon EPS might be influenced by the protease activity of 
MMP-1, 3 or further regulated MMPs, respectively. In future experiments, MMP 
appearance and activity in the supernatant should be addressed either by targeted 
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proteomic analysis (BioPlex immunoassay using the MMP panel) or zymography, 
respectively.  
ECM and its remodeling also in context with exercise-induced adaptations in skeletal 
muscle have been recently described (Kjaer, 2004; Gillies and Lieber, 2011). 
However, knowledge on exercise-induced collagen turnover and ECM remodeling is 
scarce. Additionally, most human studies focus on training-induced effects (Rullman 
et al., 2009; Urso et al., 2009). Here, we provide evidence that also a single bout of 
exercise induces ECM remodeling. Summing up, our study leads to the speculation 
that EPS-induced collagen breakdown facilitates ECM remodeling and thus  
exercise-induced adaptations.  
Strikingly, SPARC and FSTL1 revealed decreased protein levels in EPS-supernatant. 
However, from in vivo studies it is known that both myokines are increased in the 
plasma after an acute bout of exercise (Aoi et al., 2013; Gorgens et al., 2013). 
Additionally, after 11 weeks of strength training also increased intramuscular mRNA 
levels of FSTL1 and SPARC were found (Norheim et al., 2011) but in vitro studies 
showed no increased mRNA expression of these myokines after acute contraction 
(Aoi et al., 2013; Gorgens et al., 2013). Thus, so far, it is not clear whether the 
contraction-induced increase in plasma level is really due to an enhanced release 
from the muscle. Additionally, it might be speculated that EPS-myotubes release 
proteases, which breakdown these high abundant myokines or that the enzymatic 
activity of the present proteases is enhanced by EPS.  
Despite COL1A1 and COL1A2 further proteins that were significantly altered in the 
supernatant upon EPS were identified by LC-MS/MS and 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS 
simultaneously (Table 23). All proteins identified by both techniques are regulated in 
the same direction validating the results obtained with the gel-free and gel-based 
separation technique, respectively. Additionally, every protein included in Table 23 
despite phosphoserine aminotransferase (PSAT1), was also determined in another 
study profiling the secretome of human myotubes but in a contraction-independent 
approach (Hartwig et al., 2014b). Future studies will show if these novel  
contraction-induced myokines are also regulated on transcriptional level and if they 
are also regulated in vivo.  
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Table 23: Proteins that were identified by both separation techniques and significantly regulated upon 
EPS. 

Ratio EPS/con Protein 
ID 
 

Name Gene 
name 

SP+/SP-/ 
NP 2D-DIGE LC-MS 

P07711 Cathepsin L1  CTSL1 SP+ 2.30 2.56  
Q9Y696 Chloride intracellular channel 

protein 4  
CLIC4 SP- 0.63 0.75  

P55291 Cadherin-15 CDH15 SP+ 0.57 0.48  
P22692 Insulin-like growth factor-

binding protein 4 
IGFBP4 SP+ 0.56 0.52  

Q12841 Follistatin-related protein 1 FSTL1 SP+ 0.53 0.72  
P08123 Collagen alpha-2(I) chain COL1A2 SP+ 0.52 0.51  
Q96A32 Myosin regulatory light chain 2 MYLPF SP- 0.49 0.53  
Q99969 Retinoic acid receptor 

responder protein 2  
RARRES2 SP+ 0.49 0.82  

P02452 Collagen alpha-1(I) chain COL1A1 SP+ 0.44 0.53  
Q9Y617 Phosphoserine 

aminotransferase  
PSAT1 NP 2.15 2.25  

P67936 Tropomyosin alpha-4 chain TPM4 NP 1.87 2.48  
P23381 Tryptophan--tRNA ligase. 

cytoplasmic 
WARS NP 1.77 2.18  

P23284 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerase B 

PPIB NP 1.66 1.59  

Q16555 Dihydropyrimidinase-related 
protein 2  

DPYSL2 NP 1.59 2.03  

P12277 Creatine kinase B-type  CKB NP 0.62 0.79  
Table shows protein ID, names and gene names of all significantly regulated proteins that had a fold change  
> 1.5x EPS vs. con in the 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS analysis and LC-MS/MS analysis (ratios EPS/con are indicated; 
p < 0.05). The upper part shows proteins predicted to be secreted via classical (SP+) or non-classical (SP-) 
secretion pathway, while lower part shows proteins that are predicted as not secreted (NP). 
 

4.3.2 Insulin sensitivity of the myotube donors influence myokine secretion 
Investigating the basal (control) supernatants of myotubes derived from donors with 
different insulin sensitivity, the most remarkable finding was the increased level of 
several subunits of the 20S proteasome core complex in the supernatant of  
IR-myotubes. Six subunits were significantly enriched as determined by LC-MS/MS, 
in particular PSMA2, PSMA4, PSMA6, PSMB4, PSMB5, PSMB6, whereas PSMA2 
was also found by 2D-DIGE MALDI/MS (all predicted to be secreted by non-classical 
secretion pathway). Including the subunits that were predicted not to be secreted by 
SignalP and SecretomeP (Bendtsen et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2011), 5 further 
subunits showed elevated extracellular levels with IR-myotubes (PSMA1, PSMA3, 
PSMA7, PSMB1, PSMB2, whereas PSMA7 was also found with 2D-DIGE 
MALDI/MS).  
The 26S proteasome is a barrel shaped multi-protein complex, being the basic 
degradation machinery in eukaryotic cells. It consists of a 19S regulatory subunit, 
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identifying the proteins marked for proteasomal degradation and a 20S catalytic core 
complex, which performs proteolytic cleavage. Latter subunit is made up of four 
stacked heptameric rings: the two outer rings are composed of 7 different PSMA 
subunits, and the two inner rings of 7 different PSMB subunits (β1, β2 and β5 
providing proteolytic activity) (Bochtler et al., 1999).  
Well in concordance with the extracellular levels, IR-myotubes showed a trend 
towards an increase in intracellular 20S proteasome amount as determined by 
ELISA. However, 20S proteasome was not increased in the respective supernatants. 
In future experiments, the intracellular as well as extracellular amount of each 
proteasomal subunit should be determined by western blot. Additionally, the 
proteasomal activity in IR-myotubes should be investigated. 
In vivo, several studies describe a link between type 2 diabetes and increased 
intracellular proteasomal activity in skeletal muscle as recently reviewed (Workeneh 
and Bajaj, 2013). In mice, insulin deficiency leads to decreased phosphatidylinositol 
3-kinase (PI3K) activity, decreasing the level of phosphorylated Akt, and thus the 
inhibition of the expression of specific E3 ubiquitin ligases resulting in increased 
protein turnover and proteasome activity in the muscle (Wang et al., 2006). Thus, it 
might be speculated that IR-myotubes have beneath their increased 20S proteasome 
amount also enhanced activity. It is still unclear whether human myotubes obtained 
from insulin-resistant donors really reflect donors’ phenotype and show impaired 
insulin signaling (Thompson et al., 1996; Krutzfeldt et al., 2000). However, the  
PI3K-Akt pathway should be further investigated in IR-myotubes. Accelerated 
intracellular proteasome quantity might be one explanation for the increased 
extracellular level of proteasomal subunits in IR-myotubes. 
Additionally, increased levels of 20S proteasome were found in human serum (Wada 
et al., 1993), which were described as circulating proteasomes (c-proteasomes). 
These seem to be elevated in plasma of patients suffering from several diseases 
including cancer, autoimmune diseases, liver cirrhosis, hepatitis and fatty liver (Wada 
et al., 1993; Dutaud et al., 2002; Egerer et al., 2002). Hence, it might be speculated 
that c-proteasomes are also increased in the insulin-resistant state or during type 2 
diabetes. Our findings described here, have to be further verified in a larger cohort, 
since only three different myotubes per group were included in this study, and 
afterwards in vivo.  
In accordance with our study, all subunits of the 20S proteasome have been recently 
identified in the muscle secretome of human myotubes (Hartwig et al., 2014b) and 
PSMB6 also in a contraction-dependent manner (Roca-Rivada et al., 2012). 
However, the purpose and function of muscle-released proteasomes or subunits 
have to be further investigated in future studies.  
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The simultaneous influence of EPS and insulin sensitivity on human myotubes 
secretome was only little. Due to the limited number of altered proteins, no general 
hypothesis could be introduced. However, significantly altered spots on the 2D-gels 
will be further analyzed by a more sensitive MS-based technique, which will hopefully 
increase the number of annotated proteins.  
Of note, EPS-induced cytokines and chemokines as determined by targeted BioPlex 
immunoassay were not found in this unbiased secretome profiling. These myokines 
are rather low abundant but have high biological effectivity and therefore are of high 
importance. It seems that the sensitivity of LC-MS/MS and 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS is 
not sufficient to record these proteins. Thus, it might be useful to enrich these low 
abundant proteins, e.g. by ProteoMiner, prior analysis. 

4.3.3 Conclusion and future perspectives 
The secretome profiling performed in this study revealed a general overview of the 
variety of proteins released by primary human myotubes. We identified several 
proteins that have not been described in the context of exercise so far. In future 
studies these have to be further verified and investigated to gain insights into their 
potential role in exercise-induced adaptations. Additionally, the proteins that were 
differently regulated between IS-myotubes and IR-myotubes might provide novel 
insights in the pathomechanism of insulin resistance. Of note, several proteins were 
identified by LC-MS/MS and 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS but most of the proteins were only 
identified by one method. Thus, a combination of both methods is indeed advisable to 
obtain a broad range of proteins. However, the sample number in this study is rather 
low so that results obtained here should be further verified by other experiments, e.g. 
ELISA, western blot or on transcriptional level. Additionally, it might be useful to 
confirm potential new myokines in human plasma.  
Altogether, we found several new contraction-released myokines and changes in the 
secretome of human myotubes obtained from donors with different insulin sensitivity, 
which provides a valuable starting position for future analysis.  
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4.4 Final remarks 
The results obtained within this thesis could verify the importance of Electric pulse 
stimulation as in vitro exercise model to study molecular mechanisms of  
exercise-induced alteration in glucose and fatty acid metabolism, gene expression 
and protein secretion as observed in vivo. The model has been further developed 
and might provide broader insights into contraction-induced adaptations in the 
skeletal muscle, which are of particular interest when investigating myotubes 
obtained from donors with different phenotypes, e.g. insulin resistance, type 2 
diabetes or non-response to exercise intervention. With the application of EPS, future 
studies might provide insights in novel pathways important for the gene regulation of 
myokines, as well as exercise-induced changes in the muscle secretome.  
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5. Appendix 

5.1 Supplementary figures 
 

 
Supplementary Figure I: Heatmap of the 183 significantly regulated probe sets comparing EPS-myotubes 
with con-myotubes (FDR < 10 %). 
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Supplementary Figure II: Heatmap of the top 45 regulated probe sets comparing basal secretion of IL-8 
high and low responder. 

5.2 Supplementary tables 
Supplementary Table I: Proteins that differ significantly in the supernatant of myotubes after 24 h of EPS 
vs. con obtained by LC-MS/MS analysis. 

Protein ID Gene name Ratio EPS/con Pval  SP+/SP-
/NP 

P42224 STAT1 2.76 0.0088 SP- 
P07711 CTSL1 2.56 0.0087 SP+ 
Q14192 FHL2 2.55 0.0050 SP- 
P67936 TPM4 2.48 0.0339 SP- 
P41250 GARS 2.44 0.0035 SP+ 
Q8NBP7 PCSK9 2.40 0.0165 SP+ 
P17655 CAPN2 2.31 0.0100 SP- 
P68371 TUBB4B 2.08 0.0231 SP- 
Q5JP53 TUBB 2.08 0.0280 SP- 
P60842 EIF4A1 2.05 0.0491 SP- 
F5GX07 REXO2 1.89 0.0082 SP- 
P15848 ARSB 1.85 0.0039 SP+ 
P13489 RNH1 1.83 0.0007 SP- 
Q13162 PRDX4 1.81 0.0087 SP+ 
Q9Y678 COPG1 1.77 0.0158 SP- 
Q96AY3 FKBP10 1.76 0.0174 SP+ 
F8W1R7 MYL6 1.75 0.0408 SP- 
Q86UY0 TXNDC5 1.74 0.0110 SP+ 
P53396 ACLY 1.74 0.0038 SP- 
Q76M96 CCDC80 1.67 0.0342 SP+ 
M0QZH0 RCN3 1.65 0.0492 SP- 
Q8NHP8 PLBD2 1.63 0.0006 SP- 
P30040 ERP29 1.63 0.0129 SP+ 
E7ETU9 PLOD2 1.60 0.0043 SP+ 
P23284 PPIB 1.59 0.0369 SP- 
P09936 UCHL1 1.59 0.0268 SP- 
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B2R5P6 TXNRD1 1.54 0.0028 SP- 
P45877 PPIC 1.53 0.0238 SP+ 
G5EA52 PDIA3 1.53 0.0329 SP+ 
P30044 PRDX5 1.51 0.0161 SP- 
Q9H488 POFUT1 1.51 0.0439 SP+ 
Q96CX2 KCTD12 1.49 0.0058 SP- 
Q969H8 C19orf10 1.49 0.0021 SP+ 
Q6IBS0 TWF2 1.45 0.0017 SP- 
P16152 CBR1 1.44 0.0431 SP- 
P15289 ARSA 1.43 0.0055 SP+ 
P10599 TXN 1.43 0.0239 SP- 
P16930 FAH;DKFZp686F13224 1.43 0.0233 SP- 
P26599 PTBP1 1.43 0.0326 SP- 
O15145 ARPC3 1.42 0.0226 SP- 
Q13126 MTAP 1.42 0.0298 SP- 
P21291 CSRP1 1.41 0.0226 SP- 
Q15113 PCOLCE 1.40 0.0427 SP+ 
P07858 CTSB 1.40 0.0058 SP+ 
Q8NBJ7 SUMF2 1.40 0.0488 SP+ 
P28838 LAP3 1.40 0.0090 SP- 
Q9NYU2 UGGT1 1.39 0.0197 SP+ 
P61158 ACTR3 1.39 0.0164 SP- 
P22234 PAICS 1.39 0.0170 SP- 
B7Z4K6 DNASE2 1.38 0.0049 SP+ 
P42126 ECI1;DCI 1.37 0.0058 SP- 
Q06323 PSME1 1.36 0.0446 SP- 
O75874 IDH1 1.34 0.0185 SP- 
P00338 LDHA 1.34 0.0155 SP- 
Q9Y265 RUVBL1 1.33 0.0499 SP- 
P49189 ALDH9A1 1.32 0.0015 SP- 
P09211 GSTP1 1.32 0.0196 SP- 
P63261 ACTG1 1.30 0.0177 SP- 
Q9NR45 NANS 1.30 0.0280 SP- 
P00367 GLUD1;GLUD2 1.30 0.0308 SP- 
Q15404 RSU1 1.30 0.0239 SP- 
Q96IU4 ABHD14B 1.29 0.0122 SP- 
P54687 BCAT1 1.29 0.0192 SP- 
P61160 ACTR2 1.28 0.0066 SP- 
P04406 GAPDH 1.27 0.0063 SP- 
Q07954 LRP1 1.26 0.0157 SP+ 
P06733 ENO1 1.26 0.0246 SP- 
P17931 LGALS3 1.25 0.0461 SP- 
Q13228 SELENBP1 1.24 0.0192 SP- 
H0YD13 CD44 1.24 0.0193 SP+ 
Q5TD07 NQO2 1.24 0.0385 SP- 
P62826 RAN 1.23 0.0120 SP- 
P08107 HSPA1A 1.22 0.0064 SP- 
B4DLR2 FAP 1.22 0.0448 SP- 
P10768 ESD 1.21 0.0081 SP- 
H7C3P4 GNS 1.20 0.0009 SP- 
P60174 TPI1 1.20 0.0429 SP- 
P09960 LTA4 h 1.19 0.0374 SP- 
Q9Y646 CPQ 1.19 0.0392 SP+ 
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P62140 PPP1CB;PPP1CC;PPP1CA 1.18 0.0456 SP- 
Q14914 PTGR1 1.17 0.0428 SP- 
P40121 CAPG 1.16 0.0331 SP- 
O75083 WDR1 1.15 0.0345 SP- 
P22314 UBA1 1.15 0.0473 SP- 
Q92520 FAM3C 1.15 0.0279 SP- 
Q9BZK7 TBL1XR1;TBL1Y;TBL1X 0.87 0.0231 SP- 
Q09028 RBBP4;RBBP7 0.87 0.0075 SP- 
P00352 ALDH1A1 0.87 0.0405 SP- 
Q9UBQ7 GRHPR 0.86 0.0470 SP- 
P40123 CAP2 0.85 0.0229 SP- 
P13591 NCAM1 0.84 0.0003 SP+ 
Q13308 PTK7 0.84 0.0314 SP+ 
P34096 RNASE4 0.82 0.0440 SP+ 
Q99969 RARRES2 0.82 0.0296 SP+ 
P30566 ADSL 0.81 0.0364 SP- 
Q13219 PAPPA 0.80 0.0243 SP+ 
Q8IXJ6 SIRT2 0.79 0.0476 SP- 
Q9Y4K0 LOXL2 0.79 0.0427 SP+ 
Q15819 UBE2V2 0.79 0.0321 SP- 
P12277 CKB 0.79 0.0303 SP- 
P41222 PTGDS 0.79 0.0457 SP- 
Q6ZMU5 TRIM72 0.78 0.0045 SP- 
Q9BXJ0 C1QTNF5 0.78 0.0426 SP+ 
P25391 LAMA1 0.78 0.0273 SP+ 
Q68BL7 OLFML2A 0.78 0.0046 SP+ 
Q6FHJ7 SFRP4 0.77 0.0177 SP+ 
G3V5X6 HNRNPC;HNRNPCL1 0.77 0.0182 SP- 
H0YM81 ACAN 0.77 0.0102 SP+ 
P24043 LAMA2 0.76 0.0163 SP+ 
P50895 BCAM 0.76 0.0125 SP+ 
P13497 BMP1 0.75 0.0211 SP+ 
Q9Y696 CLIC4 0.75 0.0157 SP- 
P43121 MCAM 0.75 0.0095 SP+ 
P12829 MYL4 0.75 0.0034 SP- 
P14649 MYL6B 0.74 0.0316 SP- 
E7ERV9 ASAH1 0.73 0.0001 SP- 
Q92743 HTRA1 0.72 0.0345 SP+ 
Q9NTK5 OLA1 0.72 0.0219 SP- 
Q9H4D0 CLSTN2 0.72 0.0103 SP+ 
Q12841 FSTL1 0.72 0.0054 SP+ 
Q7Z7G0 ABI3BP 0.71 0.0166 SP+ 
P63000 RAC1;RAC3 0.71 0.0028 SP- 
Q00688 FKBP3 0.71 0.0398 SP- 
Q53GG5 PDLIM3 0.71 0.0124 SP- 
P55058 PLTP 0.69 0.0348 SP+ 
P08476 INHBA 0.69 0.0090 SP+ 
Q9BUD6 SPON2 0.67 0.0067 SP+ 
P05090 APOD 0.67 0.0181 SP+ 
P24592 IGFBP6 0.67 0.0337 SP+ 
P49746 THBS3 0.67 0.0108 SP+ 
F8W717 EML1 0.66 0.0070 SP- 
Q6UXB8 PI16 0.66 0.0183 SP+ 
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Q92626 PXDN 0.65 0.0167 SP+ 
O75112 LDB3 0.65 0.0055 SP- 
Q96KG7 MEGF10 0.64 0.0333 SP+ 
P07093 SERPINE2 0.64 0.0035 SP+ 
P02462 COL4A1 0.63 0.0211 SP+ 
Q7Z7M0 MEGF8 0.62 0.0011 SP+ 
Q8IX30 SCUBE3 0.60 0.0225 SP+ 
Q13203 MYBPH 0.60 0.0083 SP- 
P25940 COL5A3 0.60 0.0010 SP+ 
P05556 ITGB1 0.60 0.0331 SP+ 
Q8WUJ3 KIAA1199 0.60 0.0351 SP+ 
B3KW70 MFAP5;MAGP2 0.59 0.0079 SP+ 
A1L4 h1 SSC5D 0.59 0.0318 SP+ 
P48740 MASP1 0.58 0.0092 SP- 
Q93063 EXT2 0.57 0.0083 SP- 
B1ALD9 POSTN 0.56 0.0029 SP+ 
P05997 COL5A2 0.56 0.0139 SP+ 
P52943 CRIP2 0.53 0.0127 SP- 
P02452 COL1A1 0.53 0.0130 SP+ 
Q96A32 MYLPF 0.53 0.0049 SP- 
Q86SR1 GALNT10 0.53 0.0229 SP- 
P22692 IGFBP4 0.52 0.0043 SP+ 
Q13642 FHL1 0.52 0.0062 SP- 
P19237 TNNI1 0.51 0.0180 SP- 
P08123 COL1A2 0.51 0.0054 SP+ 
Q641Q3 METRNL 0.50 0.0129 SP+ 
O75462 CRLF1 0.50 0.0042 SP+ 
Q6QEF8 CORO6 0.49 0.0029 SP- 
P55291 CDH15 0.48 0.0003 SP+ 
P02461 COL3A1 0.46 0.0039 SP+ 
P27658 COL8A1 0.46 0.0039 SP+ 
P07355 ANXA2;ANXA2P2 0.43 0.0067 SP- 
Q86XX4 FRAS1 0.42 0.0010 SP+ 
F5H7N9 MFGE8 0.39 0.0126 SP+ 
P04083 ANXA1 0.31 0.0016 SP- 
P08133 ANXA6 0.28 0.0292 SP- 
E7ENM0 ELN 0.26 0.0040 SP+ 
E7EPW4 TNNT2 0.22 0.0469 SP- 
Q9BS40 LXN 2.87 0.0086 NP 
O75369 FLNB 2.49 0.0020 NP 
Q9Y617 PSAT1 2.25 0.0028 NP 
P11413 G6PD 2.24 0.0003 NP 
P23381 WARS 2.18 0.0025 NP 
Q14195 DPYSL3 2.07 0.0043 NP 
O15143 ARPC1B 2.07 0.0029 NP 
Q16555 DPYSL2 2.03 0.0040 NP 
P21333 FLNA 1.93 0.0064 NP 
P13797 PLS3 1.84 0.0045 NP 
Q96TA1 FAM129B 1.74 0.0033 NP 
P26639 TARS 1.69 0.0072 NP 
P29401 TKT 1.63 0.0002 NP 
P48444 ARCN1 1.60 0.0225 NP 
Q07960 ARHGAP1 1.60 0.0427 NP 
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O43776 NARS 1.51 0.0069 NP 
Q5VTE0 EEF1A1P5;EEF1A1 1.51 0.0390 NP 
Q5TA02 GSTO1 1.51 0.0443 NP 
C9JBI3 PSPH 1.50 0.0247 NP 
P36871 PGM1 1.50 0.0089 NP 
P14550 AKR1A1 1.48 0.0085 NP 
O15144 ARPC2 1.42 0.0344 NP 
Q9Y490 TLN1 1.41 0.0314 NP 
P09382 LGALS1 1.39 0.0306 NP 
P46940 IQGAP1 1.39 0.0137 NP 
P45974 USP5 1.36 0.0298 NP 
P46821 MAP1B 1.35 0.0203 NP 
Q96G03 PGM2 1.35 0.0410 NP 
Q16658 FSCN1 1.34 0.0012 NP 
Q92598 HSPH1 1.28 0.0245 NP 
O00299 CLIC1 1.26 0.0290 NP 
P12814 ACTN1 1.26 0.0375 NP 
Q15181 PPA1 1.25 0.0249 NP 
P46926 GNPDA1 1.25 0.0296 NP 
Q96KP4 CNDP2 1.24 0.0342 NP 
O94760 DDAH1 1.24 0.0239 NP 
B7Z1R5 ATP6V1A 1.23 0.0329 NP 
P18206 VCL 1.15 0.0228 NP 
P06744 GPI 1.13 0.0443 NP 
P00558 PGK1 1.10 0.0357 NP 
P15121 AKR1B1 0.87 0.0034 NP 
Q96C23 GALM 0.82 0.0072 NP 
P00488 F13A1 0.81 0.0014 NP 
Q13263 TRIM28 0.79 0.0390 NP 
Q8WZ422 TTN 0.74 0.0018 NP 
P13929 ENO3 0.73 0.0334 NP 
D6R9P3 HNRNPAB 0.72 0.0347 NP 
H3BPE1 MACF1 0.72 0.0108 NP 
O00499-9 BIN1 0.70 0.0288 NP 
O75635 SERPINB7 0.69 0.0392 NP 
Q01844 EWSR1 0.64 0.0115 NP 
E9PAV3 NACA 0.63 0.0062 NP 
Q15124 PGM5 0.62 0.0127 NP 
O75882 ATRN 0.61 0.0322 NP 
P06732 CKM 0.60 0.0025 NP 
Q16394 EXT1 0.59 0.0204 NP 
B7Z9G5 C1orf58;BROX 0.56 0.0000 NP 
O14964 HGS 0.56 0.0031 NP 
Table shows Uniprot ID (Protein ID) and annotated gene names. Pval is calculated by 2-way ANOVA. SP+: 
protein is secreted via classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP database); SP-: protein is secreted via 
non-classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP and SecretomeP database). NP: protein is described as 
non-secreted (determined by Secretome P database).  
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Supplementary Table II: Proteins that differ significantly between the control supernatant of myotubes 
obtained from insulin-sensitive and resistant donors obtained by LC-MS/MS analysis. 

Protein ID Gene name Ratio IR/IS Pval  SP+/SP-
/NP 

P30050 RPL12 9.36 0.01746 SP- 
P39060-2 COL18A1 3.66 0.00819 SP+ 
P35052 GPC1 3.31 0.00209 SP+ 
P03956 MMP1 2.99 0.00053 SP+ 
P28070 PSMB4 2.45 0.03992 SP- 
P17655 CAPN2 2.42 0.04970 SP- 
Q15019 41884 2.34 0.03346 SP- 
Q9HB71 CACYBP 2.21 0.04090 SP- 
Q8IX30 SCUBE3 2.19 0.01113 SP+ 
P25787 PSMA2 2.13 0.01323 SP- 
H0YMZ1 PSMA4 1.83 0.04700 SP- 
P28072 PSMB6 1.78 0.03961 SP- 
P60900 PSMA6 1.77 0.04096 SP- 
P28074 PSMB5 1.73 0.04942 SP- 
P19237 TNNI1 1.70 0.02105 SP- 
Q08257 CRYZ 1.67 0.00581 SP- 
Q9UHD1 CHORDC1 1.66 0.04733 SP- 
P42330 AKR1C3 1.59 0.01371 SP- 
P68032 ACTC1;ACTA2;ACTG2; 

ACTA1 
1.58 0.00005 SP- 

P25398 RPS12 1.56 0.02178 SP- 
E9PQ56 PUF60 1.51 0.02228 SP- 
E7ERV9 ASAH1 1.51 0.00005 SP- 
Q9ULV4 CORO1C 1.50 0.03663 SP- 
P63244 GNB2L1 1.50 0.04131 SP- 
P10909-4 CLU 1.49 0.01233 SP- 
G3V5X6 HNRNPC;HNRNPCL1 1.48 0.01023 SP- 
P09211 GSTP1 1.48 0.04194 SP- 
Q15365 PCBP1 1.44 0.01923 SP- 
P05090 APOD 1.41 0.02648 SP+ 
Q8WX93-8 PALLD 1.41 0.00719 SP- 
P78539 SRPX 1.40 0.04964 SP+ 
P26641 EEF1G 1.40 0.00077 SP- 
P62826 RAN 1.38 0.04966 SP- 
P63261 ACTG1 1.37 0.02330 SP- 
P04406 GAPDH 1.36 0.01258 SP- 
H7C3P4 GNS 1.33 0.00047 SP- 
Q9NTK5 OLA1 1.33 0.03656 SP- 
P47755 CAPZA2 1.32 0.03709 SP- 
Q8IXJ6-2 SIRT2 1.32 0.04010 SP- 
Q8WUP2-3 FBLIM1 1.31 0.00033 SP- 
P10253 GAA 1.29 0.03392 SP+ 
P63000 RAC1;RAC3 1.28 0.01982 SP- 
H0YM81 ACAN 1.27 0.02473 SP+ 
P17661 DES 1.25 0.01226 SP- 
Q92820 GGH 1.25 0.03511 SP+ 
P11142 HSPA8 1.24 0.04336 SP- 
P27348 YWHAQ 1.24 0.03830 SP- 
O60662 KLHL41 1.23 0.02814 SP- 
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P39059 COL15A1 1.19 0.04839 SP+ 
Q68BL8 OLFML2B 1.18 0.03068 SP+ 
Q86XX4-2 FRAS1 1.16 0.03255 SP+ 
Q9BXJ0 C1QTNF5 1.13 0.03618 SP+ 
P12829 MYL4 1.13 0.00379 SP- 
P25940 COL5A3 1.13 0.00896 SP+ 
Q9UBP4 DKK3 1.11 0.02868 SP+ 
Q9BZK7 TBL1XR1;TBL1Y;TBL1X 1.09 0.03920 SP- 
Q68BL7-2 OLFML2A 1.09 0.04291 SP+ 
Q8WX77 IGFBPL1 1.07 0.04092 SP+ 
Q02809 PLOD1 1.05 0.03500 SP+ 
P42126-2 ECI1;DCI 1.04 0.03613 SP- 
Q09028-3 RBBP4;RBBP7 1.03 0.04032 SP- 
P08107 HSPA1A 1.01 0.04318 SP- 
P09960 LTA4 h 0.96 0.03128 SP- 
Q9NZL9 MAT2B 0.95 0.04386 SP- 
O75874 IDH1 0.94 0.03039 SP- 
Q9ULA0 DNPEP 0.92 0.04553 SP- 
Q01459 CTBS 0.89 0.04849 SP+ 
Q9Y646 CPQ 0.86 0.02364 SP+ 
Q969H8 C19orf10 0.85 0.02559 SP+ 
P13611 VCAN 0.84 0.02364 SP+ 
P07954-2 FH 0.84 0.02930 SP- 
B4DLR2 FAP 0.83 0.02399 SP- 
E9PCB6 NLN 0.82 0.03813 SP- 
J3KQG4 GBA 0.82 0.04988 SP- 
P13591-4 NCAM1 0.82 0.00083 SP+ 
P11279 LAMP1 0.81 0.03476 SP+ 
P12955 PEPD 0.79 0.04940 SP- 
Q9H4A4 RNPEP 0.78 0.00313 SP- 
P11717 IGF2R 0.78 0.02993 SP+ 
Q99969 RARRES2 0.77 0.01438 SP+ 
P09622 DLD 0.77 0.01341 SP- 
O00534 VWA5A 0.76 0.01751 SP- 
Q07954 LRP1 0.74 0.02920 SP+ 
Q92859-3 NEO1 0.74 0.03114 SP+ 
P15848 ARSB 0.73 0.02174 SP+ 
O95834 EML2 0.73 0.02383 SP- 
Q9UM22 EPDR1;UCC1 0.71 0.01399 SP+ 
P25391 LAMA1 0.70 0.04863 SP+ 
O00462 MANBA 0.70 0.02980 SP+ 
P24043 LAMA2 0.69 0.04037 SP+ 
G3XAP6 COMP 0.68 0.04024 SP+ 
P07093-2   0.68 0.00471 SP+ 
B7Z2R9 LAMP2 0.66 0.01324 SP- 
P35555 FBN1 0.65 0.01064 SP+ 
Q13642-1 FHL1 0.64 0.02292 SP- 
Q6EMK4 VASN 0.64 0.01977 SP+ 
P23142-4 FBLN1 0.63 0.01417 SP+ 
P50454 SERPINH1 0.63 0.01089 SP+ 
Q6FHJ7 SFRP4 0.63 0.00329 SP+ 
P00749-2 PLAU 0.60 0.00220 SP+ 
P23142 FBLN1 0.59 0.01938 SP+ 
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Q6QEF8-5 CORO6 0.58 0.03719 SP- 
Q15293 RCN1 0.58 0.04402 SP+ 
Q6UXB8 PI16 0.57 0.03356 SP+ 
Q13219 PAPPA 0.56 0.01002 SP+ 
Q99715 COL12A1 0.55 0.00990 SP+ 
Q8WUJ3 KIAA1199 0.55 0.04263 SP+ 
P49746 THBS3 0.55 0.01206 SP+ 
P05997 COL5A2 0.53 0.04406 SP+ 
G3V3X5 LTBP2 0.53 0.01490 SP+ 
P28300 LOX 0.49 0.00234 SP+ 
Q12805-2 EFEMP1 0.47 0.00411 SP- 
Q06828 FMOD 0.46 0.01305 SP+ 
P27658 COL8A1 0.42 0.00968 SP+ 
Q9BXP8 PAPPA2 0.32 0.00465 SP+ 
P05388 RPLP0;RPLP0P6 12.03 0.01704 NP 
P11055 MYH3 2.89 0.01615 NP 
Q99460-2 PSMD1 2.75 0.02676 NP 
A8K8G0 HDGF 2.52 0.01548 NP 
P25788-2 PSMA3 2.24 0.01434 NP 
Q4J6C6-4 PREPL 2.15 0.01186 NP 
P02545 LMNA 2.03 0.03666 NP 
P20618 PSMB1 1.86 0.03263 NP 
P25786 PSMA1 1.86 0.03164 NP 
O14818 PSMA7 1.81 0.02587 NP 
Q9UQ80 PA2G4 1.71 0.02107 NP 
D6RGI3 41893 1.64 0.01460 NP 
P00966 ASS1 1.63 0.03719 NP 
B7Z2C3 PPM1F 1.59 0.02071 NP 
P49721 PSMB2 1.57 0.04438 NP 
H0Y3Y4 41889 1.53 0.01964 NP 
P45974-2 USP5 1.44 0.03735 NP 
Q04917 YWHAH 1.37 0.04137 NP 
O00499-9 BIN1 1.35 0.04777 NP 
B4DQJ8 PGD 1.35 0.00464 NP 
P13639 EEF2 1.34 0.01486 NP 
P46821 MAP1B 1.33 0.03887 NP 
P20700 LMNB1 1.11 0.04241 NP 
Q8WZ42-
12 

TTN 1.07 0.00693 NP 

P33908 MAN1A1 0.61 0.03632 NP 
Q6UX71-2 PLXDC2 0.60 0.00115 NP 
O75635-2 SERPINB7 0.49 0.01194 NP 
Table shows Uniprot ID (Protein ID) and annotated gene names. Pval is calculated by 2-way ANOVA. SP+: 
protein is secreted via classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP database); SP-: protein is secreted via 
non-classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP and SecretomeP database). NP: protein is described as 
non-secreted (determined by SecretomeP database).  
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Supplementary Table III: Proteins that differ significantly between the supernatant of myotubes obtained 
from insulin-sensitive and resistant donors upon EPS obtained by LC-MS analysis 

Protein ID Gene name 
Ratio IR 

(EPS/con)/ 
IS (EPS/con) 

Pval SP+/SP-
/NP 

H0YM81 ACAN 1.90 0.0283 SP+ 
A6NLG9 BGN 1.33 0.0055 SP+ 
P68032 ACTC1;ACTA2;ACTG2;A

CTA1 
1.31 0.0129 SP- 

O60687 SRPX2 1.25 0.0235 SP+ 
P12111 COL6A3 1.23 0.0343 SP+ 
H7C3P4 GNS 1.18 0.0491 SP- 
Q7Z7M0 MEGF8 1.17 0.0084 SP+ 
Q12841 FSTL1 1.17 0.0382 SP+ 
Q09028 RBBP4;RBBP7 1.14 0.0436 SP- 
P14543 NID1 1.14 0.0057 SP+ 
P13611 VCAN 1.11 0.0432 SP+ 
G3V5X6 HNRNPC;HNRNPCL1 1.11 0.0482 SP- 
O95967 EFEMP2 1.10 0.0460 SP+ 
P55268 LAMB2 1.06 0.0379 SP+ 
Q7Z7G0 ABI3BP 1.04 0.0418 SP+ 
P26641 EEF1G 1.04 0.0034 SP- 
Q9Y3A5 SBDS 1.03 0.0391 SP- 
E9PQ56 PUF60 0.95 0.0110 SP- 
P62826 RAN 0.95 0.0202 SP- 
P54687 BCAT1 0.94 0.0470 SP- 
P46108 CRK 0.93 0.0171 SP- 
P13693 TPT1 0.93 0.0463 SP- 
P61160 ACTR2 0.93 0.0303 SP- 
P63244 GNB2L1 0.92 0.0123 SP- 
P13591 NCAM1 0.91 0.0229 SP+ 
O75083 WDR1 0.90 0.0414 SP- 
P13489 RNH1 0.90 0.0398 SP- 
O00764 PDXK 0.89 0.0081 SP- 
Q5TD07 NQO2 0.88 0.0352 SP- 
E9PGT1 TSN 0.85 0.0349 SP- 
Q13219 PAPPA 0.83 0.0203 SP+ 
P49189 ALDH9A1 0.83 0.0220 SP- 
Q6IBS0 TWF2 0.81 0.0254 SP- 
Q03154 ACY1;ABHD14A-ACY1 0.81 0.0441 SP- 
Q9UJ70 NAGK 0.81 0.0500 SP- 
P30044 PRDX5 0.80 0.0482 SP- 
Q13630 TSTA3 0.79 0.0333 SP- 
P42126 ECI1;DCI 0.75 0.0222 SP- 
Q15181 PPA1 0.92 0.0246 NP 
Q96KP4 CNDP2 0.90 0.0484 NP 
P54136 RARS 0.89 0.0169 NP 
P15121 AKR1B1 0.86 0.0323 NP 
Q16658 FSCN1 0.86 0.0154 NP 
O94760 DDAH1 0.84 0.0259 NP 
B7Z9G5 C1orf58;BROX 0.84 0.0242 NP 
P00558 PGK1 0.83 0.0067 NP 
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Q96C23 GALM 0.78 0.0070 NP 
P30041 PRDX6 0.76 0.0488 NP 
P36871 PGM1 0.71 0.0303 NP 
Table shows Uniprot ID (Protein ID) and annotated gene names. Pval is calculated by 2-way ANOVA. SP+: 
protein is secreted via classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP database); SP-: protein is secreted via 
non-classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP and SecretomeP database). NP: protein is described as 
non-secreted (determined by Secretome P database).  
 
Supplementary Table IV: Proteins that differ significantly in the supernatant of myotubes after 24 h of 
EPS vs. con obtained by 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS analysis. 

Protein 
ID Name Gene 

name 
Ratio 

EPS/con Pval No. pH 
IEF 

SP+/SP-
/NP 

Q15582 Transforming growth 
factor-beta-induced 
protein ig-h3 

TGFBI 4.14 0.0089 3 6-9 SP+ 

P08670 Vimentin VIM 3.72 0.0204 3 4-7 SP- 
O95336 6-

phosphogluconolactonase 
PGLS 3.00 0.0375 1 4-7 SP- 

P07711 Cathepsin L1  CTSL 2.30 0.0282 1 4-7 SP+ 
Q15063 Periostin POSTN 1.79 0.0089 1 6-9 SP+ 
P08123 Collagen alpha-2(I) chain COL1A2 1.52 0.0306 1 6-9 SP+ 
P28074 Proteasome subunit beta 

type-5 
PSMB5 0.67 0.0487 1 6-9 SP- 

P17661 Desmin DES 0.65 0.0043 1 4-7 SP- 
Q9Y696 Chloride intracellular 

channel protein 4  
CLIC4 0.63 0.0010 1 4-7 SP- 

P36955 Pigment epithelium-
derived factor  

SERPINF1 0.60 0.0011 2 4-7 SP+ 

Q06830 Peroxiredoxin-1 PRDX1 0.60 0.0329 1 6-9 SP- 
P09486 SPARC SPARC 0.60 0.0014 3 4-7 SP+ 
P55291 Cadherin-15 CDH15 0.57 0.0005 4 4-7 SP+ 
P22692 Insulin-like growth factor-

binding protein 4 
IGFBP4 0.56 0.0063 1 6-9 SP+ 

Q12841 Follistatin-related protein 
1 

FSTL1 0.53 0.0095 8 4-7 SP+ 

P08123 Collagen alpha-2(I) chain COL1A2 0.52 0.0031 10 6-9 SP+ 
Q96A32 Myosin regulatory light 

chain 2 
MYLPF 0.49 0.0081 2 4-7 SP- 

Q99969 Retinoic acid receptor 
responder protein 2  

RARRES2 0.49 0.0095 1 6-9 SP+ 

P02452 Collagen alpha-1(I) chain COL1A1 0.44 0.0006 13 4-7 SP+ 
Q15063 Periostin POSTN 0.36 0.0043 8 6-9 SP+ 
P30041 Peroxiredoxin-6 PRDX6 2.84 0.0446 1 4-7 NP 
Q9Y617 Phosphoserine 

aminotransferase  
PSAT1 2.15 0.0200 2 6-9 NP 

P67936 Tropomyosin alpha-4 
chain 

TPM4 1.87 0.0024 1 4-7 NP 

P23381 Tryptophan--tRNA ligase. 
cytoplasmic 

WARS 1.77 0.0221 1 4-7 NP 

P23284 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerase B 

PPIB 1.66 0.0186 1 6-9 NP 

Q16555 Dihydropyrimidinase- DPYSL2 1.59 0.0281 1 4-7 NP 
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related protein 2  
P12277 Creatine kinase B-type  CKB 0.62 0.0104 1 4-7 NP 
P35232 Prohibitin PHB 0.42 0.0002 2 4-7 NP 
Table shows all annotated proteins that had a fold change  > 1.5x EPS vs. con and a p-value  < 0.05. Uniprot ID 
(Protein ID) and annotated names and gene names are shown. Pval is calculated by students t-test. No.: Number 
of total spots found for this protein (shown is ratio of spot with highest fold change in one direction). pH IEF: pH 
scale of isolelectric focusing strips. SP+: protein is secreted via classical secretion pathway (determined by 
SignalP database); SP-: protein is secreted via non-classical secretion pathway (determined by SignalP and 
SecretomeP database). NP: protein is described as non-secreted (determined by SecretomeP database). 

Supplementary Table V: Proteins that differ significantly in the control supernatant of myotubes obtained 
from insulin-sensitive and resistant donors obtained by 2D-DIGE MALDI-MS analysis. 

Protein 
ID Name Gene 

name 
Ratio 
IR/IS Pval No

. 
pH 
IEF 

SP+/ 
SP-/NP 

Q00688 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerase FKBP3 

FKBP3 1.70  1 6-9 SP- 

P08670 Vimentin VIM 1.56 0.0181 2 4-7 SP- 
Q99969 Retinoic acid receptor 

responder protein 2  
RARRES2 0.67  1 6-9 SP+ 

Q15063 Periostin POSTN 0.67  1 6-9 SP+ 
P02452 Collagen alpha-1(I) chain  COL1A1 0.66 0.0276 3 4-7 SP+ 
Q00689 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 

isomerase FKBP3 
FKBP3 0.59  1 6-9 SP- 

P08123 Collagen alpha-2(I) chain COL1A2 0.56  1 6-9 SP+ 
P50454 Serpin H1 SERPINH

1 
0.54  3 6-9 SP+ 

Q13642 Four and a half LIM 
domains protein 1 

FHL1 0.41  1 6-9 SP- 

P21291 Cysteine and glycine-rich 
protein 1 

CSRP1 0.65  1 6-9 NP 

P13929 Beta-enolase  ENO3 0.67  1 6-9 NP 
P06744 Glucose-6-phosphate 

isomerase 
GPI 0.60  2 6-9 NP 

P02545 Prelamin-A/C LMNA 1.70  1 6-9 NP 
P25787 Proteasome subunit 

alpha type-2 
PSMA2 1.67  1 6-9 NP 

O14818 Proteasome subunit 
alpha type-7 

PSMA7 1.56  1 6-9 NP 

Table shows all annotated proteins that had a fold change  > 1.5x IR vs. IS (in the con-supernatant samples).  
p-value could be calculated only for pH 4-7 since only two gels with con samples of IS-myotubes were ran. 
Uniprot ID (Protein ID) and annotated names and gene names are shown. Pval is calculated by students t-test. 
No.: Number of total spots with a fold change  > 1.5x found for this protein (shown is spot with highest fold change 
in one direction). pH IEF: pH scale of isolelectric focusing strips. SP+: protein is secreted via classical secretion 
pathway (determined by SignalP database); SP-: protein is secreted via non-classical secretion pathway 
(determined by SignalP and SecretomeP database). NP: protein is described as non-secreted (determined by 
SecretomeP database). 
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